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Students, faculty er IT jobs 
eliminated 
Androw NtiiH/The Chronicle 
Brian Fuller, a junior 'journalism major, purchases a Coke from a ve nding mac hine on the 3 rd floor of the 33 E. Congress P arkway 
Building. Prices recently increase d by 10 cents in all Columbia vending mac hines. 
Vending machine 10 cents. While a dime may not semester's increase translated into a prices to identical items in the area. 
A "mutually agreed upon price" is 
then negotiated. 
prices increase 
By Amanda Maurer 
Cempua Newa Editor 
As the saying goes, the only thing 
that remains the same is change. 
Returning students quickly discov-
ered the pain.behind this when they 
rea1iziCd they needed more loose 
change tbil semester. 
Over the summer Columbia's 
vending company, Northbrook-
based Mark Vend, reviewed the 
costs of the items in its vending 
machines and increased prices by 
break the bank for some, others 13 percent cost jump for chips, and 
were left wondering if certain items an 8 percent increase for beverages. 
had become overpriced. Mark Vend became the college's 
Jennifer McGill, a junior radio vending service provider in June 
major, is angry about the price 2005. This has been the first price 
increase-first tuition and now this. increase since its contract began. 
Although she once made purchases The vending company, which 
from the machines, she now brings has a five-year contract w ith 
her own, less expensive snacks. Columbia, begins the price review 
" Increasing everything is crazy," process during each summer. That 
McGill said. " I' d rather buy my way price changes take effect 
own food." before students return in the fall. 
Last year a bag of chips could be Officials at Mark Vend propose a 
At press time, identical 20-ounce 
bottled beverages could be pur-
chased at 7-Eieven, 535 S. State St., 
for S 1.39 without sales tax. Identical 
candy items could be bought two for 
85 cents each before sales tax. 
Mark Vend also services the 
College of Lake County in 
Grayslake and the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. Price increas-
es do not affect all of Mark Vend's 
purchased for 75 cents and a 20- price increase to Columbia, which vending machines at the same time. 
ounce beverage for S 1.25. This in tum compares the proposed See Vending, Page 10 
DanceMrica 
looking for suitor 
Columbia cuts event, 
seeks new venue 
By Hayley Graham 
Edltor·ln-Chlef 
After putting it on hiatus last 
spring, Columbia has decided to 
hand off DanceAfiica to another 
organization. and Chicago's 
DuSable Museum of African 
American History is the front-runner. 
DanceAfiica, a celebration of a 
variety of African culture, was 
intemally and externally reviewed. 
and Columbia ultimately decided 
that the college did not have the 
capacity to produce it any longer, 
said David Flatley. executive direc-
tor of Columbia's Center for 
Community Arts Partnership. 
DanceAfrica was run by CCAP 
with a budget of S600.000 from 
fundraising and ticket sales. 
"Over the last several years the 
cost was more than the revenue.-
Fiatley said. "The efforts were 
there but the success in raising the 
dollars ~ noe realized. For the 
last four years it has not made 
money." 
The college then turned to 
other organizations to take on 
DanceAfrica, instead of down-
grading it or letting it die entire-
ly. A committee of Columbia 
officials and community stake-
holders met during the summer 
to review proposals from several 
organizations. 
Baba Chuck Davis, artistic 
director and co-founder of 
DanceAfrica Chicago. was 
among the committee members. 
and said the DuSable Museum 
was the organization that the 
committee decided had the 
strongest proposal. According to 
its website. the DuSable Museum 
is the oldest museum to preserve 
black history in the country. 
"The museum has a long histo-
ry of support for DanceAfrica 
and has extremely high respect in 
the community and a stable 
administration.~ Davis said. 
"The baton being passed on. for 
me. could not go to a more wor-
File 
The DuSable Museum of African American History may take on 
DanceAfrica, after the Center for Community Arts Partnership 
decided it could not fund the event any longer. 
thy organization." 
Raymond Ward, who is in 
charge of Media Relations at the 
DuSable Museum, said that 
Columbia has told the museum 
that it is the most likely candidate. 
'·I think we' d be a logical 
choice.- Ward said. MWe' d be 2lad 
to welcome DanceAfrica -and 
embrace it." 
Flatley said the board of trus1ees 
and Columbia president Warrick L. 
Carter should have the decision 
finalized by mi~. 
Even though DanceAfrica will 
not be in full swing this year, 
Davis said there will be 
DanceAfrica sponsored events. 
He said DanceAfrica should be 
back to its usual magnitude by 
See DanceAfrica , Page 11 
without 
• war rung 
By Haytey Graham 
Editor-In-Chief 
Columbia's Information 
Technology Department abrupt-
ly eliminated its tech help desk. 
leaving employees stunned and 
jobless earlier this month. 
On Sept. 8. with no prior 
warning. all four help desk 
employees were told their jobs 
were being terminated. 
"We were all shocked," said 
Hanh Lam, who was a hardware 
technician for the help desk. 
"This came out of nowhere." 
Administrators told Lam. who 
held the position for 18 months 
and others. that having two help 
desks, tech and OASIS user sup-
port created confusion, so the 
tech side was being cut, he sa id. 
College officials have 
remained tight-lipped on the 
reasons behind the sudden tran-
sition. " What we know is that 
the college had a difficult time 
in trying to maintain the training 
and education level for those 
who were providing the services 
internally," said Mark Lloyd, 
vice president of Marketing and 
Communications. 
Lloyd could give no time 
frame as to how long the col-
lege had been planning the 
elimination, and said that the 
school has since hired an out-
side firm that wi II have an 
office on campus with people 
certified and trained to provide 
help desk support specifically 
geared toward the technology 
used at Columbia. 
"Today they are de livering the 
high levels of services that the 
users expect from the college 
network," Lloyd said. 
The employees let go are s till 
searching for answers as to 
why there was no warning to 
allow them time to search for 
other job opportuni ties on or 
off campus. 
" Had I known, I would have 
looked for another job," Lam said. 
Lam said that he and his fo r-
mer coworkers are now banned 
from campus and cannot apply 
for another job or take classes. 
Lam said that the securi ty 
guards have photos of the four 
fonner IT employees to keep 
them off campus. 
Lam is also prohibited from 
continuing to volunteer at the 
Museum of Contemporary 
Photography. 600 S. Michigan 
Ave., and the Latino Cultural 
Center. 
However, it is puzzling that 
former employees have essen-
tially been blacklis ted from the 
college if there were no mali -
cious reasons fo r the layoff, 
Lam said. 
·'ffthe reason was because the 
positions were eliminated, then 
why the hostility?" Lam asked . 
hf(rahamta chrome/email com 
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Dreaming about large dicks is apparently a bad thing. According to 
Dreammoods.com, "to see an 
exceptionally large penis, [s ic] 
suggests doubts and anxieties 
about your sexual dri ve and 
libido." Since when did large 
di cks become a bad thing? 
There's a lot of psychobab-
ble in books and on the 
Internet claiming to dec ipher 
the images in your d reams, but 
can anyone accurately inter-
pret a dream when it's so 
bizarre to begin with? 
I've been having these 
weird dreams-not about 
porn-star cocks-and I 
would love to hear what 
you guys and ga ls think 
they mean . What makes 
these dreams s tand out is 
how I remembered , word 
for word, the last line in 
the dream as if it were a 
movie. 
In the first one I'm a 
college professor giving a 
lecture about Alaskan 
Cold War fo lklore-yeah, 
say that ten times fast. I 
was teaching the class 
about the infamous and 
terrify ing General Polish 
Bear. His name wasn ' t 
exactly " Polish Bear." It was a 
very long Poli sh name w ith a 
bunch of z 's and y ' s and I 
couldn 't remember how it was 
pronounced or spelled after 
wak ing up. 
But I do remember General 
Polish Bear was a white gri z-
zly bear. He wasn't a polar 
bear because the A laskan Cold 
War folklore said so and you 
can ' t argue wi th folklore. 
What made General Polish 
Bear so terrifying, though, 
was the pit bull head located 
in the center of the grizzly 
bear' s forehead. It soliTids 
Fetch me a dream 
By Hunter Clauss, Editor-in-Oti.ef 
really creepy but it was hilari-
ous in the dream. 
So what did this mutant 
grizzly bear have to do w ith 
the Cold War? If I remember 
the fo lklo re correct ly, the bear 
ran on nuclear energy, wh ich 
he had to recharge every so 
often . The final line of the 
dream helps jog my memory 
in this area: "No one knows 
where the general is now. 
Perhaps he's rechargi ng in the 
Alaskan wilderness, preparing 
himself for the next Cold 
War- that is if you believe in 
General Polish Bear or the 
Cold War. Fact or fiction, you 
decide." 
Good luck figuring that one 
out. At least there weren 't any 
schlongs in it. 
In the next dream I' m a sen-
ator on an a lien world. The 
other members of the Senate 
and I are faced with a very 
large pickle; another a li en race 
w ill blow up our world if we 
don 't hand them hal f of our 
populat ion to eat. To make 
matters worse, another hungry 
race of outer-space invaders 
demands the same thing. The 
senato rs and I are puzzled 
until I have the bright idea of 
g iving both intruders what 
they want instead of going to 
war with them, which we 
would have easily lost . 
While this is going on, I've 
fallen in love with a govern-
ment-funded robot assassin 
- that looks like Scarlett 
Johansson. She could never 
tell me her name in the dream, 
but I found out she was a part 
of a secret government death 
squad called the Maidens of · 
Honor, also known as the 
Rogue Maidens for short. 
The d ream ended as my 
robot lover boarded a rocket 
that was being sent to one of 
the enemy's mother ships-
whether she was be ing sent 
there to fight o r to be eaten 
remains a mystery. I hugged 
her, knowing she might not 
come back. Being an emotion-
less robot, she d idn ' t hug me 
back. I let go of her as she 
walked toward the rocket and 
thought to myself, " I love her 
even though I know, deep 
down inside, that she can 
never love me back. But all I 
can do is hope." 
A psychologist somewhere 
is probably crapping himself. 
But now that I've shown you 
mine, why don 't you show me 
yours? E-mail your dreams to 
hc lauss@chroniclemail .com 
and keep an eye out for our 
interpretations in an upcoming 
edit ion of The Chronicle's 
Arts and Entertainment sec-
tion. I can ' t promise you 
they' ll be accurate or what 
you want to hear, but I'm sure 
it won' t be as fucked up as 
fa lli ng in love w ith a govern-
ment-funded robot assass in. 
hclauss@chroniclemail. com 
In Your Opinion 
How do you feel about the new OASIS 
website? 
"It 'I all right. I was 
a ltllle confused at 
first to figure out 
how to register f or· 
my c:la.ues. " 
h11Jc Horcl , I 1J, 
'h ptumtfl. c. puhlu .. rclatum" 
"/think it :f bel/er 
than before, hlll I 
still c:ouldn ~register 
online." 
K;th.:rirw K•llr/t~ouka"· 2f t, 
JUfllltr , rnlcru1r an.,hrkclurc 
"It :1· decent. No bet-
ter than the last 
one. 
l lrad lkrgqui .. t , 2 1. JUnior, 
plu1t• tgnrphy 
"7/te firs/ couple of 
weeks it kinda threw 
me t!ff ! !tad tnmhle 
finding my schedule. " 
ltouclio i'mnudio, PJ, 
:-.••plunnun: rllm~lrulil ,ll 
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Columbia night at the White Sox 
Half-price tickets will be available for 
Columbia College Night at U.S. Cellular Field 
as the White Sox play the Detroit Tigers at 8:05 
p.m. Sept. 18. Students will meet at 6:15p.m. in 
the lobby of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 
S. Wabash Ave., to take the Red Line to the 
stadium. · 
For mor(/ information, contact the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs at (312)344-7994. 
World Music Festival concert 
Rodrigo and Gabriela, a Mexican guitar duo 
from Ireland, will play for students_ at 8 p.m. 
Sept. 19 at the Conway Center in the 1104 
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. Admission _ is 
free . · · 
For more information, contact Ann Marie Solo 
at (312)344-7812._ 
Body as Art 
A public panel discussion, "Body as Art: 
Politics, Gender and Culture," will be held to 
discuss the relationship between culture, art and 
activism. The event, from 6 p:m. to 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 20 in the Alexandroff Cainpus Center, 600 
S. Michigan Ave., is free and open to the public. 
For more information, contact K Suzanne 
Saulsberry at (312)344-8829. 
Big Mouth Open Mic 
Students can watch Columbia artists perform their 
spoken word, poetry or other pei-formances at the 
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave, on 
Sept. 2 1 from 7 p.m. to I 0 p.m. Admission is free. 
For more information, contact Sharod Smith aJ 
(3 12) 344-7994. 
Job fair 
A job fair for students looking for employment 
on campus will be held from II a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Sept 21 in the Hok.in Annex in the Wabash 
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Students 
.should bring a Columbia ID, Social Security 
card and driver 's license or state ID. 
For more information, contact the Office of 
Student Employment at (312)34-1-8521. 
THE 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
If you lul\'e "" upcnminc t•vent or nnnouncement, 
t•ontnt't The C hronicle's news desk 
t•h ronlcle@lcolum.t'du 
(J 12) 344-8964 
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Campus News 
OASIS 
gets hefty 
makeover 
Columbia website 
also redesigned 
By Jim Jaworski 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
Columbia invested $600,000 
into its e lectronic · appeal this 
summer with the redesign of both 
the OASIS web portal and the 
colum.edu website. 
OASIS, which students must 
use for registration and class 
schedules, has been updated in 
an effort to make the system 
more attractive and easier to 
navigate. 
"We wanted to be able to [take] 
when the company released a 
new version. 
Columbia budgeted about 
$350,000 for the upgrade, 
according to Mike DeSalle, vice 
president of Finance and Chief 
Financial Officer. The budget 
included all aspects of the 
upgrade, including new servers. 
While the upgrade has 
revamped the system in numer-
ous ways, some simple advan-
tages may help change the nega-
tive outlook some students and 
faculty have of OASIS. 
"I think what people will like 
most about it is just that it's 
faster," said David Noffs, OASIS 
facil itator for the Office for 
"People might feel a 
little lost at first I feel 
by the spring, faculty 
and students will be 
Ins t itutional 
Technology. 'The 
ability to get in, do 
what you need to 
do and get out of 
there is a great 
attribute for it." 
very comfortable 
using it" 
advantage · of all 
the new features," 
said Rebecca 
Courington, assis-
tant vice president 
of Academic 
Tech n o l ogy. 
"There was noth-
ing wrong with the 
old version, but ----:David Noffs, OASIS 
it's time to move facilitator 
W.hile OASIS 
has only a few 
functions that are 
necessary for stu-
dents to use, other on tO the new." 
Many students, however, had 
ongoing difficulties with the old 
verst on. 
"Last year it was awful, really 
slow and clunky," said Zach 
Horwitz, a senior music busi-
ness major. " It's a lot easier 
now. It's much faster. It has 
crashed on me though. OASIS 
is actually down right now. I 
tried 20 minutes ago." 
The OASIS system is adapted 
from a program purchased from 
Jenzabar, a corporation that pro-
duces software for schools and 
colleges. The initial Jenzabar pro-
gram was updated by Columbia 
options, such as e-mail and group 
discussions, are used sparsely, 
according to student feedback. 
Noffs hopes the new version of 
OASIS will entice students to use 
the system on a more regular 
basis. 
"People might feel a little lost 
at" first," Noffs said. "I feel by the 
spring, faculty and students will 
be very comfortable using it." 
Both versions offer a variety of 
services for faculty, including 
homework assignments, class 
d iscussions; grade updates and 
See OASIS, Page 11 
Jennifer Cr1der/ The Chronicle 
Columbia's student enrollment 
tncreases across the board 
By Jim Jaworski 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
Following recent trends, 
Columbia's enrollment rose in 
almost every category this fall. 
The new numbers for student 
enrollment, made official by the 
office of Research, Evaluation and 
Planning on Sept. 13, show a total 
of II ,499 students for the fall 
set:nester, a 6 percent increase from 
last fall when I 0,842 students 
attended Columbia. The increase is 
the largest !ii,nce the student popu-
lation grew more than 5 percent, 
an increase of 407 students, 
between 1996 and I 997. 
"Our reputation is growing," 
said Steve Kapelke, provost and 
vice president of Academic 
Affairs. "Students want to come 
here, . and parents want to send 
their children here." 
The statistics show the rapid 
increase in student population over 
the past I 0 years. In 1996, 8,066 
students attended classes in the 
fall. With the current population, 
the number of Columbia students 
has increased more than 42 percent 
over that time period. 
Kapelke said numerous factors 
beyond admission numbers con-
tribute to the increasing student 
· body. 
"We' re retaining students at a 
much higher rate," he said. "So 
the larger enrollment numbers are 
partly a function of larger numbers 
of new incoming students. 
Students are moving through< the 
program at a much higher rate." 
This semester, Columbia has 
also seen an increase in minority 
students in most categories. There 
are I ,63 1 black students registered 
for classes this fall , an increase of 
almost 5 percent over last year, the 
highest number since 200 I . 
"It's very encouraging," said 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs. "It's because we 
worked so hard at it. It's because 
of the additional low-income 
scholarships. So, it's not over-
whelming news, but it's what 
we're working toward and I think 
it's something we can build upon." 
While the number of· black stu-
dents rose, the increase has ·not 
matched the rise in overall 
tuition. Black students represent 
14.2 percent of the overall stu-
dent population, down from 14.5 
percent last year. 
The Asian/Pacific Islander, 
American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
and non-resident alien groups also 
saw slight increases over last year. 
The Hispanic population, how-
ever, saw a slight decrease, drop-
ping from I ,057 to I ,02!. The 
number of Hispanic students has 
not been this low since 2002, when 
there were 997 enrolled. 
White students still represent 
over 64 percent of the total student 
body, up to 7,372 students from 
6,954 last year. 
One unusual variable in the sta-
tistics for minority enrollment is 
the increasing number of students 
who are declaring themselves as 
"unknown." With 878 students in 
that category, the number is easily 
the highest in the past I 0 years a:1d 
has steadily increased every year. 
In 1996, only 11 2 students 
declared themselves as unknown. 
"Ethnic numbers have less mean-
ing these days since more and more 
people refuse to answer," said Royal 
Dawson, senior research analyst for 
Researcl-, Evaluation and Planning, 
See Enrollment, Page 1 0 
Lost ·in trans'lation 
Potentially useful 
cuni~umfeedback 
floats around campus 
By Jenn Zimmenman 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
When it comes to its alumni, 
Columbia's administration seems 
confused. While surveys are 
being sent out to find out where 
its alumni are going no one 
seems to know whose job it is to 
track these answers. 
The number of alumni who get 
jobs in their field reflects the suc-
cess level of tlie school's curricu-
lum, according to Karen 
Solinski, assistant director for 
legal and governrnental affairs at 
the Higher Learning Cornrnission, 
the commission who accredits 
Columbia. 
Even though surveys are sent 
out to obtain this information, the 
offices of Research, Evaluation 
and Planning and Academic 
Affairs both point the finger at 
each other as to whose job it is to 
evaluate the answers. 
Elizabeth Silk, director of 
Research, Evaluation and 
Planning, said it is their responsi-
bility to compile the data but it is 
up to Academic Affairs to look 
over the data and make curricu-
lum changes, if any. 
"The Provost [Academic 
Affairs department] takes a very 
close look at the results," Silk 
said. 
Yet Academic Affairs claims 
no such responsibility and points 
the finger back at Research, 
Evaluation and Planning to be 
looking over the results. 
In a voicemail, Ted Harwood, 
assistant to the Provost in 
Academic Affairs, said Royal 
Dawson, senior research analyst 
to "Research, Evaluation and 
Planning, is responsible. 
However, Dawson said his 
department doesn't even look at 
the results and said the Advising 
Center may be in charge of look-
ing it over. 
But they, too, claimed no 
responsibility for examining the 
survey results. 
With Columbia putting such a 
large dependency on the survey 
results, the administration is fail -
ing to assign a department to 
make changes in the curriculum 
based off what answers are 
returned. 
Solinski said the college 
should be taking this informa-
tion and using it to evaluate its 
curriculum. 
"The primary purpose of the 
data is not so much for the 
accreditation agency to make 
judgments on the accreditation of 
Columbia," said Solinski. "It's 
more [so] that Columbia is using 
the outcome data correctly to 
improve the institution and to 
improve its curriculum and to be 
certain that students are in fact 
meeting the goals of the mission 
of the institution." 
Josh Culley-Foster, national 
director for Alumni Relat;ons, 
said he, Silk and Dawson are cur-
See Survey, Page 11 Jennifer Cr1der/The Chronicle 
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The Center for Teaching Excellence and The Office of Human Resources are 
pleased to announce their co-sponsorship of a two week program for facu lty 
and staff at the Kuku/c;Jn l: ducntional SpAnish Community. 
Study abroad in 
J-l c:1 n1 .Jnnu(jry :::007 I J;Jnu:lry 6-20 
S 1800 inr: ludcs: 
All tUttiO!l. I)O(Ik., a·Y.I IJng~riigc couro.,«.'"> t:lugln ny nattvc ~pcal(crs 
tl(l"nc St~l~ 'hit., uu~y mt!CIIs d·llly and UilPc..oor r.111on :o ')('hoot 
I -cur.., on.., to "·/cx,f':O r.q. oa~: l\~·~x1r .,., C1: c\ 5< .. ,.<·r:11 Mu<;•".'!lllll" l 11dil K~l"to··, house. :md more 
lr.)n.,pn•tm on !rom rv't~lllCO C1ty il!'I"'IOrt to Cucftlav::Cil 
Columbia c 
C O L LE GE CHICA GO 
Mexico 
FO~ MORE I~J f (JR.MATI{H~ ASOtll TPIS PRO~~PAM. PLEAS£ CONTACT: 
ROSEANNA MUELLER 
Pn1 Ll <ll Fcllow:,hlp'-> clVi-l i i;J IJicl 
i'lc Cen:c, tor 11•Jclu-1g I xr;f' I+:Pce 1., t_)llcrtny u~ ttJ ~rx p~~jtla l tct row~tlrp-, to tf)VCf tile coo;t of au ldtr {.liJIJfOII $5001 h>r tac;rlty 
Itw. Oll1cc of lhJn';~n Rl'~ou·cr.~ ~ on~wtq up 10 "''X p.11 trdllr.llowship'l to r.ovc·r ;hr: cost ot arrfare {apprux ~ 500i for <>tdlf 
LOLUMUIA l.OlllGl CII ICAGO 
OlPARI M( NT Of t tOERAL lDUCAIION 
RM\JH LE R ~·CO L \J M EOU t 31 2 S44 l"i3 2 
lnform<ltion Lunch Mcc~ting 
1/IJedne~,clay Sept. 27 1 2 30 1 ~-;O 
8tr1 Fl. Fncufty C•~ l' ter. GOO S M1r.l 11q;m 
~ f.') ;\ ... "-.. t ... , 
c~~?Ut~, 
q~ 
• \ \'d \ It\~·), 
• ,\-lt.tni< tfrc 
312-583-9100 
705 S. Dearborn Chicago, ll 00605 
Concert H a I I Events 
Tuesday September 19 
Student Jam with Gary Yerkins 
12:30 PM 
Student Concert Series 
7:00 PM 
Wednesday September 20 
Frank & Anna Dawson in Concert 
12:30 PM 
The Columbia Chronicle 1 September 18, 2006 
A Public Panel Discussion 
SEPTEMBER20 
6:00 -7-:30pm, 2006 
P 0 L ·1 T I C 5, G E N D E R & C U L T U R E 
Ferguson Hall I 600 South Michigan 
Participants Include: 
Tracey Rose: Visual/Performance Artist; Artist-in-Residence Columbia College Chicago, 
BFA·University of Witwatersrand, SA. Exhibitions: " Hitchhiker," Generator Art Space, 
Johannesburg (1996); the Johannesburg Biennial (1997); and "Cross/ ings· at the University of 
South Florida Contemporary Art Museum (1997). 
Sonia Baez-Hernandez: Visual Performance Artist; Artist-in-Residence, Columbia College 
Chicago, SA-Political Science, University of P~erto Rico; MFA Painting-School of the Art Institute 
of Chicago, MA-Sociolcgy, UCLA Has exhibitPd in Chic2go; Dominican Republic and Toronto. 
Cv-Producer/ Editor of document<~ry 'Territori2s of the Breast." 
Colin Almeieh: Outreach Director, .~.IDS and Society Resen•ch Unit, L!n iversity of Cape Town 
ard Fox International Fellow, Yale Univers:ty (South .'\lrica) 
IV!oderator, tlamza Walker: i)'rtctor cr Ecduca\ion & Assoc. Cura tor at Ti1e Renaissance 
Society, Chicago (United States) 
Co-presented by: 
Institute for the Study of Women and Gender ir. the Arts and Media, Columbia 
College Chicago, Liberal Education Department, Columbia College Chicago, POLVO, 
RadioArte, and SAIC Visit!ng Artists Program and Performance Department. 
LIBERAL EDUCATION 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
Related programming: 
Body maps 
September 5 throulf' 
October 13. 2006 
An exh•blt of 14 hfe-s•ze COllages by 
the Bambanan• Women of South Afnca 
chromchng the:r expenenets of hvtng 
With HIV and AIDS. 
Gallery CJJ 
33 East Con&<ess, 
fOf motf' rnformatiOO. 
please Cdll :i12.344.8829. 
F11m ser,.en•n&: 
Territories of the Breast 
By Sor.lil B.)ez-Hemandez, 
ThursdcW Se~terater 14, 2006 7:00pm 
Hot HoUH 
30 Ea·:t GaiN:>. 
fN more •niounatJOn 
please cau 312.344.7297. 
Free and Open to the Public. 
For more mformaUon. please call: 
1nst1tute for t~ Study of Women 
and Gender in the Arts and Med1a 
- 312.344 .8829 or Liberal 
Educat1on- 312.344.7297. 
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for mare 1nform1t1oo connct recycltng@colum.edu 
CtJLUfvi~A COLlE:6E RECYCliNG- PROGRAM 
/ 
I f'. ·.;' 
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U.S. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score. 
Columbia Athletes PACK the HUB! 
ti CUR.RENT SPORTS 
Baseball - Cycling - Soccer- Wrestling 
Cross Country- Capoeira 
ti CURR~NT SPORTS INTERESTS 
Tennis - Fast-Pitch Softball - 16" Softball 
Volleyball- Women's Basketball 
Men's Basketball • Flag Football - Raquetball 
Women's Lacrosse- Men's Lacrosse 
Ultimate Frisbee - Dodgeball - Swimming 
Dance- Cheerleadlng- Rugby - Palntball 
On Wednesday, September 13th, the Renegades held an athletics meeting 
for all students interested in playing or starting a club sport on campus. The 
meeting was held in the HUB. The meeting room was packed! The purpose 
of the meeting was to act as a launching pad for ali new sports interests to 
become recognized on campus. If you're not already signed up for a club 
sport bu~ would like to be, please visit our website at 
http://athletics.co1um.edu. You can also contact the Renegades by calling 
their office (312)344-6917 or stopping by thier office in the HUB, located at 
11 04 5. Wabash, Lower Level. 
Want t9 sign up? Don't see your Interest on the list? 
NO PROBLEM! VIsit 
tf FITNESS AND INTRAMURALS 
Basketball lntramurals are starting on October 8th! To 
sign up fill out the intramural packet from the workout 
center located at 425 S. Michigan, or from the Athletics 
office located at 1104 S. Wabash, lower level. Packets 
are also available online at 
http:// ATHLETICS.COLUM:EDU 
tf ANNOUNCMENTS 
Cheerleadlng 
Interested In cheerleading? Come to 1104 S. Wabash 
in the Conaway Center on Tues. Sept. 26th at 5:30pm. 
Softball 
Interested In softball? Come to 1104 S. Wabash 
In the cOnaway Center on Tues. Sept. 26th at 3:00pm. 
Baseball NEXT GAME: 
Fri,Sat,Sun Sept. 22nd,23rd,24th at UW-Whitewater 
C4Cycllng 
1st. Meeting- Tues. Sept. 19th 624 S. Michigan RM. 1409 
SPM. - Food to Eat & Gifts to Give! 
.. 
'. 
http:/ / www.colum.edu/ leadership/ 
ALL PACKETS MUST BE TURNED IN BY SEPTEMBER 29TH! 
The Renegades are looking for anyone interested In 
being our Marketing-Events Coordinator! 
Please contact us through our website If interested. 
The Renegades are looking for sponsors! If your business 
would like to sponsor club sports, please email us at: 
Athletics@colum.edu 
Student Athletics Association (Renegades) 
1104 S. Wabash Lower Level Office A 
getusc.com 
1-888-buy-uscc 
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Portfolio Center offers 
assistance, battles low 
student attendance 
By Amanda Maurer 
Campus News Editor 
Columbia's Portfolio Center 
offers several events and programs 
so students can improve their 
chances to land a job, but some 
may not be taking advantage of 
everything the center offers. 
A number of programs and 
events have been created so every 
student can gain a better under-
standing of what future employ-
ers are looking for. 
While the center has reached 
and helped many students, 
employees have been working to 
encourage more students to take 
advantage of its services. 
A number who come to events 
are returning students, accord-
ing to Matt Green, assistant 
director of the Portfolio Center: 
He hopes the center can reach 
more students through class vis-
its and faculty. 
"We would really like to break 
into that next level of students who, 
for whatever reason, are intimidated 
or not motivated enough to show 
their work,'' Green said. 
Although Tracy Blight, a junior 
journalism major, is familiar with 
the Portfolio Center, she has yet 
to visit it, she said. She does, 
Online portfolios: Students should 
look Into the creation of an online 
portfolio. While'older employers 
may expect and appreciate a 
physical portfolio, some younger 
companies would rather check out 
a student's work on the Internet. 
however, plan to visit the center 
once she has enough material to 
create a portfolio. 
"I think it's a really good idea to 
have a Portfolio Center, because I 
don't know where to begin," 
Blight said. · 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs, considers the 
Portfolio Center to be a "finishing 
school" for students after they 
have worked with the faculty and 
programs in their major. 
"A resume alone does not get 
your foot in the door in the creative 
industry," Kelly said. 
Kristin Scott, communications 
director for the Portfolio Center, 
said students who apply for jobs in 
their industry should be able to 
show employers some product of 
their work or ability to work. 
"Employers really want to see 
examples of work from new 
employees," Scott said. 
A portfolio is becoming increas-
ingly more important and employ-
ers are asking to see portfolios 
from everyone, including people 
in the public relations industry and 
even teaching, she said. 
Show Off is one program for 
students who are looking for one-
on-one involvement with profes-
sors. Last year the Portfolio 
Documentltl01r days: On certain , 
days students ean bring In any 
Item they need photographed, 
including tllemselves, for use irl 
their portfolio. Film imd television _ 
students will have an opportunity • 
this November. 
Chronicle 
Kristin Scott, communications coordinator for the Portfolio Center speaks to students of Kris Brailey's 
New Millennium Studies class on Sept. 14. Scott touched on issues such as the imf)Ortance of net-
working and how to p~esent yourself to potential employers. 
Center hosted 80 sessions, featur-
ing employees from dozens of 
industries. The professionals 
come in on their own time, free of 
charge, and look at students' 
work, give them feedback and 
help direct their next steps. 
"It doesn't matter where you are 
in your portfolio production 
process, even if you're just halfway 
through it," Scott said. 'The whole 
point is that these professionals will 
give you ideas about what you can 
continue to· do, even if you just 
come in with ideas." 
Often, professionals come not 
only to help students, but also to 
scout out potential employees. 
Nearly one in three visits end in 
PonHo~Students In their 
last 5emester l;lln reglliter mr'guld· 
ance creatlngtbeh'final Portfolio. 
, .--'x--<. ;..: :~ 
~ ' ._*. . 
·111e center's,~ Find articles~ 
lmeiViews and evj!ll. podcasts for 
students of all majors. ., 
a student being offered a job, 
Green said. 
About 400 to 500 students 
came for tlie Show Offs last 
year, according to ·Green. 
However, that included a num-
ber of returning students. 
While many Show Off ses-
sions were a success, a few were 
canceled due to a lack of student 
. involvement. But Green said the 
center believes there is a certain 
" intimidation factor" students 
face when confronted with the 
possible visit of a maj.or 
employer. 
"Attendance at our events is 
always an issue,'; Green said. 
"We do pretty good, and based 
on the ·years before, we're doing 
better." 
While the center holds a num-
ber of sessions, Green said that 
Show Offs make up only half of 
the programs and events the cen-
ter hosts. 
Though most colleges offer 
career fairs or portfolio produc-
tion services, Scott said that 
there is 'no other college if1 the 
United States that offers all of 
the services. 
For more information of all of 
the events and programs the center 
offers, visit its website at: 
www.colum.edu/Portfolio _Center! 
amaurer@chroniclemail.com 
DISCOUNTS ON 
r~~· 
Adobe 
AND 
Microsoft~ 
PRODUCTS 
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Four decades of 
~cre,ating change' 
Long-time professor 
leaves mark on college 
By Jenn Zimmennan 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
"Create change" appears 
. everywhere around Columbia's 
campus. It covers the school's 
colorful buttons, stickers-and the 
T-shirts at the bookstore. It's the 
motto that Columbia teacher 
Louis Silverstein helped create. 
Silverstein is one of the col-
lege's longest-serving full-time 
faculty members. He looks at 
himself as one of the "long-
marchers," someone helping to 
create change around campus 
and in society. 
According to Silverstein, the 
long-marchers are the faculty 
members who were part of the rev-
olution at Columbia in the '60s and 
' 70s that fought to develop social 
change. Silverstein stresses the 
motto, "create change" should 
push Columbia students to not 
only create change through their 
art, but also to change the way 
society accepts their art. 
Silverstein, 66, found his way 
to Columbia . in 1968, feeling 
that it was a place he could help 
create a difference in the way 
society worked. He said this was 
the time period when Columbia 
became the "new Columbia" we 
see today. 
"I realized if I was going to lead 
a life of meaning and purpose, I 
needed to ignite those forces in my 
work [at Columbia]," Silverstein 
said. 
The ~?Hrg~.'!P&in!!I).Y started ot;f 
as an altema!ive leammg school, a 
place run and taught by "very 
exceptional and unusual people" 
that were looking to change the 
way society was accepting artists, 
he said. 
"We wanted to fashion educa-
tion around the forces of change," 
Silverstein said. "We worked to 
change the society, not just the 
students." 
Silverstein said Columbia start-
ed off much different than the 
ever-growing South Loop campus 
seen today. It consisted of three 
floors, 400 students and 22 facultY 
members. He also said the 
Photography Department had one 
camera and sink, the Teleyision 
Department operated off one 
wooden camera and the Dance 
Center was only one floor at the 
bottom of an abandoned bank 
building on Belmont Avenue. 
"We were meager in resources 
but strong in ideas," Silverstein 
said. "It was a vision that made 
an awful lot of sense: to help 
change the education in Chicago 
and society." 
today. 
Silversteiu said the college 
worked more as a family than a 
school when he was chair. Going 
out after classes to folk music bars 
along the 2200 block of Lincoln 
Avenue, which he claims was 
"Columbia's turf," Silverstein said 
that students got a true look into 
what it meant to be a starving artist 
and an adult on their nights out. 
This sense of community is 
what one of his former students, 
Evrod Cassimy, a 22-year-old 
alumnus, said is apparent in the 
way he teaches today. 
"He kept the family feeling 
alive in class," Cassimy said. "He 
called everyone by their first 
name and tried for all of us to 
establish a personal relationship 
with each other by sharing a lot of 
personal experiences before start-
ing class each week." 
Silverstein said that is what he 
misses most out of all the other 
changes he has watched 
Columbia go through. With such 
a large student and administration 
population, he finds it harder to 
establish a family connection • 
with his students now. 
Although Silverstein left the col-
lege for two years to teach in 
Providence, R.I., he was asked to 
return as the assistant dean to the 
college to lielp establish Columbia 
as an accredited school and contin-
ue the social battle. 
According to Karen Solinski, 
assistant director for legal arid gov-
ernmental affairs at the Higher 
Learning Commission, the com-
mission that accredits Columbia, it 
received the accreditation 
Silverstein was shooting for in 
1974. 
Cassimy attended Silverstein's 
Peace Studies course during last 
year's spring semester. 
Silverstein said one thing has-
n't changed since he first started. 
He still finds himself fighting 
against a society that he. feels is 
pushing its artists to conform. 
Silverstein worries that this ongo-
ing battle is something that too 
many students overlook. 
Rachael Strecher/The Chronicle 
Full-time faculty member, Louis Silverstein, in the Liberal Education 
Department, is one of Columbia's 'long-marchers.' 
In 1982 Silverstein left his 
position as assistant dean after a 
five years to make time for his 
chi ldren. He then became the 
chair of a new department at the 
time, Life, Arts and Liberal 
Education, which still exists 
· "We are making students fit for 
society, but not a society fit for its 
students," Silverstein said. 
Going on 37 years, Silverstein 
still looks at himself as part of the 
long-marchers of the Columbia 
staff and pushes his message of 
fighting against conformity 
through his classes like Peace 
Studies, Death and Dying and 
Education, Culture and Society. 
Although Silverstein's 37 year 
status could be confirmed by the 
Records Department, it was not 
confirmed or denied that this 
would make him the longest serv-
ing fu ll time faculty member. 
Mike DeSalle, vice president 
of Finances, said it is highly 
Looking for 
part-ti.me work?· 
respectable for Silverstein to be 
part of the long-marchers. He also 
said, most importantly, Silverstein 
teaches his students how to get 
their voice heard. 
"Mike [Aiexandroff] was 
responsible for hiring the 
' Silversteins ' of this school," 
DeSalle said. "Most of what 
Columbia is today is because of 
these people." 
jzimmennan@chroniclemail.com 
Opportunities Available for Columbia College Students 
The Center for Community Arts Partnerships (CCAP) is holding open interviews for qualified students 
interested in working part·time with youth in after-school programs thro,ughout the Chicago areal CCAP is 
looking for students to work as tutors, homework aides, administrative arts program assistants, and arts 
and technology assistants (i.e. , photo, video. computer science.) 
The ideal candidate should be a Columbia College junior, senior or graduate student and have experience 
working as a tutor or in the disciplines listed above, enjoy working with youth. and have the ability to adjust 
to an urban school setting. 
Tuesday, September 19, 2006 
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM - Candidate Interviews 
Center for Community Arts Partnerships 
1112 S. Wabash, 2nd Floor 
Please bring your Columbia College 10, resume and portfolio of your work. Be prepared to fill out an 
application form. For more Information please call 312-344-8850. 
Through It s School Partnerships, CCAP works with K-12 schOols In Chicago and Evanston to enhance students· education through project-based or arts 
Integrated experiences before, during and after schOol. As a result, classrooms are transformed Into stUdios and performance spaces where students are 
engaged In a powerfu~ learning cycle In and through the arts. CCAP's Community SchOols Initiative unites the most Important jnHuences In Children's lives-
SCI'lool, tamlly'and community- to fully support thefr learning and development. It offers a full-serviCe &pPfoaCh to education by addressing the whOle child, 
:nc!udlng phySical, sodall'lnd emotional. as ~H as academic needs. 
Columbia f3 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY ARTI PARTNERSHIPS 
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Enrollment: classroom that was truly unique." In 1996, there were 2,50 I part-
time students compared with 5,565 
full-time students, representing 3 1 
percent of the total student body. 
This semester, part-time students 
represent only 12 percent of the 
overall poplrlation. 
Slight increase in 
minority students 
The number of graduate stu-
dents has increased, however, up 
from 698 students last year to 728 
students this fall. 
The three most popular under-
graduate departments at Columbia 
have also made strides in enrol l-
ment. Film and Video, the largest 
department, represent ing one-fifth 
of all Columbia students, increased 
to 2,223 students this fall. up from 
2,0761ast year. Art and Design has 
1,6 19 students, up from 1,475, and 
Arts. Entertainment and Media 
Management enrollment rose from 
988 to 1,1 71. 
Vending: 
Students complain 
of price gouging 
indirect prices, such as the cost of 
fuel, said Mark Stein, president 
of Mark Vend. 
vended items, Stein said that it's 
not simply free money for the 
college. 
Due to the confidentiality of the 
contract between Columbia and 
Mark Vend, neither would reveal 
the commission percentage the 
Continued from Front Page college receives from each item 
Rather, prices at each location are ~ sold in the 60 vending machines 
"[Those at the college) benefit 
by having refreshments conve-
niently located throughout their 
facilities," Stein said. "They bene-
fit from the commissions generat-
ed, but they also have some 
expenses." increased case by case. on campus. 
Now that extra dime goes Micki Leventhal, director of 
towards the costs which Mark Media Relations, would not say 
Vend pays. Sales tax and the col- how or where the commission 
lege's commission are removed, money is used at Columbia. 
Those costs likely include the 
cost of electricity to run the 
machines and maintenance, Stein 
said. 
followed by the company's "All revenues at the college, 
expenses. directly or indirectly, benefit the 
The company decides on price students and the educational expe-
changes a fter it looks at the three rience at Columbia College 
additional costs: the pri ce to buy Chicago," she said in an e-mail. 
the products from s upp liers; While Columbia does receive a 
direct expenses, like wages; and commission from the sales of 
The college could not com-
ment on the possibility of future 
price increases. However, Stein 
did say there isn't a limit for price 
increases. · 
Although freshman Ashley 
Tragarz, a film and video major, 
WEAIHER ) 
'1 MARK 
T A V E R N 
1503 So Michigan Ave. 
Three blocks south of Roosevelt. CTA Bus· ... 
#3 King Drive Drops on the corner of 15th 
& Michigan. Street & Lot Parking · 
Saturday, Sept 23rd 
Welcome Back to Class Party! 
Mingle and Meet Local Area Students. Enjoy a 
great lunch, dinner menu and drink s pecials 
in a beautiful nautical decor. 
-Free jukebox music from 9PM TO 11PM 
• STAR1 AN AFTEROON Wf:ATHER MARK STUDY GROUP 
Open Mon.- Fri. 11 :30am untll2am, Sat.untll 
3am,Sunday untll12am. Kitchen opan until 
Midnight (10:30pm fo~ a ll ages), 10:30am Sat 
& Sunday Bunch Menu. Clubs, Large Groups, 
Meetings, Private Parties and Study GrouP.S 
Over 40 RUMS! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
did not realize _that the prices had 
increased, she thinks the current 
prices are reasonable. 
However, Tragarz said any pos-
sible future jump of another I 0 
cents may lead to items being 
overpriced. 
" If it goes up again, it would 
probably be better to bring stuff 
from home," she said. 
And what about those snacks 
which seem to contain only a 
handful of chips? Mark Vend does 
consider whether certain items are 
overpriced by the increase. This 
has led to the company deciding to 
discontinue certain items, and 
replacing them with better-valued 
items. 
amaurer@chroniclemail.com 
"It's a visual and lyrical treat 
for the whole family." 
Join our Rum Club 
Mit. Model Audltlona 
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through Oot 11th 
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Survey: 
Surrounding 
colleges evaluate 
alumni surveys 
Continued f rom Page 3 
currently finalizing the next sur-
vey. However, Silk said she did-
n' t know who Culley-Foster 
was. While Culley-Fosler was 
able to supply a copy of the next 
DanceAfrica: 
Event to be revived 
by fall2007 
Continued from Front Page 
DanceAfrica sponsored events. 
He said DanceAfrica should be 
back to its usual magnitude by 
fall 2007. 
Despite this transition, Davis 
is not anticipating any major 
changes, besides the venue of 
the major performance, which 
has been traditionally held at 
the Chicago Theater, 175 N. 
State St. 
"DanceAfrica is already high-
ly professional, highly efficient 
and we will continue in that 
vein bybringing you the top 
quality that fits Chicago and the 
[DuSable Museum]," Davis 
said. 
The shift of DanceAfrica 
· comes at a time when Columbia 
has been struggling with a 
decline in black students, facul-
ty and staff. Flatley said that 
CCAP is still going to commit 
resources to cultivating and nur-
turing the black community at 
Columbia and beyond. 
Kimberly Weatherly, director 
of African-American Cultural 
survey to The Chronicle, Silk 
had no knowledge of what sur-
vey he was referring to. 
However, Si lk and Culley-
Fosler were able to/ confirm that 
surveys are sent out every two, 
five and I 0 years to both alumni 
and employers who have hired 
Columbia graduates. 
With surrounding schools 
like Robert Morris College, 
DePaul University and 
Roosevelt University also rely-
ing on surveys to evaluate their 
curricula, they leave it up to 
the career services department 
Affairs and faculty adviser of 
the Black Student Union, 
be lieves that the loss of 
DanceAfrica could end up ben-
efiting Columbia's students in 
the long run. 
"DanceAfrica was very expen-
to asses the results. 
"The results are shared with 
us and then we can do some 
internal updates on that," said 
Aisha Ghori, associate director 
of employer relations at 
DePaul 's Career Center. 
As Academic Affai rs and 
Research, Evaluation and 
Planning continue to receive 
survey answers, the question 
continues: Who is responsible 
for alumni and employer feed-
back? 
jzimmerman@chroniclenwil.com 
sive to run; we can probably 
have several programs and 
reach out to high schools and 
have better community pro-
gramming," Weatherly said. 
hgraham@chroniclemail.com 
OASIS: 
System crashes 
remain problematic 
Continued from Page 3 
guidance for students. Noffs hosted 
workshops for faculty in an effort to 
get them more comfortable with the 
new version of OASIS. 
" It's a learning curve for a lot of 
the faculty," he said. "They are 
used to doing things by hand." 
In addition to the new software, 
Columbia added a significant 
amount of server space to help 
· with times of high traffic, such as 
when many students are simulta-
neously registering for classes near 
the beginning of a semester. The 
old servers could not handle the 
increased traffic, which would 
cause the system to slow down 
and, at times, crash. 
" It was just limited in what it 
could do," Noffs said. "And it had 
a tendency to slow down dramati-
cally when there was a lot of traf-
fic. So we needed to do this. It 
needed to happen." 
Despite the new servers, system 
crashes have remained a problem, 
according to students. 
" It wouldn't let me in at all the 
first time I tried to [register for 
classes)," said Jessica Raspbury, a 
sophomore music business major. 
" It kept sending me backwards." 
ture called "load balancing," 
which disperses the output among 
the servers to help keep the system 
from crashing. 
While the newest OASIS, ver-
sion 6.4, came online Aug. II , 
Columbia is still working to 
streamline the system to help it 
operate more smoothly. 
When the first OASIS program 
was purchased during the 2003-
2004 academic year, Columbia 
paid Jenzabar more than $724,000 
in operational costs. 
Columbia's primary website, 
colum.edu, was also redesigned 
over the summer. Like OASIS, 
colum.edu was restructured for eas-
ier navigation and more visual 
appeal. 
"The college's website, over 
time, had lost its architectural 
integrity," said Mark Lloyd, 
assistant vice president of 
Marketing and Communications. 
"It looked a bit clunky. It wasn't 
as elegant; it didn't have the aes-
thetic quality we think this col-
lege represents." 
The colum.edu restructuring 
cost Columbia about $250,000, 
DeSalle said. For the project, the 
. school hired mStoner, an Internet 
consulting firm. Columbia paid the . 
fmn about $80,000, Lloyd said. 
As a marketing tool, Lloyd said, 
the new website can help with 
Columbia's "brand" and increase 
new channels of communication to 
the college. New search engines 
and calendar features have also 
been added. 
" It was time (for a change) 
because people were having a dif-
ficult time finding and accessing 
information," Lloyd said. "It was-
n't architected. It was like building 
a house and you keep adding on 
another room, and pretty soon you 
have this sprawling estate, but 
nobody can find out where they're 
going or where they've been." 
Chicago's DuSable Museum of African American History will now 
fund the event, which celebrates the history of African dance. 
Raspbury attempted to register 
during orientation, but Columbia 
workers could not help her with 
the problem. She registered a few 
days later while at home. 
Despite her troubles, however, 
she still prefers OASIS to the 
registration system used at her 
previous school, Northwestern 
Michigan College, which didn 't 
allow students to enroll in class-
es from home. 
The new system also has a fea- jjaworski@chroniclemail.co_m 
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COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
WWW.COIIIMI\IACHI\ONICI. f..COM 
office located at 
33 E. Congress Ste. 224 
on Monday, September 18th 
any time between 
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
to receive your complimentary 
pass for two.* 
·p .... , avalllbl• 'lltlla IUPPIN l.tlll on a lflt<Ome. lll&t· ..,._. bl•• No pu!ChaM n~ury 
one 8CimiHwo ~·per per.an E~ olal promotlooel Pflrtn~ ltltlr tgene~•.,.; IW>M 'llho 
hl.,.l«:el'o'tld a pall \flllhln lite 1111 to dt.Ytara not tllglbla Tl'lll Nrn 1\al tlMn 11ttd P0·13 by 1M 
p,4PAA lorN 10110\WIQ INIOI'II an !niMH~· ol "'ol .. tU, IUual cont_,l rod par1ialt'l..ldlly 
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Need a Regular Part• Time Job? 
It's NOT TOO SOON TO Start Looking! 
' 
. 
" .-
Attend the Student Employment Job .Fair 061 
When: Thursday, September 21,2006 
11 am until 3 pm 
Where: Hokin Annex 
623 S. Wabash, 1 sf floor 
The event is open to all Columbia College Chicago students. 
Come and network with,_ft,mp~ rs fr .a w ide range of 
/., ) 
Attendees of Previous ::Job Fairs 
/ ./~ 
American Girl Place~ ·· _. ... 
Express, Coach, Radio Shack, 
/\ Chicago Bears Retail, Marshall Fields, 
Dunkin Donuts, UPS, FedEx, 
CPS AVID Tutor/Mentor Program -· 
TheatreDreams, Essex Inn Chicago;· 
NIKE town, IMAX, Office Max, 
and more . 
Sponsored by Student Employment 
Division of Student Affairs 
ind.usfries\,_J?:>ress sharp, act professional, 
a~~ ~~IN'(~PieS F YO~R ~~SUME! 
"' ,,.,.. 
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be some bastardization 
of the real way, mainly 
because I can' t speak 
French. 
Either way, I kind of 
like the way I say it, so 
I've neglected to condi· 
lion · myself over the 
years to pronounce it the 
ol ' American way: 
Kruh-sont. 
You know this already. 
Dear asshol9 at Dunkin' Donuts, 
See, I go by your partic-
ular Dunkin' Donuts a 
lot- not necessarily 
because of preference, 
I go by your store all the time, and I 
never get decent service. Lasr week, 
however, you really pissed me ofT. 
· You see, ever since I was young, my 
family has had this thing for croissants. 
We'd keep them stocked in our 
kitchen-<>ne container on the counter. 
a few others in the bread drawer-and 
collectively work through them as the 
day went on. They're delicious. 
The thing is, and maybe ir was a 
joke, bur my dad always pronounced 
the word croissant with a heavy French 
accent, treating the second half to a 
healthy dose of nasal snari-"Kwa-
SAWn." So, as a result. I pronounced 
the word the same way. 
Eventually. I learned this was wrong. 
bur that didn't stop me &om thinking 
"Kwa-SAWn'' every rime I saw the 
" ord. or craved one of those delicious 
flak~ pastries. Still. I conrinued to 
pronounce it like I had learned. My 
dad speaks FreolCh, so I'm prelt) confi-
denr I'' e been saying it right, rhough I 
suppose thai my pronunciarion might 
but because it's litemlly the closest cof· 
fee-serving establishment to The 
Chronicle offi~e. where I live. And 
you, sir, serve me most of the time I 
come in, which is. regrettably, several 
times a week. 
At the coffee shop I work at, we refer 
to people who come in so often as "reg· 
ulars," and we typically treat them 
nicely so they keep coming back. 
You seem to take the opposite 
approach. Like a couple weeks ago. 
when I ordered a supreme omelet 
sausage croissant-pronounced in my 
typical fashion . You just stared at me 
blankly. I repeated the word. and you 
just kept staring. 
That was son of excusable. assuming 
you were on some kind of drugs. Bur 
then there was lasr week. when I 
ordered the same thing. and you yelled 
ar me. 
"You wanr ir on WHAT?" 
Remember "hen you said rhar? To a 
cusromcr? In response. I pronounced ir 
" K wa-SONT," " h1ch should have been 
Fools rush in 
Not even a monrh 
after rhe break-up. I 
Slarted hool.mg up "llh 
a guy I sa" on a regular 
bas1s I though! he was 
cute and had a good per-
sonahty Md eHn rhou~ 
rhcre "ere some •hghr 
annoyances abour h1m. I 
" as genera II) ha\ mg 
fun hangmg our and ha'-
mg sex I "'asn'r e\-en 
that upset abour my 
break-up anymore. I " as 
more interesred 111 rh•~ 
new guy and the exclle-
ment we had under rhe 
sheets I al'o wasn'r 
Casual sex can be a tricky thine. It 
sraru off innocently enough; the physi-
cal atlraelion 5eiS in, the flirting begins 
and before you know it, the clothes 
come ofT and the nigh! fades into a 
srorm of wet kisses and w11111 touches. 
It 's exhilanlting, it's new and it'• incred-
ibly fun. Somelimes, thoup, sex with 
the wrong penoo can rum those awe-
some nig)lts anto a loc of awkward 
moments. 
I never used to be the type of penon 
who could be JeXually involved with 
IIOI'I1C:One I wasn'r dating. I realiud at an 
early II&C !hat fooling around with a JUY 
wasn 't as enjoyable if I wasn't in 10111e 
1011 of relalionJhlp with him; it jUJI did-
n ' r f~l rigl'•t for lOme re&1011 
Yet lasl year, after I broke up wirh my 
boyfriend, I reahzed that I wu ready 10 
be JeXually ICiive with a IUY even If I 
w»n'rlnvolved wid1 him. AI the time I 
was 11ill reelinl from the relallomhlp, 
and thouJh I didn't want 10 dale anyone, 
I 11111 needed 10 Jet some 111. 
thinking of the cooscquences. whiCh 
included noc only gening emotionally 
attached. but also the fKI that I would 
be seeing this guy all the time for the 
nexr year or so. 
Over the counc of about a ye~~r. we 
would continue to hook up oecasionally, 
sometimea with months in between, 
sometunea jUJl weeks. I dldn 't know 
much about his life and he dldn'r know 
much abour mine. I Wldmrood how 
great ir was ro have Kll with someone 
and then noc have to consaantly call 
them and feel obllped to hang out with 
them If I wanted 10 be with my fiiends 
instCid. After the ridiculous fi&Jlls I had 
with my laJt boyfriend, the last thlna I 
wanted In my life was more drama. In 
my mind, we had those hot nighl:l 
tO&Cther, and rhar was all n&Jll with me 
I even dlorcd other auys in rhe m1cbt of 
all thiJ, but always ended up bec:k In rhe 
sack wtth him bccau'IC u much M I did· 
n't wanrto, I bcc11111c arUIChed to him. 
Jutr hook Ina up rumed inrn me wanr-
enough. Most menially competent indi· 
viduals could have figured out what 
kind of bread I was ordering based on 
that. You know: It doesn't sound like 
"bagel." It doesn't sound like "muffin." 
Therefore, by process of elimination, 
what kind of bread do I want? 
See, you' re getting it now after I've 
spelled it out for you, and I think you 
knew what I was saying then, too. Yet 
you simply yelled " WHAT?'' again and 
looked at me as though under different 
circumstance you would have taken the 
opportunity to stab me. 
Listen, buddy: I know you hate your 
job, and that's OK. But guess what? 
I'm the customer, and that means 
you're not supposed to be a dick to me. 
And on top of that, I'm a regular cus-
tumer, and that means you should be 
sucking my toes right out of my shoes. 
Maybe you missed the memo that 
explained the little symbiotic relation-
ship thar we share (I pay you, you serve 
me), or maybe you never heard that old 
adage. "The customer is always right." 
But I work with jackasses all the 
time. I get guys who come in and tell 
me thar their ,cappuccino is "like, half 
foam" and I'm nice ro them anyway. I 
certainly bitch about them the seCond 
they leave, but I definitely don't say, 
" You don' t know what a fucking cap-
puccino is. so srop ordering it. -you 
jackass." 
So next rime I come in and order a 
"Kwa-SAWn," you're welcome ro 
make fun of the way I say the word 
after I leave. Bur when I'm there. fig-
ure ir our and give it ro me. I don' t 
have rime for you ro be an idiot. 
mbyrn iilchromclemail.com 
mg ro hang our with h1m and do social 
things outside of hts bedroom. some-
rhmg thai he "asn 'r realty looking ro do. 
I often asked h1m wh) we couldn'r be 
more than JUS! fncnds thar slcpc rogeth· 
cr. bur all he could ever say was the 
trurh. "h1ch " as rhar he s1mply d1dn'r 
" anr thnr I s11ll fooled myself into 
beh•:vmg thor I could handle the disap-
pomrmc:nr and thar maybe someday he 
"ould change his mmd. bur looking 
b.lck. I reah.a: I rned ro romanricize a 
very unromantic sirua11on 
Some people say sex is jusr sex. and 
I'm one of those people ro a certain 
c:xrenr. but this past year's events slig)lt· 
ly changed my ourlook .. In my mind. it's 
•nc:vitable tu want men &om a sexual 
p1111.11cr after awhile. The anrac:tJon is 
then:. we gel along, the sex is good. fun 
and always leaves me wanring more-
it's all the stuff needed to make a good 
relalionship. If we can connect so well 
sexually, who's to say we won't connect 
well in other ways? The thought was 
like a huge question mark that hung per-
fectly above his bed at the end of every 
ni&J!t.lt's something I' ll never know the 
answer to, but I guess some things are 
better left unanswcml. 
Eventually, tummcr Cline, I had time 
away &om him and realized that I need· 
eel to atop punuiQa this pipe dream of a 
rellllionship and move on. A• it stands 
now, the hook-ups havo ended, and It's 
nil in the past. Now I'm much moro 
intere tod In what else Is In storo for me, 
Md rhouJh I srlll plan on havina sex 
with people I'm 1101 doting, I'm going to 
use caution in !!lead of rush Ina Into a sit· 
untion that will leave me wirh moro 
questions than ruuwcrs, 
tbntyrw<illt•/IIY)n/clttmall.com 
~ l~!!~~ ... ~~~!!,.'L5,;~, ($) Ratings Gyldt So, 11 that movte 
worth watching? 
That CD worth 
buytng? Count 
the heartaln 
each review and 
UM thll handy 
chart to find out, 
Mark Byrne • mbyrn.OChronlclemall.com • (312) 344·8969 
Mary Kroeck • mkroeckOChronlc lemall.com • (312) 344·8971 
Michael Claire· mclalr.OChronlc lemall.com • (312) 344·8982 
Brent White • bwhlt.OChronlc lemall.com • (312) 344·8970 
Slac:ey Ferguson has gooe tlvough many phases 
in life. First. she was ooe of the vixens in that bor· 
rible '80s pop group Wild Orchid, and then she 
became Fergie, a.k.a. "th" body" of the Black Eyed 
Peas. Now she's a "hardc:ore rappel" or<SOmethins, • 
and somehow she managed in between all of that to 
become addiaed to trystal meth? Talk about a 
woman with a drive to do it all. 
An addidion to trystal meth is no laughin& mat· 
ter, aiKI cheers to her for overcoming the jX1lblem. 
but isn't it odd how this news comes out 11 tbe. 
same time as her new CO? On top oftbat, her oew 
imaae as a tou&J!, horny c:bick just isn't cloiD& die 
trick. Rather than c:booliDa millie that l.isteMra 
could respect, Fcqie CCIMI olf as IIIOR of till 
orpbanecl fourth ~- of n.c tbat nwer aat 
over the rejec:tioll. 
We at Tbe CbrCIIicle allo fiDd it odd .... .... 
II so open about a Mrioul *'II ...... ... 
ce't eveo talk about 11er embw; '1 
accident • .Mt in eaa -.yoee lqot. lllll 
Fqie wt1 C1i111111 wllb die Nit oilier 8lll:t 
music camradellil Sa Dleao _........_., II&• 
bid cue of.,... II ller croec~~ ,.- ... or eo• 
aald. In aU ..-lkY. mOll people beline ...... 
peed ber pailCI_. caa't llld eo IL Ftqie bas lllllll 
ber DICIUIII sbut iibclll .. ftolt COilfllaioil. tilt lilt 
.. about ......... all about ill 
It II a aood publicll)t. • ller plit. Sun. .. 
IIIW hit 1011C about Loildaia Bridpl &aifta ~
...... wtll" dowil ................... ... 
after people actually buy-........ .... 
be whit a jlckualbe Ia, abe wtll .-llll cba ~ 
kecina pal~~~e~ of lbe world to llelp ._out. 
- T.IIr'.)WI 
<!)0000 Compl4ft Crap 
<!>$000 Download. 
<!)<!)$00 Prettv lnt.rtalnlng 
<!>@<!X!>Q Yerv Good 
Amanda 
Maurer 
Facebook: .Facebook, if you 
were a woman, you'd be one 
classy .dame. Nice try with that 
news feed thing. Too bad you 
soon had a mini coup on your 
hands. P.S. Don't try anything 
like that ever again. 
Pringles: "Once you pop, you 
can't stop." It's more than just a 
clever slogan; I've found it to be 
very true. Nothing beats the taste 
of hydrolyzed com protein and 
autolyzed yeast extract for break-
fast, lunch and dinner. 
Highland mangabey: Last year 
scientists introduced this newly 
discovered monkey species to 
the world, after it was found in 
the mountains of Tanzania. So 
mangabey, you get an A+ for 
eluding science, but a D+ for 
being critically endangered. 
U-Passes: Twenty-minute delays. 
Packed train cars. Creepy guys 
watching your every move. But 
hey, when you can jump on the 
CTA for free, it's all worth it. 
Political correctness goJJe 
overboard: So the president of 
the Humane Society of the 
United States suggested that 
people should refer to dogs as 
"Canine Americans." I' m all for 
animal rights, but even I can see 
where this is going. 
Jim 
Jaworski 
The homeless guys who drink 
on my stoop: No matter how 
bad my day can be, I know it 
wasn't as bad as theirs. They're 
uplifting, almost like a welcome 
mat. 
My new apartment: I've 
stopped living like a poor .tollege 
student, and now I'm living 
upscale. The place screams din-
ner party. I'll get right on top of 
that as soon as I replace my 
snowman place settings. 
The Hungry Brain: Dirty hip-
sters and "experimental" jazz. 
Delicious. 2319 W. Belmont Ave. 
The tamale guy: You know, the 
.guy who goes to every bar on the 
Near West Side selling six 
tamales for five bucks. Seeing 
him brings the perfect end to a 
night of drunken debauchery. 
My last semester at Columbia: 
It's nice to know I' ll be out of 
here soon, but it's also somewhat 
depressing knowing that I have 
to look for a real job. After I get 
me one of those, then what? 
Marriage? Kids? I guess the 
. only thing I have to look forward 
to is the icy grip of death. I 
guess I should enjoy these last 
four months, huh? 
Coca-Cola: As an avid, addicted 
pop drinker- yes, that's right, 
we here in Chicago say pop, not 
soda- ! have to say that this car-
bonated fizzy drink lifts me up 
each morning. Coffee is so last 
year for this girl. 
Little Miss Sunshine: It's hard 
to find a movie that makes you 
· cry, laugh and cry from laughing 
all at the same time. Plus the lit-
tle girl in it has won over my 
heart. Baby making here I come! 
Well, maybe not this year. 
Thermals: I' ve heard enough 
comments from my fri ends, 
boyfriend and fam ily about how 
my whole fall wardrobe consists 
of these stylish shirts. They keep 
you just the right amount of 
cool, and plus, I think I look 
damn fine in them. 
Cheese fries: Enough said. They 
satisfy every craving and never 
get old. 
Goose Island 312: It's all the 
great taste of Mi ller Lite, and I 
like to think it helps me watch 
my figure with it being a wheat 
beer and all. Plus, I feel kind of 
cool with a beer made only for 
our area code. Rock on to no 
beer belly. 
Photography is a powerful medium that brings reality to a pause. Photographers see life as an abundance of moments that 
will not stand still for more than a split second, but there are also times when tht= world stops spinning just enough for the 
photographer to capture time. In this picture: Legs rest upon a sidewalk on Chicago Avenue tn Ukrainian Village before dusk. 
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~-~ F~c~: l ;tal~(~fa,~z~i~ ~c~t~g (~~0) 
Join us fC>r· the first nteetiug of the sc·nu•st<"r 
Timt": 1 _I :SO a.m. 
Location: Faculty Cc>nt<"l'- sth Flo01·, 
<lOO S. Michigan Avt'. 
Multkultm·al Affair·s & 
Nc!W Studt:•nt Programs & Orientation 
Block Partv Ice Crt'am Socia l! 
Swt'et & ~'vleet on the srd flo01· of <i~S S. Wabash 
Stop by for a scoop! 
Time: s p .m. 
Join the Black Student Union & Latino Alliatll'e 
fot· a night at the ball pari< 
Chkago \Vhitt' Sox vs. Detroit Tigers 
Ticke ts are standing room only- $13.50 
l'urchast.> ti·01n suite 8011, G!o!S,S. Wabash 
Last day to purchas.• tickets 9 / 1:1 / 06 
Group dt'partur<• from 623 S. \Vabash lobby 
at 6 :00p.m. 
Brin.g your U-Pass! W e'rt> taking t he 
CTA R~'<l Line! 
Dt>parturt' Tim~: Promptly @ 6 p .m. 
Jee~ :..~ t~c~l?:~ &~n~ J.! ~~~~ ~J ~~J .. 3s 9 
provocativ" hit TV show Black. White. 
A unique, social pcrspet·tive of how tht' otht't" side livt•s. 
Location: Fet·guson Hall, 600 S. Mirhigan- 1st floor 
Time: !!!p.m. 
World Music Festival Concert 
Rodrigo y Gabriela 
Direct ti·om Ireland this Mexican duo of guitars 
will gt• t you moving! 
Time: 8pm 
Location: i to·• S. Wabash- Conaway Centl'r 
Free Admission 
~~~~~~~a~A~~r~.l~ua~F~R; ~~~o~ e r 
fe.a turing Robert Karimi and Tato Laviera 
DJ. Ronald Monroe 
Just likt' yom· family reunion, your Columbia family, 
fri~nds, food, and music- cornbitu• to make an 
11nfOrgcttablc aftt~rnomtl 
T irnt•: lllpm· 
Location: J-lokin Aunex, fi2S South Wahash 
World Music F"stival Concert 
20 
Aurelio Mart im•z,t hl' gt'<'atest p•••·lonrwr ofGarifima 
Music· from Bt•lizt•. Corne dauce! 
1101< S. Wabash -Conaway CentPt" 
~~!~,~;,~~.~X,,~ 'l~t~ Pa"~'~'~"~'l~;~:.o: l 
Nuynl"ic·;au P cwt! 
Tiruc•: lJ:fJO- HJ 
l .uc:atiou: lfu ldu J\u rwx H'.!:.'i Sout h Waha.•dt 
Saturday, September 23 
( ;.olumhia Cull•·g•· Chi<-agu 
Moltic-u ltul'nll>ay at c;rc·a t Auu·l'ic:ul 
Tit:kc•tH: •!l ll (l'uo·doa••· fmno Mulr il:ultuo·al Atlillr•) 
'J'idwh iH 't' limifc•d - fir·H t c·nuu•, fit'Ht Nt'rvt·cl 
Dc·)•:tr1u n · f't·ufll fJ'.l:i S. WahaHII 
I'J'HIIIJtii.Y a t H:.'iO a.m . 
I''' 1r1111 , . ltlhn llt a ltntt p l c·aHt' • UlltiH 1 
.'vlullt"iltnoul i\flaor • 111 (:lr•J) :H •I· 7/olo!l 
0 'Cloy' breoks mOld ol 
lookinggloss 
Solo performance makes U.S. debut and 
inaugurates new theatre 
The lights go down and a spotlight on a 
creepy hand moving in circular motion 
from just behind the curtain could easily 
make you think you've just been dragged 
into a circus. Yet curiosity might just be 
enough of a reason to not giggle at what's 
happening on stage. 
"Clay" is the story of Clifford, a boy 
faced with a series of .family traumas who 
is forced to confront his troubles. After run-
ning away from his home, he meets Sir 
John, a man who becomes his guide and 
mentor of spoken word, telling him that 
" (rhymes] only come out truthful if (they] 
come from a truthful place .. " With him, 
Clifford· learns what it takes to face his 
problems and fears head-on. 
The show is what solo performance should 
be-an exploration of themes disovered 
through a singular person. In this case, it's 
one person taking on numerous personas and 
wearing each like an old bat: comfortably 
worn in and still a perfect fit. Watching Sax 
transforn1 from charactet to character all in 
physical motion, facial expression and tone 
of voice, rather than costumes and props, 
works because he fully commits to every 
individual he becomes. 
The one-man hip-hop performance was 
created by Matt Sax and workshopped with 
About Face Theatre's artistic director, Eric 
Rosen. The show is making its U.S. debut 
and inaugurates Lookingglass Theatre's new 
50-seat black-box Chase Studio Theatre. 
The show bas its moments of humor and 
seriousness. However, the two are often 
intertwined in ways that they probably 
shouldn't be. An example of this is when 
Sir John uses a rap to try to get Clifford to 
leave his home, stay with him and become' 
his protege. The moment is supposed to be; 
serious, but the rhymes try too hard to get 
the point across and make the moment 
almost laughable. , 
Eminem laid the white-boy rap story out 
for us not too long ago: Boy has a hard 
family life, uses his music to cope with his 
problems and becomes a huge success. It's 
expected the kid will have a bard time 
when his parents divorce, his mother will 
take it worse than his father, and this will 
have much to do with how be grows up. 
There are a few twists in the plot, but the 
vast majority of them are predictable and 
don ' L leave a lot to the imagination. 
Although the story is not entirely new, 
the sk ill and performance level that actor 
and w riter Sax brings to the s tage is 
re freshing. Sax plays an entire cast of char-
acters and by using strong body language 
and different voice ranges, h>! gives each of 
them dominant personalities. From playing 
Clifford/Clay to C lifford's parents, step-
mother and Sir John, it's clear that Sax 
understands the importance of physicality 
and tone of voice in theater. 
Sax is also a phenomenal beatboxer. The 
sounds he makes are like a recording. The 
set is minimalistic-red curtains drape the 
stage and graffiti decorates the side walls. 
However, lighting designer Christopher 
Matt Sax performs in the one-man show 
'Clay,' which uses hip . hop to tell the 
story of a boy f rom childhood to rap star 
at Lookingglass Theatre, 821 N. 
Michigan Ave. 
Ash uses this to his advantage, employing 
a scheme that creates picturesque ~oments 
on stage. 
While the rhymes may not be the 
smoothest and the set not the most decora-
tive, the show is what both Lookingglass 
and About Face strive to produce--innova-
tive theater. 
The show runs through Nov. 19 -at 
Lookingglass Theatre inside the Water 
Tower Water Works, 821 N. Michigan Ave. 
Tickets are $25-$30. Call the Lookingg1ass 
Theatre box office at (3 12) 337-0665 or 
visit www. lookingg1asstheatre.com for 
show dates and times. 
mkroeck@chroniclemail.com 
'Clay' at Looklngglass Theatre 
In this scene from 'Cloy,' Sax uses ml~rophones to he lp s witch betWtten characters. 
~:i] ., 
Reviews 
•••• 
Snow Patrol 
EyesOpen 
• • • 
The Black Dahlia 
Directed by 
Brian De Palma 
Fans pulled in by 
Chasing Cars won't be 
disappointed by the Irish 
boys' fourth album fea-
turing relationship songs 
like "You're all I Have." 
Smooth vocals and heart-
felt I yrics combine to 
make Eyes Open a suc-
cess. You may skip a few 
tracks, but the overall 
album is a hit. 
- A. Maurer 
This opinion piece, pub-
lished 9/11 in the Tribune 
and written by Robert A. 
Pape, a professor of polit-
ical science at the 
University of Chicago, 
argues suicide terrorism is 
rooted more in foreign 
occupation than Islamic 
fundamentalism. Short 
but informative, this piece 
is a must-read. 
ile 
::;. 
• •• 
MSTRKRFf 
The Looks 
••• 
Jane Magazine 
August issue 
Following Wicker Park, it • 
was hard to forgive Josh 
Hartnett for continuing Poseidon 
DVD his acting career. 
However, after seeing his 
performance in The Black 
Dahlia, I'm glad he did. 
Hartnett steals the show. 
The plot, too, is phenome-
nal. If only Scarlett 
Johansson grasped the 
concept of portraying 
emotion. 
-M. Byrne 
One of the 
top3 
onion rings in 
the USA. 
(Bring in this ad and try an order for free.) 
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Jesse F. Keeler combines 
with AI Puodziukas to 
form this trashy 
Transformer whorebot. 
Their video single, "Easy 
Love," roller-skates its 
way up your tube socks 
and creeps its way into 
your shaking hips. 
Basically this album just 
wants its listeners to get 
crazy with some stripers 
and a bottle of mustard. 
- M. Claire 
Finally. A super sassy 
woman's magazine that 
features a quirky fashion 
sense and a bold taste in 
music. With makeunders 
instead of makeovers and 
sex tips that aren't for 
the faint of heart, Jane 
tells it like it is. 
-C. Mahlmeister 
This movie was garbage . 
- M. Byrne 
} 
Chicago natives tum into 
whiners when it rains for 
1 , four days straight. In the 
·Pacific-Northwest, Where 
I'm from, it rains from 
October to May almost 
every day, and most peo-
ple don't use umbtellas. 
we also hate it when mid-
westerners move to our 
states. 
- B. White 
• ••• 
John Mayer 
Continuum 
• •••• 
HAW! 
Ivan Brunetti 
• ••• 
Grey's Anatomy 
ABC 
John Mayer gets far more 
political than fans of his 
are used to with songs like 
"BelieP' and "Waiting on 
the World to Change." It 
also explores the intense 
side of relationships in 
"Slow Dancing in a 
Burning Room" and " I 
Don't Trust Myself (with 
Loving You)." The album 
features a prominent cover 
of Jimi Hendrix 's "Bold as 
Love." -M. Kroeck 
lf you think anal sex and 
dead babies aren't funny, 
ihen don't read this col-
lection of comic strips by 
anist and Columbia web-
master, Ivan Brunetti. ' 
HAW! is the Moby Dick 
of dirty jokes. If you're 
unsure about someone 
else's sense of humor, 
'plop it on their desk and 
watch them laugh hilari-
otisly or donkey punch 
Y<JU.'- H. Clauss 
As "Grey 's Anatomy's" 
third season approaches, 
nothing prepares the avid 
watcher like this awesome 
DVD. It's fully equipped 
with extended shows, 
deleted scenes, and exclu-
sive interviews-oh my! 
It 's like happiness in a 
neatly packaged box and 
· the only friend I need on 
a stormy night. 
-T. Brey ne 
iiBas JIOYOody else had the 
unfortunate pleasure of 
gagg4lg on Subway restau-
rants' new C~e Asada 
sub? Perhaps the people 
who made it were new 
employees, but I shit you 
not, the "delicacy" tasted 
as if it acrually carne out of 
actor John Lovitz. Eat 
fresh? Nab, eat shit. 
-C. Jakubowski 
MINIMUM $5,000 COMPENSATION 
EGG DONORS NEEDED! 
Help Make A 
Dream 
Come True. 
CThe · enter.fo.r 
EGG 
Options 
LLC 
Our egg donor program is completel_y anon_ymous and 
is owned and operated b_y our· l?rotessional and caring 
nursing stall We are in need ot health_y, non-smoking 
temales between the ages ot 21-)0 _years old. Local 
ph_ysicians ;:md gas reimbursement are avadable. 
• Matches made 9uickl_y. 
• 2+ /7 donor suppo1·t. 
847.656.8733 
773.490.EGGS 
www.egg411 .com 
lnfo@egg411 .com 
down to the wire 
might come iliree days a week 
because iliey have jobs and oilier 
obligations." 
Sammy Mahmoud, a 10-ye.ar 
boxing veteran and owner of 
Executive Boxing, 412 S. Wells 
St., said mat training is by far me 
most difficult aspect of me sport. 
" It's a very demanding sport, but 
the fighting is ilie easiest iliing in 
boxing," Mahmoud said. " It's me 
getting ready for the fight, eating 
and sleeping right and trying not to 
give into temptations mat's hard" 
comer and my tooth was in my 
mouthpiece, and I didn' t even 
know it." 
Matthew Garcia (no relation to 
Michael Garcia), who works at 
the Chicago Board of Trade, 
recalled his frrst Fight Club expe-
rience, "It went great! I feel like I 
did a great job. I lost me decision, 
a lot of people felt I won, but the 
scorecard said I lost." 
Back at the Park West, wliere 
the scantily clad round-card girls 
mix and mingle with me specta-
tors closest to me ring, the fight-
ers try to relax and clear their 
minds before their respective 
fights. 
Park West hosts white -collar fight club 
Although the health benefits of a 
boxing workout are easily appar-
ent, these average white-collar 
Joes seem to be looking for some-
thing deeper than a normal athletic 
release. For these people, the ilier-
apeutic surges of adrenaline that 
come from sparring and fighting 
appear to create the real draw for 
those interested in boxing. 
" I feel good," Eddie "The 
Great" Barraza said.J'This guy is 
20 pounds heavier than me, so 
I'm going to use speed, right 
angles and catch him like Ali 
said,. 'Rumble in ilie Jungle."' 
By Michael aalre/Assistant A&E Editor 
T he controlled jab combi-nations swiftly echo against the mixing of 
liquors and casual conversations 
that till the upper-right balcony 
of the Park West. Hussein 
Edwards hops agilely around the 
lower half of the bar as the bar-
tender watches him and the other 
pugilists from Evanston Gym 
make their last-minute fight 
preparations amid the sea of 
slicked-back hairdos and cocktai l 
dresses. After six bouts, alcohol 
is clearly starting to affect the 
crowd's participation level, and 
the mood finally seems rowdy 
en•:>Ugh for the scene to be bi lled 
as a tight club. 
JABB gym, 410 N. Oakley 
Ave., has been promoting licensed 
amateur whne-collar boxing since 
early June of last year, when the 
first fight club thundered its way 
into Chicago's nightlife arena. 
Originally used as a promctional 
tool for JABB when the gym was 
in its infancy, this quart~rly boxing 
event has grown out of its original 
marketing concept to become a 
regular staple for boxing amateurs 
around Chicagoland. 
"My [business] partner Dominic 
and I came up with the idea when 
we noticed a lot of white-collar 
workers using our gym late at 
night," said JABB co-owner 
Michael "Fly" Garcia. 
"Many of :hem were here just 
fo r the workout, but a few started 
to get intrigued by watching the 
pros and amateurs spar, and they 
wanted to try it." 
Although the term fight club 
conjures up images of anarchy, 
discarded lard and bare-knuckled 
brawls, these sanctioned U.S. 
Amateur tights are slightly tamer 
than Ed Norton's imagination, but 
they still require all participating 
fighters to buy a coverage license. 
"These $35 licenses cover them 
in case, God forbid, they break 
their hand or nose," Garcia said. 
"So far, though, no one has had 
any significant injuries." 
JABB hosts the only Fight Club 
in Chicago, but other gyms around 
the area participate. Nationally, 
fight clubs are starting to grow in 
popularity, with a few in Miami 
and New York. Gleason's gym, in 
New York City, has been staging 
wh.ite-collar boxing events for 
more than a decade. 
Anyone from the age of 18 to 34 
can compete at a Chicago fight 
club event. Men and women both 
partir.ipate, and even though it is 
coed, fights against members of 
the opposite sex are prohibited. 
Men and women older than 35 are 
in the masters division, which only 
allows fighters to battle opponents 
that are within five years of their 
age. All fighters are required to 
wear headgear and mouthpieces 
and are equipped with 16-ounce 
gloves. 
"The first [fight club], we had 
two girl bouts , which was great," 
said Garcia. "One of the girl 
bouts, there was this girl Marissa, 
gorgeous girl. You would look at 
the girl and think, ' Why would 
she want to do this crazy thing?' 
We all thought that once she got 
hit she's going to want to quit, 
bu t she put on a helluva show. 
Her and this other girl did three 
rounds o f all action." 
"The third one we had a 68-
year-old lawyer from Milwaukee 
fighting this 64-year-old dentist 
from Chicago. Great show." 
Training for these events varies 
from person to person. 
"People sign up for a can1p, 
that's how they begin, and then 
they start to spar wiL'l each other," 
Garcia said. "Some people train 
maybe six weeks, oiliers when 
they get a chance. But iliey're not 
dedicated like a pro fighter, who's 
here five to six days a week They 
"For some of these peopk it's 
like an addiction; it's a weird iliing 
that once you try, you'd under-
stand," Garcia explained. 
Mahmoud described his first pro-
fessional fight as "a natural high." 
Eric French, a trainer at 
Executive Boxing, knows all too 
well the physical highs and lows a 
fighter can go through during a 
bout. 
"As a professional fighter, I 
was on such a high my ninth 
fight , it was like the sixth round, 
I got hit and my whole face went 
numb," French said. "By the end 
o f the round I went back to my 
Eddie lost his bout on ilie 
scorecards, but he couldn't help 
but smile when one of the Sauza 
tequila girls drifted him a smile. 
''The frrst fight, I think whether 
you win or lose, it's just about 
actually doing it and seeing how it 
feels to be in the ring in front of a 
crowd and to feel what it actually 
takes to be at that level," said 
Matthew Garcia. "\\'hether you're 
actually ready or not doesn't really 
matter; once you' re in there you 
realize what it takes." 
mclaire@chroniclemail.com 
Corey Honore la nds a punch into Nick Capuano's face during the Se pt. 8 Fight Club at the Park West 
Theater, 322 W. Armitage Ave. 
Imperial Parking 
WUCOMl$ utl SllllElTS WllR ;RUT PliiiiiC rtiCI.S a• .101 
OPPORT1MITllS. PAIIIIIIC IS AVlutli AT 011 5118 S. SUn SliiUT 
SURfACE LOT liD l T T1l! Z E. EIGIIT STliUT GlRll:t l DAYS l WEll. 
i• 
impark 
200 South MJ.chlgan A ...,ur 
Sutrt 1215 
Chtcago, IL 60604 
312.663.1490 
www.lmpark.rom 
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TV director tries his hand at film noir 
By Matt Fagerholm/ Fi lm Critic 
"Forget it Jake. It's Chinatown."-final 
line from Chinatown ( 1974) 
My dad was seven when his generation's 
beloved caped hero died. George Reeves, 
star. of the canceled hit show "The 
Adventures of Superman," was found with 
a bullet in his head on June 16, 1959. It 
was a crushing blow to the show's young 
fans, including my father, who had 
believed in the myth that Superman per-
ished by losing his superpowers after 
jwnping out a window. If only life were as 
simple as fantasy. Television director Allen 
Coulter 's feature debut, bearing the former 
name of California's tinsel town, resurrects 
this oft-forgotten tragedy, and asks if there 
was the possibility of conspiracy behind it 
all. 
In the first shot of this leisurely film 
noir, the camera drifts through a cloudy 
gray sky like the depressed hero of this 
summer's dismal Superman Returns. 
Reeves (Ben Affleck) is dead, and his 
mother, Helen (Lois Smith), won't accept 
the popular claim that her son's death was 
a simple suicide. Enter private detective 
Louis Simo {Adrien Brody), whose mar-
riage is in shambles, and his current rela-
tionship is distant at best. As he learns of 
Reeves's affair with Toni Mannix (Diane 
Lane), wife of a powerful MGM studio 
executive (Bob Hoskins), Simo finds him-
self slowly being drawn to solving this 
mystery's illus ive puzzle. Yet the more 
pieces he finds, the less they fit together. 
Show business has always been the sec-
ond-favorite home to conspiracy 
thrillers-the first is still the White House. 
Coulter's film even uses that tired verbal 
promise of contemporary thrillers, "things 
aren' t what they seem." Even though it 
doesn't come close to packing the punch of 
its supposed inspirations, Chinatown and 
L.A. Confidential ( 1997), Hollywood/and 
still manages to sustain audience interest. 
Apart from its bleak shadows, gritty char-
acters, and colorful dialogue like, "He's a 
catfish . . . go clean the mud out of your 
whiskers," the movie sidesteps most noir 
cliches by grounding the story in unstylish, 
if nostalgic, reality. 
The casting of Affleck in the role of 
Reeves is ingenious, not in a physical con-
text (he looks nothing like the deceased 
actor), but in a purely emotional one. Gone 
With the Wind ( 1939) was Reeves's debut, 
and the Oscar-winner Good Will Hunting 
( 1997) was co-writer/star Affleck's ticket 
to superstardom, from which followed a 
· series of embarrassments (Pearl Harbor, 
Gigli). The washed-up Reeves found an 
undesirable comebick by being branded a 
kiddie matinee idol, while Affleck's criti-
cal and financial failures have made him 
the punch line of late-night hecklers. 
Superman fans laughe~ Reeves off the 
screen in From Here to Eternity (1953), 
and with the exception of Changing Lanes 
(2002), Affleck also hasn't been given an 
adequate chance to show much range as an 
actor. His work as Reeves seems like less 
of a performance, and more a raw. channel-
ing of his own professional desperation 
and personal insecurity. Whatever the case, 
it's Affleck's best work to date, and he's 
surrounded by a mostly strong ensemble. 
The usually terrific Lane occasionally 
overacts as the trophy wife of Hoskins's 
studio mogul , the type of gruff cigar-
chomper whose voice not only scrapes 
gravel- it is gravel. His observation about 
Gone With the Wind is simply, "That pitch-
er made money!" Robin Tunney hits some 
darkly amu.sing notes as Reeves's moody 
fiancee, while Brody is exquisitely good, 
with his eternally tormented eyes holding a 
glimmer of skeptical cockiness. His char-
acter's story is juxtaposed with' that of 
Reeves, and they occasionally renect one 
another. One major difference between 
them is that while Simo repeatedly fa ils to 
connect with his young son, Reeves is con-
stantly followed by hoards of adoring little 
fans. There's a chilling moment when one 
kid holds Reeves at gunpoint, to see if he 
really can dodge speeding bullets. 
Yet that scene doesn't pay off, and not 
much else in this film does either. 
Although we are given a few theoretical 
versions of the central killing, the movie 
remains holiest in its open-ended finale. 
With measured pacing, an inconclusive 
plot and a tone that 's closer to mourning 
than brooding, Coulter has made a film 
that ultimately wants to provoke discus-
sion about the mystery that lies at its trou-
bled core. If there is any certainty in the 
film's final fade-out, it's that Reeves fell 
victim to a town in which there was no 
truth or justice, just a corrupt system mas-
querading as the American way. Forget it, 
Louis. It 's Hollywood/and. 
'Hollywoodland' 
Directed by Allen 
Coulter 
I 
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14TH ANNUAL {C]SPACES HONORS EXHIBITION 
AUGUST 28-SEPTEMBER 27, 2006 
The 14th Annual [C]Spaces Ho nors Exhibition features students of 
ou tstand ing artistic achieveme nt in photography, fashion, graphic design, 
fi lm and video, te levision and al l fi ne art media . [C]Spaces Honors is 
juried by local arts professionals and al l a rtists were nominated by fa culty 
members of Columbia College Chicago. 
C33 GALLERY. ; I (.• .. ·'": .. c ..... 
hOl ~:::- ~ \'t' -;I" \ , \h) \ OA~ TH U.~!- t) ·\' \\. 0 ~ l.'•', ~~ •"""~ , 0 \ ..::R ,O·\' 
BODY MAPS, SEPTEMBER 5 - OCTOBER 13, 2006 
Bodyma ps is an exhibit of 14 life-size collages created by the Ba mbanani 
Women, a group of women living with HIV and AIDS from the Kahyel its ha 
township near Ca pe Town, South Africa . These artworks were deve loped 
from the Me mory Box project , a community engaged program initiated by 
the Unive rsity of Cape Town and Medecins Sans Frontieres. in response to 
the growing number of South Africans living with HIV and AIDS. For info, 
please ca ll 312.344.8829. 
Presented by Ins tit ute for the Study of Women a nd Gender in the Arts 
and Media, Columbia College Chicago in collaborat ion with DKRUTS 
Johannesburg, D. Krut Projects, New York, University of Ca pe Town. and 
Centre for Social Science Research , Cape Town. 
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY 
,;, ~"-,\\:·\..., •• \\ t \ 1..: .. ,.,..: ..... ~.' ... \ , ~ .~\' i,t,,'l\\ \\t ,' \ ~~.·-..~ ".\, 
• ,~\\ 1\ , ,\\' o\' '\'•"1 \ '',\ ,\\ ,'";..r..._t:' ..., ,'.:O. ' 
INACTIVE/ACTIVE, PERFORMATIVE SCULPTURE 
AUGUST 28- SEPTEMBER 29, 2006 
LECTURE/SLID£ PRISENTATION BY AMY YOUNGS 
EPTEMBER 28. •OOPM 
Shawn Decker, Heidi Kumao. Fe rnando Orellana, Amy Youngs, Sabrina 
Raaf and Ken Rinaldo play the role of inventor/ artist in presenting 
perfo rmative sculpture a t t he Glass Curtain Gallery of Colum bia College 
Chicago. Each wo rk p resented performs an individual fu nction. whether 
it is the cycling of ferrofluids or the s tirring of ping-pong balls. Some 
pieces ca ll for viewer interaction while others simply want to be watched. 
Seemingly self-conscious. each piece expresses a message th ro ugh its . 
function . beyond what it could as a static object. 
FILL OUR WALLS!!! 
Exhibition proposals are now being accepted for the Hokin Annex, Hokin Gallery. 
C33 Gallery and Glass Curtain Gallery 
PROPOSAL DEADUNE IS SEPTEMBER 27, 2006 
Students, faculty and staff, or outside organizations and individuals who have a 
compelling curatorial idea and energy to see it through can submit a proposal. 
For more info contact: Neysa Page-Lieberman 
312.344.7696 or cspaces.colum.edu 
cspaces.colum.edu 
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STORY BY MARl BYR. 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY .:uB. JARRII 
GRAPIICS BY _,..A COVAUIBAS 
Thornton collccu. rcpain and sells old road bikes. Aft" 
only a few houn. he can make most biket jU3t as roedworthy as 
brand new ones. and he sells them for about a fifih of the price. lie. 
as well as a few o\hcn in the Chicago area. has discovered the com-
mon ground between hobby. profession and charity. and it exists in 
the plies of bokco that occupy his house. 
At about 9 10 a.m .. the phone rang. It was I lector. a man 
1'hO<nton has worked woth for several yean. who :~aid he was par~ed 
on the alley As lnornton went out.,dc:, llector climbed out of the 
back of h" hog red van. a cogarctte between hos lips. carrying the 
front wheel of a bokc: . lie handed otto 11\ornton. 
llector then went back onto the van, and returned this time 
woth the re•t of the hoke: a solver and red '80s model Motobc(nnc 
riiCong htkc Thornton pocked 11 up. spun the tire. and IOIII!Icd 11 fcw 
part.• 
"What'• wrong woth ,,.,.. he: Asked llcctor. 
~ I he fndon!( handlch.r." llecto•r rcphetl, mntoonontt with hos 
covrctte ar the handlehar and •tem. whodo were hardly wnnc~tnl 
and m'"'"ll a few O<.rew• I he dcr•ollcur. rhc pltrl thnr •hofi• tturo. 
wa• aloo dama11ed 
J"horrorun held the t>okc uJi And lo><>ketl AI ot I )<,•pole the i'>rn 
ken parh. rhcrr w•• ••unr thonJ! •pnml """"'' ot It w•• lo kc • w11•hed 
II J> .r ll't, • Hl>f' lillie IJollyWI>I>II •tllr W io l> IIOW fl>llll llt ly Wilke• Ill the 
ll••Uc-r ;.~nd wrmdcn wht"rt: he •• .. I h•• fnmu: •• t-x-uu11ful.'" I tu•rnhm 
""I •n<l I hen l••lll(ht rhr wl>~•lr lho1111 lor ~Ill 
f hflrJJfnn ... not "'""f 111 '"' llllr ur Wttrk Willi(' hf' \h)('• lh\' 
rrp,..,,. .,tl( l •"'II• thr h1kr • nul o l hi' httrllf . J< n 11 A•hlr'r. whp PWI1• 
~r tr1 ( ~,.W fl l k t' \ hop, tr p.-1r• ~11~~ cad i • }11k_fCI ~~ n •fnt('hllllf ~~~ 1\ 
f!11fl o~l \S( 1 /1 \f fh f1 Hh"'ll t f h <'V \ lnu ' f 1lu II fpf lhr I1Ut11\'V, 1\11\.l II 
.,,,,.,d, 1 '"' ru~>fol.ohlr r <ll>l<l!h d lhrv ol><l I hrv 1h• or I ~·· • u•r ol 
,,.mmtJq thrm of wht'fl thry wt,uld hlkt' n• \ fuldrro. nud hr,-ml•(• th\"''f 
W tnf ff1 fl"' f ll~ JiUf .. l. Wl!r~lll~ hlkt'CI lt1 ( hi\ MJ',tlJll1" Wllhuuf {'1Hpf \ 
ing their wallets. Mostly. however. they just have a passion for work-
ing on old bikes. 
Thornton carried the bike inside and leaned it against the 
kitchen sink. Next to the fridge hWlg a collection of inner tubes. 
Above the stove was a mirror decorated with old bike saddles. In the 
living room. dining room, front bedroom. basement and garage, the 
rest of the collection: hWldrcds and hundreds of bicycles. frames and 
rims. 
''I've always had 40 or 50 bikes. ev" since college.~ 
Thornton said. 
As he got older. he kept collecting bikes-mostly from 
thrift store: which he said drove his ex-wife crazy. When his son 
died about five years ago due: to an illness. Thornton said be gave 
away all of his bikes. he "couldn't even look at one." and drank 
heavily for two years. But when he cleaned up~ years ag~;.~ • 
decided to become more involved in what be truly loved. and 
obtaining bikes again with a newfound fervor. 
l~ow. Thornton fixes up bikes and sells them on weekends. 
or by appointment. Sometimes he uses craiglist.OI't!. but often be just 
sells them ri jlht out of his house. On average. he said, be sells five a 
week. In the sprin11. at his lint s:~le of the biking season-the high 
water mark he sold around 20. 
Ashley offcn t.hc: swne services in a ~ fonnal atmo5-
phcrc. lie and rcpuinnan Jim Simms k~p more: than 200 bikes in the 
sht>p, ns well as u couple h~ stored in a Wllre~. 
When Ashley. now 49, was y~er. he worked at Clyboum 
Mctnl Finishin11 Company. Acruss the sti'CICt wu a Sa.lvatioo Army 
thrin srore. und it wns thenl that he OOII!lht an l>ld bike> one day. and 
where his pnsswn li•r tixin11 ul' bike~ hettlln. 
"I dcnnctl thnt hike up, w1d I WI>Und up with the coolest 
ho~e 111 the neotthi'><•rh,..,>d," he ~id. 
1\shlcv rcnhtcd thnt w1th tl little Wt>fl... he •·ould dean W 
no•t ••ff nil the p:1rts ;md mn~c the i'>o~c wt•O.. ltl..e n<'W 1¥11-in. ~ 
IU"IilfiiiC vnlue t>f the 1>l1l S,·hwmn.s Wh$ hiiiiC lit the: time. m\lUil-
111111 1'>1~e• •h•mumtctl the nmr~et , "'"' i\shlcy sn,•s that when J't{'f'Jc 
•<~w h,. 1'>1kc. tt rcnllndcd lh<'tn l•t' ' hnt they II"'" up ri<lltll!· 
•hlrv'• rcputtllll'll llrcw n1p1t.tly, " ' "" "h1lc he wlt:!jtl:!l 
""'"'II it till "<hinn•ll"l' .. ••hi i'>okcs th•m thl' Snh <*Ill >II ''"'~ · II Sll.lll 
lhnl he '"'~"""' ~Ill'"" h•t II h' 1""'1'1<' "lw """ hnn rtlhl'tlltl'\\\tt'td 
the nco llhl"'""~"l· '""I •lnllrll tl<'lllll!l rt\lltt' <l< 
I k h.od '''" "' • 1''""'""1 h• ''1'<'11 n httl<' rc<lll<' .. "'-,., •t\er ~ 
, .. ., .. ••t the'"'"'" II•• <,11,1 •I "''"1•1•1'11 d1•thc ilnlllll'f'h!Alll: , 'td 
""" I"• '' II'" l•okr• ' ' " the •I tit• I h•" e' l'f. IW " ~ ~tt>lt' t\1 rct~h~ tll<lt 
""'""' tw•• '"'"' couh "II"" hi' lmd <I h<'illt nil~~ .. 111111 '"' t\11'\: I 1\.' 
" ''"" IH•uo '"''~'"II ,,t tlu• 111\'h>l\ lie " "' >Ill ' ~'"'''''' tl\\'1\, 1111 
llllct """ "'' h••uo ••t •·••utrnopllllll•n, II\' ~Ill'" 1t " 1• llw t\»,ht IIIII\' 1\1 
open up that business. 
Though Ashley opened the shop as planned, he became 
aware pretty quickly that the market for old road bikes was where he 
needed to be. The first bike he put in the window sold within five 
minutes. Ashley put another bike up to replace it, and when he 
returned the next day, there was a note from someone interested in 
buying it; he sold it later that day. 
Neither Thornton nor Ashley work on newer bikes, and nei -
ther of them want to. They mostly get Schwinns and Raleighs that are 
15 years old or older, but both agree that they were made to last back 
then. During the '90s, bike companies focused almost exclusively on 
mountain bikes, and it was only recently that they began to produce 
road bikes again. The older ones, however, are still floating around in 
large numbers, and most of them seem to be repairable. Thornton 
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usual repairs, and give a 60-day warranty on every bike sold. 
"We' ll put your name on it, but we still have to go through 
it," Simms said. 
Simms has been working on bikes since he was a teenager, 
when he first started competing in road bike races. While he no 
longer competes on a national level, he still enjoys racing- he com-
peted in a Chicago triathlon in August-and, though he only recently 
started working at Nearly New, he's always loved to work on bikes. 
Simms worked as an auto mechanic for many years. He was 
never formally ~ed in bike repair, but was thoroughly skilled at it 
because he alWays. had to inake repairs to his racing bikes. · ~ 
"lt's ·fun~e to do it," Simms said. "I' ll sit down outside 
for an hour and just respoke a wheel." 
Thornton, of course, enjoys working on bikes too, but he 
- -- - --- ------ - -- ----------------- -- - - -- - ---
1 vr. ~!ways harl lln nr &n h1kr.s Fvr.r smr.r. r.ollr.oe l!evm Jhorn!nn 
thinks that many people are realizing how solid the older racing bikes 
are, and the demand for them is increasing because of the price dif-
ference. Most bikes from both dealers sell for between $60 and $200, 
and the cost depends on the bike, not the repairs that went into it. 
While one could find a mountain bike in that price range at Target or 
Wai-Mart, a brand new road bike of equal quality typically costs 
upwards of $600. 
Despite the shape that most of the bikes are in, they don 't 
come for free. Like the transaction between Thornton and Hector, the 
bikes are usually bought for a relatively small sum so they don' t get 
scrapped for parts and, as Thornton theorized, "turned into an SUV." 
"We save a lot of these from scrap," Thornton said. Hector, 
as well as others, routinely finds damaged bikes and he sells them to 
Thornton. "We pay them a lot more than they get for scrap, but there 
is always something wrong with it. I gotta practice bike triage. Out of 
every three bikes I get, I gotta scrap one." 
Thornton motioned at the Motobecane. "If that wasn't 
caught, it would have been crushed. That's horrible." 
Motobecane, a French company. went bankrupt in 198 1. 
While in business. however. they were famous for producing high-
end racing bikes. like the one that Thornton received that day. 
Thornton says he accepts pretty much every bike that comes 
in, regardless of the shape that it is in. He said he has 300 in the 
basement alone. 
"And the basement is full." he added. "1 can't tum them 
away:· 
Thornton used to go down to the South Side to look for 
trashed bikes. where he me~ Hector. who filters through a lot of junk 
that can be sold or scrapped. ow Hector knows what he ·s looking 
fur. and when he comes across a bike. he just delivers it to 
Thornton's house. 
Ashley has several associates who scout resale shops for 
bikes. buy them and then brinl! them in so that he and Simms can 
lqlair th~m. Even if a custom;r wants to buy tlie bike in the condi-
tion that it is in before it is serviced. the~ insist upon making their 
also said he likes to be responsible for giving good bikes to people 
for a decent price. 
Perhaps as a testament to how many bikes come in, it isn't 
often that they get something truly remarkable. When they do, how-
ever, they know it right away, and those are the bikes they refuse to 
sell. Simms pointed out a silver 1966 Schwinn P.aramount, which he 
says would be worth about $1 ,200 if it were for sale. 
Simms explained that the Paramount was handmade at a 
bike shop at Fullerton and Kimball avenues. They were top-of-the-
line bikes, designed specifically for the Olympics. 
Simms ran his hand over the Olympic logo on the silver 
frame. The bike was in mint condition. He explained that the lugs, 
which connect the different tubes of the frame, are Nervex, an ornate 
style that was used on only high-end bicycles. The Paramount is the 
only Schwinn bike that has them. 
Ashley has a couple of favorites too, including a little red 
Schwinn, just like his childhood bike, that sits in the store's front 
window. 
Thornton keeps, and loves to ride, a Raleigh DL-1 3 speed, 
nicknamed the "Bobby Bike" after the English policemen that they 
were issued to. 
But the new one--the red and si lver Motobecane sitting in 
his kitchen- is something special, he said. 
"Usually 1 stay away from French bikes, because the meas-
urements are all off." Thornton said." But this ... this is a beautiful 
bike." He pointed out the lugs; they were Nervex. just like the 
Schwinn Paramount at Nearly New. 
Thornton stood in his kitchen and looked at his newest 
acquisition. Somewhere in the house. there was a replacement han-
dlebar for it. He was already talking about fixing the derailleur, tight-
ening the brakes. and lubing the necessary parts. 
"That's probably a $200 bike, after the work," Thornton 
said, and it was obvious that he could hardly wait to stan. 
. -
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Frushi: The fresh moker 
Chicago bistro puts a new spin on a Japanese trod/-
The sushi trend that has torpe-
doed into American culture 
throughout the last decade has 
finally spawned a tme American 
hybrid. Fru..<hi. the combination of 
fresh fruit and sweetened rice 
made to look like maki 3lld nigiri 
sushi. is being offered as a break· 
fust appetizer at a popular Chicago 
breakfust bistro and as a dessert 
item at the rapidly growing Utah 
business Frooshi . 
.. h·s a fresh-fruity treat that peo-
ple who don "t like sushi love:· said 
Frooshi co-owner Jason Nelson. 
This unusual twist on contem· 
porary Japanese cuisine has 
become a po_pular item at Orange. 
3231 . Clm St.. a near orth 
ide restaur:int that claims frushi 
as a menu original. Orange also 
has a second location at 75 W. 
Harrison St. 
··111e cust<lfmTS love it. over-
By Michael Claire/Assistant A&E Editor 
whelmingly so." said Orange wait-
ress Monica Lopez. 
Lopez, a frushi enthusiast her-
self, described her ideal fruity roll . 
"Sometimes we infuse the r ice 
with a blueberry or cranberry 
sauce and it takes on this bluish 
or red tint. It's really exciting. 
That's yummy. with maybe kiwi 
or pineapple inside, plus a mango 
on top." 
Flavors and fruits are usually 
changed daily because they're 
based on their seasonal availability 
and freshness. 
"Combinations and presenta-
tions were usually based on color ... 
said Bekah Chapman. a former 
chef at Orange. .. A basic frushi 
would involve a squared block o f 
sweetened rice. which sometimes 
was infused with some kind of 
juice to add color. a piece of fruit 
cut up to look like a fresh fish and 
maybe some chocolate or raspber-
ry syrup." 
Chapman's favorite combina-
tion was "the mango strawberry, 
with the star kiwi on top." 
Different variations are avail-
able besides the basic nigir i, 
including a maki-style roll that 
wraps the rice around the fruit. 
Orange offers customers a 
ch3llce to taste this fishless sushi 
wonder seven days a week at its 
original Clm street location and 
as a weekend special at its South 
Loop site. 
Jean Lee. a hostess at the sushi 
bistro Oysy, 888 S. Michigan Ave .. 
has never heard of frushi but 
seemed intrigued by the idea. 
" I think it might be good,'' Lee 
said. "Some of our sushi already 
comes with fruit , so it sounds 
refreshing." 
Out in American Fork. Utah. 
Frooshi is beginning to market 
frushi as a hip. new dessert. 
" Most people who encounter 
our product love the idea ... 
Nelson explained. 
Frooshi has been in business a 
little more than a year. 
Conceived by Nelson's partner. 
Steve Guymon. while he was put-
tering around during an ordinary 
d.rive. Frooshi's fruit sushi was 
perfected at a foods service lab 
and won top prize at a college 
business fair. The idea. according 
to Nelson. seemed to logically fill 
a neglected section on most sushi 
menus: the dessert portion. 
A frushi plate at Orange restaurant. 75 E. Harrison St. 
" Most sushi restaurants have 
Free for five. 
poor dessert selecti<m," Nelson Bl. 
And according to Frooshi's web-
site. in blind taste-test panels. 
Frooshi 's fruit sushi was rated 
almost as high as ice cream. With 
tropical names like California 
Sunrise. Citrus Benylicious aod 
Frooshi Colada, this guilt-free 
dessert should win Ova' any step. 
tical palate. 
mclaire@chromclm«Jil.aMt 
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Pirotes invode Americon 
pop culture 
Films romanticize history and bring Jolly Rogers to shore 
By Mary Kroeck/Assistant A&E Editor 
Some people used to think of 
pirates as crazy-looking characters 
from books and cartoons w ho wear 
eye patches and have wooden legs. 
Now there's new idea of pirates-
they walk with a swagger, use lots 
of hand movement while they talk 
and, somehow, are the herc>es of 
the s tory. 
We owe this idea of a modem 
swashbuckler io entertainment like 
Disney's Pirates of the Caribbean. 
lb.is is one of the reasons why 
many children and kids at heart 
want to be pil'a tes, or at least 
resemble them. Symbols o f pirate 
culture are everywhere from boats 
on Lake Michigan flying pirate 
flags to Jolly Roger .hats, T-shir1s 
and other items of clothing. 
Despite their unfavorable repu-
tation, the intrigue of these rogue 
sea-fairing bandits was turned into 
an international holiday by two 
guys in Oregon- John "ol' 
Chumbucket" Baur and Mark 
"Cap 'n Slappy" Summers. 
After a racquetball incident in 
which one of the men was hurt and 
let out an "am ," the two jokingly 
started talking like pirates. They 
decided the world could use a hol-
iday where everyone was encour-
aged to talk like a pirate. So, they 
set a date-Sept. 19- and with an 
article about the guys in the Miami 
Herald, written by Pulitzer Prize 
w inning writer Dave Barry, the 
guys gained international notoriety 
and became The Pirate Guys. 
"1b ere's just something about 
pirates that men and women can 
enjoy," Baur said. "Pop culture 
celebrates outsiders. [Look at] 
James Dean or vampires. Pirates 
are certainly outsiders. They lived 
life by their own set of rules, even 
if it was a short life with a brutal 
ending. Pirates are the new vam-
pires in our society." 
Baur is scheduled to ap~ar with 
his wife, Tori aka "Mad Sally," on 
ABC's "Wife Swap" Sept. 18 
because the show was looking for 
a "pirate reenactor type family." 
" We' re very clear," Baur said. 
"It's talk like a pira te day, not com-
mit felonies like a pirate day. It's a 
day for people to swagger, to stop 
apologizing for who they are and 
enjoy their own lives." 
Movies and television shows 
like "Buf!Y the Vampire Slayer" 
and Interview With the Vampire 
popularized cultural and under-
ground trends like wearing black 
trench coats and exploring Wicca. 
Pirates of the Caribbean is doing 
for the Jolly Roger what " Buf!Y" 
did for false vampire teeth. 
" Pirates led a pretty brutal way 
of li fe ," said Dr. Candace 
Wynter, a Caribbean history pro-
fessor at Columbia. "It tends to 
be romanticized." 
Historically, pirates raided ships, 
looted towns and often died from 
wounds in battle or diseases caught 
on land or sea. Wynter explained 
that some people don' t know that 
"pirates" is a collective tenn, 
meshing all of the distinct groups 
of sea-bound looters together. 
"The use of the term 'pirate' is a 
misnomer," Wynter said. "Before 
the term 'pirate' there were specif-
ic terms used based on where they 
were from. Some people from 
England were actually given the 
nod to loot the Spanish colonies. 
They are known as 'privateers.' 
[All the groups] are collectively 
known as 'pirates.'" 
Chicago has its own way o f 
celebrating . the history of 
pirates- tall .ships. Since 1998, 
Chicago has taken part in the Tall 
Ships Challenge, which is organ-
ized by the American Sail 
Training Association. The city 
welcomes ships from all over the 
world, includ ing replicas of his-
toric ships, as they dock at vari-
ous city ports. Many of the ships 
dock at Navy Pier. 
It's estimated by the Mayor's 
Office of Special events that I. 75 
million people attended Tall Ships 
Chicago this year, which was a sig-
nificant jump from when the pro-
gram started. Only 660,000 people 
The Pirate Guys, John 'ol' Chumbucket' Baur and Mark 'Cap'n 
Slappy' Summers. 
attended the first event. 
" I think the pirate fi lms 
brought out families with kids ," 
said Cheryl Hughes, director of 
program development for the city 
o f Chicago. "In 2003, [Pirates of 
the Caribbean: The Curse of the 
Black Pearl] came out, and 
another film, Mutiny on the 
Bounty, also came out." 
In 2003, the first year Tall Ships 
was sponsored by the city, an esti-
mated 1.9 million people took part 
in the event. 
Chicago also has its own resi-
dent taJI ships, Windy and Windy 
U. While Windy n sailed around 
the country as part of the Tall Ships 
Challenge, Windy is docked at 
Navy Pier and is open to the pub-
lic, weather permitting, through 
mid-October. The Windy also 
offers vanous pirate cruises. like a 
pirate d inner and trips down Lake 
Michigan with pirates on board. 
TI1e appeal of pirates was 
emphasized by Johnny Depp's 
portrayal of Capt. Jack Sparrow in 
the Pirates of the Caribbean fiinls. 
Pirates of the Caribbean: T7te 
Curse of the Black Pearl earned 
him an Oscar nomination and is 
one of several reasons people have 
gone to see the film. 
"I went to see the films because 
I'm a huge Johnny Depp fan," said 
Bethany .Simmons, a theater 
design major at Columbia who 
happened to be wearing shoes with 
skulls on them. " I don't know what 
I think about pirates. I don 't see a 
lot of people dressing like pirates, 
but I like the films." 
Since Pirates of the Caribbean: 
Dead Man's Chest is now one of 
only three films in history to gross 
more than $1 billior., it's apparent-
that a lot o f other people like the 
ftlms too. 
mkroeck@clrroniclemail.com 
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City blosting owoy groflilists' hord work 
Defiant street artists continue tagging despffe 'Graffffl Blasters' progrqm 
Last year Columbia's graffiti 
group ceased to exist ·vhen the 
club pre~ idem. Joel Canik. grad-
uated and the number o f stu-
dents interested in continuing 
the student-run organizatiOn 
waned. 
It was another blow to the art. 
wh1ch 13 years ago was all but 
outlawed m Chicago. 
To the d1smay of many graffi-
usts. the City Implemented a pro-
gram called ''Graffiti Blasters'' m 
1993. and qu1ckly h<-camc the 
nauon ·s leadmg Cll) m combat-
mg 1llegal <tr.:et an 
\\"1th full <UPJX'n lrt'm l\layor 
Daley. the 4 null..,n-a-~ ~ar pro-
gram guaranteell graffiti removal 
at no cost to property owners. 
But Flash. a local gra ffitlst who 
sa1d h1s mvolvement w1th 
Ch1cago's graffiti scene dates 
back to 1983. sa1d that the pro-
gram 1s a waste o f time and 
money. 
''[Graffiti tS) somethmg man 
has done smce the begmnmg of 
tune: · Flash sa1d "'The c11y could 
usc the S4 mtlhon to open up pro-
grams for lu<!.s to do more per-
miSSion "'ails ·· 
PermiSSIOn "'all< are a legal 
fonn of graffiu. and an o ften 
pamted t-) people "' ho do 1llegal 
strttt an 
Flash. "'ho reque,tcd fhe 
Chromcle not tue ht< real name. 
belong:~ to a graffi ti group called 
The Artl<tlc Bombmg C rew 
By Brent Steven White/Associate A&E Editor 
Though Flash does paint permis-
sion walls. he said he's done 
numerous illegal pieces, mostly 
in the Logan Square area. 
"Graffiti is an an fonn." Flash 
said. "And it takes skill to do it." 
But Man Smith , spokesman for 
Chicago's Streets and Sanitation. 
said people who do illegal graffi-
ti are "slapping citizens in the 
face." 
" Peo ple should thmk tWICC 
about domg Illegal graffiti," 
mllh sa1d. " There ·s a mtlloon 
different ways an artiSt can 
express themselves. and do 11 m a 
way that doesn't hurt the c 1ty and 
Its people." 
Sm1th sa1d he thmks Graffiti 
Blasters is a success. and that the 
c1ty is detennmed to keep the city 
c lean of illegal graffiti, punishing 
the people it catches. 
But Flash believes Chicago's 
anti-graffiti programs have the 
reverse effect on illegal graffi-
usts. 
"'They feed C'ff of it." Flash sa1d. 
"If anything. it mot1vates them to 
pamt more." 
Illegal graffill can range from a 
srrnple "tag"- a graffiust's s1gna· 
rure under a pseudonym- to 
large. elaborate p1eces done by 
many d1fferent "taggers:· to gang 
symbols Often. graffill 1s a s1gn o f 
terntory for a graffiti "crew" or a 
gang. 
Gloe. an active Illegal graffiust 
who said she tags all over the city, 
said the city's anti-graffiti pro-
grams make the city look "ugly." 
" It sucks because you take your 
time to paint. and by the next day 
your s tuff is blasted by them." 
Gloc, who asked The Chronicle 
not to reveal her real name. said. 
"I guess it works for them to keep 
the c1ty clean, but at the same time 
11 makes the city look ugly with 
having brown walls everywhere." 
Along with Graffiti Blasters. 
Ch1cago has another anti-graffiti 
program called Give Graffiti the 
Bru.<h. Th1s program. founded in 
1990. o ffers paint purchased by the 
ci ty to any block club or communi-
ty agency wanting to cover the 
graffiti. More than 200.000 gallons 
of paint have been distributed by 
the city. according to the City of 
Chicago website. 
Gloe said she believes the peo-
ple behind Graffiti Blasters and 
Give Graffiti the Brush have the 
wrong idea about graffiti . 
"'The c1ty JUS! doesn' t under-
stand the purpose behind graffill." 
Gloe saKI. " It's not to make the 
City look ugly. it's just the culture. 
It 's beautiful." 
The Graffill Blasters program 
uses ~blasters to elrrnmatc Ille-
gal graffiti. hlasttng an ordmary 
food-grade bakmg soda under h1gh 
water pressure to ehmmate gmffit1 
on bnck. stone. -.-mcnt and other 
mmeml surfnces. Smce the pro-
gram began, more than 900,000 
building:~ have been cleaned of 
graffiti, according to the City of 
Chicago's website. 
Flash said the city of Chicago is 
taking the wrong approach with 
11legal street art. 
" People get arrested for writing 
on a dumpster," he said. "Graffiti 
1sn ' t gomg to be CUibed by a pro-
gram: it's just going to tell people 
where to paint more ... 
Gloe. who said she attended 
Columb1a for design from 2001 to 
2003 but d1dn 't graduate. said she 
doesn't think the city's anti-graf-
fiti programs an effective, and 
that they· ve covered up all her 
illegal work. 
"It pisses me off," Gloe said 
" But I can't do anything about it 
other than to keep on painting." 
However. Smith said the city 
will never tolerate illegal graffiti 
and that if illegal graffitists want 
to be artists. they should develop 
their art in a "positive way." 
"Illegal graffitists should go to 
schools that encourage the arts, 
lilce Columbia." Smith said. 
"Illegal graffiti in the city of 
Chicago isn't welcome." 
bwhit~chronic/OftDil.com 
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Mel's mug not 
suiloble for librory 
A 'Braveheart' poster could be banned from suburban 
library after anti-Semitic comments 
Mel Gibson's plea for forgive-
ness because of an anti-Semitic 
tirade over the summer may not 
be enough to avoid having his 
Braveheart image removed from 
a suburban Chicago library. 
On Tuesday, the Schaumburg 
Township Library Board will d is-
cuss a request to take down a 
poster that features Gibson in his 
film about the Scottish warrior 
William Wallace. 
By Charles Sheehan/MCT 
of the Illinois Library 
Association. said he had not 
heard of any other library that 
had discussed removing films or 
images of Gibson. 
The association would support 
the library if it chose to retain the 
image and films that feature 
Gibson, he said. 
Jewish community for what he 
described as "belligerent behav-
ior" and insisted that he was not a 
bigot. He pleaded guilty last 
month to a misdemeanor charge 
of drunken driving and was sen-
tenced to three years of probation. 
In the Schaumburg Township 
Library, 20 small movie posters 
and four large ones.are on the 
south wall of the movie rental 
section. Gibson is portrayed in a · 
smaller poster. It was not clear whether the 
request to remove the poster 
came from the staff or from the 
public sugges tion box, said 
library President Ani ta Forte-
Scott. 
" It doesn't take a quantum leap 
to see that if the poster goes, so 
go all of the fi lms or anything 
else," Doyle said. " Libraries rep-
resent all types of thought, so if 
someone goes into a library and 
doesn 't find something that is 
offensive to them, the library 
might not be doing a very good 
job." 
Films that Gibson directed or 
starred in, such as Lethal Weapon 
3 and Paparazzi, are still listed in 
the library catalog. 
·Mel Gibson has been under pressure for his recent comments 
about Jews. Now, even a poster of him is taking heat. 
" I get e-mails every week on a 
wide range of topics from people 
who use the library, so it doesn ' t 
surpris~ me" thlt someone would 
complain about Gibson's con-
duct, Forte-Scott said. 
"The request will be given 
some serious discussion and 
thought, but I don' t think it 's a 
real heated issue," she said. 
Bob Doyle, executive director 
Gibson was stopped by 
Malibu, Calif. , police around 
2:30 a.m. July 28 while driving 
on the Paci fic Coast Highway. 
Police said Gibson asked the 
arresting officer, "Are you a 
Jew?" and said Jews were 
responsible tor all the wars in the 
world. 
Gibson has apologized to the 
Patrons were divided this week 
over whether the poster should be 
removed. 
Gerald Hayes, 68 , a self-
described film buff, said he visits 
the library several times a week. 
"I don 't agree with what 
[Gibson] said, not only because 
he's wrong historically," said the 
former Marine from Elk Grove 
Village. " But I'm very much 
against censorship because it 
goes right to the heart of the 
Constitution." 
Hayes pointed out that the 
library walls were covered with 
other images that could be con-
sidered controversial, from base-
ball slugger Mark McGwire, who 
was suspected of steroid use, to 
pop singer Michael Jackson, who 
has been the subject of chi ld 
molestation investigations. 
" I guess my question is, where 
do you stop?" Hayes asked. 
T he poster should go, said 
Sharon Reese, 24, of 
Schaumburg. 
" I 'm not offended, but do 
look at it and think, ' Hey, there's 
the guy who hates people because 
they're Jews,"' Reese said. 
"There are books here about 
Hitler, but they are about Hitler 
killing Jews." 
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~0 H OA y - l ' H u R SDA y 7:)0l..M-10:00PM rR I D., Y - sA TU R DAY MAYBE 2 AM SUN DAY 9:00 AM-9:0 0 PM 
got something to sell? 
get classified's. 
Columbia Chronicle has it! on classified service to help you make a liHie extra 
money when yo_u can't get a hold of your parents. 
www.columbiochronicle clossifieds.com 
Chicago's first and most highly respeded 
program is looking for the following: 
EGG DONORS 
$7,000 com pensation t o healthy women between the ages 
of 20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will be · • 
evaluated, take medication and undergo a minor surgica 
procedure. Serious inquiries only. 
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES 
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women betWeen the 
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at least one child. 
A R R 
I 
AlTERNATIVE 
REPRO DUCTIVE 
RESOURCE S 
-To combat significant declines 
m readership, many print music 
magazines have broadened their 
content over the years by cover-
in!! o ther areas of American cul-
ture. Spin and Alternattve Press. 
for example. decorate their 
pages wtth fashion figures and 
celebnttes. 
But this markettng mo,·e to 
gain more readers outs tde the 
scope o f the mustc commumty 
has le ft manv mustc fans wonder-
mg: \\'here· arc the publlcattons 
that \\Tlle stnct lv about mustc~ 
~lanv can IX found on the 
lmernei m the fonn o f a new 
mus1c mcdmm mus1c '' ebzmes. 
\\'ebzmes are <emt- forntal pub-
llcattons ho,ted on t!J<, Interne t. 
and are dt fferem from blog<. 
"htch are ceneralh· con,tdered 
mformaJ rubllc JO~rna), ho"ed 
- online 
In the Ia<! decade. mu<tc 
" ebzme, ha' e emerged and 
,teadtl~ become mNc popular. 
thank' 10 a raptdl~ gro" mg 
Internet communu~ and a gener-
al dt<plea<ure IO\\ ard mu <tc 
magazmes 
The appeal o f these mustc 
"ebzmc<; IS both the opportun uy to 
digitally diSCUSS mustc related top-
ICS 'ta m~ge boards. and thetr 
frequently updakd content "htch 
IS completely free 10 readen; 
Music fans turning to Internet for music media, community 
By Brent steven White/ Assistant A&E Editor 
"I think music webzines are the 
new standard for music media," 
said Mike Phillips, co-edito r of 
ScenePointBiank.com. a 3-year-
old music webzine. " The Internet 
is a fast-moving industry, and 
music webzines are more up-to-
date with what's happening in 
music. By the time a prim music 
magazine is sold in stores. its 
content is obso lete." 
But Anne Eli zabeth Moore. 
associa te publisher o f· Punk 
Planet. satd she believes mustc 
webzmes are " not engaged .. 
" Personallv. I'm mtere.'tcd m a11 
ext ellS I\ e cnttca) dtSCU.<SIOO Of the 
tssues that go 1~ 10 selling and mak-
me: mus1c. and mu._c;ac wch7mc.s 
don't offer that." !IInNe ,.,d 
"Good [ mustc) publlcattons 1101 
onlv addre<.< ' TitL' t< "h'· I II I.e 
thts.' but also ' \\'hat "tt'l I II I.e 
about thts" \\'ebnnc< tend n<'l to 
take the ttme to addre" tho<e 
thmg.; .. 
\,loNe. a former parl-ltmc 
Columbta JOUrna lt<m profc"o r. 
al<o '"'d that whtle ' he undcr-
<tand< the appea l o f mu' te 
\\eb7tne'. they lend to lac!. qu.111-
ficd wnter< and content that t< 
tn f ornta 11\'c . 
"They' re ca<y, and you don ' t 
have to search them out ." Moore 
'"'d "People gravuate toward 
them becau'IC they're free " 
But Mike Diver, content editor 
for the DrownedlntheSound.com, 
agrees with Phillips. 
"The possibilities are far greater 
with music webzincs." Diver said 
in an e-mail. " Links are immedi-
ate. and we can o ffer readers the 
opt ton to he& songs as well as read 
about them.' ' 
DrownedlnThcSound is a 
U.K.-based mustc wcbzine in its 
s txth year. l.tke some music 
wcbzmes. Drowned has an online 
forum where readers can share 
thctr thoughL< about mustc-related 
toptcs 
Dl\cr bcltn·es a reader's abt l-
tly to dtgtlall) mteract wtlh o ther 
rcadc.'f'\ '\CIS lllUSIC wcb710CS 
a ran 
.. rllc mtcrac ii \"C quahtiC." arc far 
'upcnr'r [to mu,,c magazmc"):· 
Dl\ cr -..11d " I aJ,o thtnk there·, 
lc" of a reader \\ nlcr d avtdc. a~ 
comment' and ( flttc lsm arc 
encouraged fn1111 n:adcN ·· 
J 11n DcRogalt'. pop mus tc 
utl tc f<>r I he l'ht cago Sun-
l tmc.·' and author o f numero us 
hook' 0 11 mu,IC and musu.: JOur-
naJt,m. tnc lud tng M ilk lt 1 
Collcu.-d .1/u.ungs un tlr<• 
Altunatrn• Mrmc- £1plo.<rofl of 
tht• '901, sa td 111 a 2005 llllcr-
vtc w fo r Dccoymustc com that 
wlule the wrttmg ma y be less 
formal . onltnc mustc JOurnnltsm 
is s till important. 
"There's definitely a lot more 
opinion out there, and that's a 
good thing," DeRogatis said. 
However, he did acknowledge 
the negative side to music 
webzines. 
" There's also a lot of shit [in 
online music journalism]," 
DeRogatis said. "A Jot of bad 
critic ism exists now in terms of 
people just getting their facts 
wrong o r not having anything to 
say. But I · d rather have there be 
too muc h than no t enough." 
DeRogatts also said he thinks 
people will contmue to buy 
magaz mes in the future. " I think 
tha t people enJOY magazines," 
he sa td. "They enJ OY having 
'omcthmg they can read in bed. 
You can't take a computer to the 
lOt let." 
1\lany mustctans. ltke Alex 
Burton of the band Paulson. feel 
mu.~1c wcbLmcs arc more mterest-
cd 10 the mu.<tc they' re covenng. 
.. I he peo ple behtnd the 
wch11ncs seem to be more gcn-
umcly tntcrcs tcd tn the qualtty 
o f the mustc ." Burton sa id in an 
c-matl . " If the wcbzme really. 
reall y likes you. they can push 
you extra hard to the tr readers." 
But Burton satd he prefers 
bcmg covered by print music 
magazmcs because they ' re more 
sclccttvc wtth whom they cover. 
and because tt exposes his band 
to fans of other bands covered in 
the publlcatton. 
Burton also sa td he holds 
mustc magazmes tn a htgher 
regard. "They' re generally more 
reputable smcc the chances arc 
tl 's not JUM ~orne ktd m hts bed-
r\lom." he said. 
Jo rdnn Baker. edttor and 
owner (lf l'ustepunk.com. an 8-
year-o ld mu~tc wcbzinc. said 
that despite the popularity of 
music webzines, he feels they ' re 
not in competition with music 
magazines. 
"I don ' t view webzines and 
music magazines as substi-
tutes ," he said. "People aren't 
making a decision to choose one 
or the other, and largely, they 
serve sim ilar but s lightly differ-
ent purposes." 
The similarities, Baker said, 
are the content and coverage, 
and the d iffere nces are their 
varying levels of accessibility. 
He believes people who want 
their music information instant-
ly tend to prefer music 
webzines. while people who 
enjoy pictures and the visual 
aspect o f magazines tend to pre-
fer them instead. 
Still. Phillips said he thinks 
music magazines are in danger 
of gomg under. 
" Down the road , I think 
e verything will be found on the 
Internet." Ph illips said . " Look at 
newspapers. Most people today 
get their news onlin~ now. 
Eventually, music webzines will 
serve a similar function." 
However popular music 
webzines get. Baker believes the 
people running them need tn 
make some changes in the coming 
years. 
"People running webzincs 
have to be cognizant of the dan-
gers of publishing things that 
are knee-jerk in nature." be said. 
"Nothing kills a site's credibility 
more than posting false informa-
tion and doing so beelluse the 
site is more concerned with ha'(-
ing ' the big story ' rather than 
mntotaining its integrity." 
bwhit a chroniclcmail.com 
tq)IC~S_._. 
Created by Tyra Banks, this exciting reality series gives 
everyday people across the nation the opportunity to 
compete ror a grand prize that will include a 
n:~odellng contract with one or the world's top agencies. 
Ir you're a rem ale between the ages or 18-17 and s•7• or 
taller, and you think you have what It takes to make It In 
th high stress, high stake world or modeling, then go to 
www.cwty,com ror complete eligibility requirements, 
Information, nnd to apply for the how. 
CHIC t 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Sa1um satellite 
6 Dancer Pavlova 
10 Dosage am1s. 
1-4 Florida city 
15 Inevitable ruin 
16 French 
possessive 
17 Black tea 
18 Stills a bOndsman 
20 Forst garden 
21 National park In 
Alaska 
22 WWIIcraft 
23 Montezuma, 
notably 
25 Pollu1es 
27 Concert planls1 
Vladimir 
30 Civil libs. 
31 Kimono sash 
32 Basketry willow 
34 Faj~as topper 
38 Pantheon host 
40 Boob tube 
42 Caterwaul 
-43 Take care of 
45 Value system 
47 Alley prowler 
48 USN big shot 
50 In the pas1 
52 _ ·Barr virus 
56. Disney mennaid 
57 Good humor 
man? 
58 1998 Masters 
winner 
60 Abner's drawer 
63 Vernal and 
autumnal 
65 Decorative object 
66 Alfred of the 
theater 
67 You bell 
66 Brought to bay 
69 Big name in li«le 
blocks 
70 Hebrew lyre 
71 Chicago tower 
DOWN 
1 Booze it up 
2 Frosted 
3 Use cab service, 
maybe 
4 Coach Amos 
Stagg -
5 Highland 
negative 
6 Modifying wonJ 
7 Modified word 
8 Perpetual 
traveler 
9 More abundant 
10 File flap 
l t Pint-sized 
t 2 Composure 
13 River deposits 
19 Examines 
closely 
2 1 Believer in God 
24 Tango number 
26 Brit's indignant 
comment 
27 Sty denizens 
28 Hautboy 
29 Full of tang 
33 Practicer 
35 Neighborhood 
36 Pirate's plunder 
37 Voice range 
39 Sports fig. 
41 Jeweled 
headdress 
44 Nickel add-on? 
46 Dernier _ (latest fashion) 
Solutions 
-
S II 
" 3 s 11 0 s " 00 3 1 0 3 3 II 1 3 II n s 1 N n 1 
01 11 n o s 3 X 0 N I n o 3 
d d "0 VII 
" 3 ~0 1 I M 1 3 I II V N I 3 1 s d 3 
00 
" s II V 3 A ~ a" 
1 " 0 0 I H 1 3 0 1 3 3 s 
1M 0 A 1 3 S A 1 s a 00 
v s 1 v s II 3 I S 0 I B 0 
S 1 II z 1 I M 0 II 0 H 
s 3 1 I ~ 3 0 0 3 1 z " 
1 s 1 I 1 V N 3 0 N 3 a 3 
1 I V B S d ~ n r 3 0 )( 3 d 
10 ~" ~0 o a " 1 " 0 0 s d s 1 V N N V N V ·1 I 1 
49 Brunch cocktail 
51 Burglarproof 
52 "The Seven Year 
Itch" co-star Tom 
53 Ruffled pride 
54 Wounded by a 
wasp 
55 Means of 
connection 
59 Dynamic start? 
6 t Marina feature 
62 Pea holders 
64 Skater Midori 
65 $ fractions 
Sudoku By Michael Mepham 
Level: IIJIJ[]][II 
3 4 
8 9 
2 
7 6 
9 1 2 
2 9 
3 
1 
6 3 8 
Solution to Tuesday's puzzle 
4 2 5 9 7 6 3 
3 6 8 4 2 1 5 
7 9 1 3 8 5 6 
6 1 9 7 3 8 4 
5 3 2 6 4 9 8 
8 7 4 1 5 2 9 
2 5 3 8 6 7 1 
9 , 4 6 2 1 3 7 
1 8 7 5 9 4 2 
2 
i 
4 
3 
7 
1 8 
9 7 
2 4 
5 2 
7 1 
6 3 
4 19 
8 j5 
3 6 
7 
3 
1 
4 
6 
1 
6 
4 
9/27/06 
Complete the grid 
so each row, 
column and 3-by-3 
box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9. 
For strategies on 
how to solve 
Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk. 
Sudoku on Mobile. 
Ent• 783658.com 
In your mobile 
Web browser. 
Get a free game! 
ScJTecar.dwgll,.. cP¥ 
0 2006 Michael Mepham. Dislritluled by Trtlune Meda Seriices. AI righls reserved . 
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TO THE NINES 
Ainhize Barrena 
was on her way to 
class when we 
I"!Oticed her. 
"I like colors and I 
like to experiment," 
said Barrena, 28, a 
digital media tech-
nology major. 
Barrena .was wear-
ing a white shirt 
with a floral print, 
brown pants from 
Old Navy and a blue 
and white floral pat-
terned belt from 
H&M.The scarf she 
wore around her 
neck was from India. 
While Barrena 
likes to shop at 
stores like H&M, 
Urban Outfitters 
and Zara, she gets 
many of her acces-
sories from street 
fairs. 
"I like wearing col-
orful things," 
Barrena said. " It 
makes [wearing 
clothes] more fun." 
0 Aries (March 2 1 - April 20): You will make Mad Max look like Rosie O'Donnell as you become a fashion sensa-
tion in the post-apocalyptic 
future. 
• 
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): 
Beware! Fortune cookies lie 
almost as much as child actors. 
e Gemini (May 22 - June 2 1): Don' t worry. Just when you've hit rock bottom, a cover of the Beatles' " I Am the 
Walrus" by Sean Connery will 
play and rock out your miser-
able existence. 
• 
Aquarius (Jan. 2 1 - Feb. 
19): You will be greatly dis-
appointed to discover that 
someone near you is not a 
transsexual. 
• 
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): 
Announcing to your cowork-
ers that you 're "hungry like 
the wolf' and then playing the 
Duran Duran song will only 
make everyone in the office 
think you have an eating 
problem. 
e Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): Using the opposite sex 's bath-room will spare you an embar-
rassing moment involving a 
hanger, a plastic bag of tooth-
paste and a homeless person 
wearing cut-off sweatpants. 
Mauricio Rublo/ The Chronicle 
0 Taurus (April 2 1 - May 21): Frownie Brownie will be the new name given to your whitey tighties after you 
accomplish the chili-burrito-
grilled-cheese eating contest. 
G Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): While meeting your girl-friend 's parents for the first time, you believe sticking 
your penis in a hot dog bun 
and offering it to your girl-
friel)d 's mother will be a nice 
icebreaker. Her mother, how-
ever, is a world-class weight 
lifter and pulls your penis 
completely off. 
• 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 -
Dec. 2! ): Getting a tattoo of 
Aquarr.an eating a hot dog 
underwater is probably the 
best decision you will make 
this week. 
8 Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20): Your meaningless life will take a tum for the worse when you obtain a copy of 
your birth certificate and 
learn your real name is 
Osama bin Hitler. 
Cancer (June 22 - July 
23): Your fear of fisting your 
significant other and los ing 
your watch will come true 
this weekend. 
Pisces (Feb. 20 - March 
20): Love will be in the air 
when your family purchases 
a new pet. Can you say, 
"Chew toy for two?" 
~ 
~ 
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U.S. Cellular· gets me ... 
so I can get everyone else involved. 
T.Uout*'~~ 
'""'our produdt..- 04111 
CUllan._,..,. and--
...,. .... r1Qhl .... )'OU 
Klm 
MIMourt 
~KX5Remla 
• FREECAU ME Mi~ 
• FREE Incoming Tut Mesnges 
• Unlimited Night and Weekend 
Minutes~ ot 1 ~~~ 
• 1000 Anytime Minutes 
• No Long Ois1ance Charges 
$49 99 
~ 
• • 
getusc.com • 1-888-buy-uscc 
Apple Store- Columbia College 
Suite 224, 33 East Congress Parkway 
applestore@colum.edu , 
312-344-BMAC • Authorized Campus Store 
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Commentary 
The Coklmbia Chronicle 1 september 1a. 2006 
What would James Woods do? 
With congressional elec-~,.~~~~ ~~ tions on Nov. 7 nearly 50 
.=. 1~_,,.,.>"-,IF'-,cl days away, political talk, 
unlike Jove, is in the air. 
Who will win the coveted 
control of Congress? But 
the more pondering I've 
done, such as what kind of 
By Cyryf Jakubowski shirt I will wear and 
Commentary Editor whether I will shave, the 
only important question 
that comes to mind is: What would actor 
James Woods do in this situation? What 
political stance would he take? 
Ever since watching films like Salvador, 
or even John Carpenter's Vampires or my 
favorite, The Hard Way, I was mesmerized 
by the powerful acting chops of actor James 
Woods. Naturally, I became entranced with 
the idea of anti-heroes. More so I was 
entranced with villains in general- you 
know, Republicans. 
As a self-professed James Woods fan, my 
obsession (i.e., quoting the sleazy, self-
obsessed egomaniacs and bad-guy cha(ac-
ters Woods played in the past) was shattered 
when someone at The Chronicle told me he 
had conservative views. Leave it to James 
Woods to inspire me to question my own 
pol itical standpoint. Wait, James Woods is 
pro-Bush? How did I miss this? 
Shit. 
Crushed, ashamed and deprived of my 
regular James Woods wit fix, I thought about 
this for a while. Could I possibly be catching 
a mild case of right-wing flu? Is it possible 
that the years of watching Cop. Once Upon 
a 7ime in America and The Hard Way tossed 
me into the world of closet-case conser-
vatism? 
Woods, wl:o has played his share o(fast-
talking, quick-tempered characters over the 
years, has a new CBS court drama, "Shark," 
premiering Sept. 21 . In the TV show, he 
phlys Sebastian Stark, a pompous cutthroat 
defense attorney who turns prosecutor and 
plays for the "good side." Leave it to the bad 
guy to flip-flop and be the good guy. We 
really do live in a post flip-flopper world. 
But James Woods is a "registered 
Democrat," as he stated in a fiery interview 
with Salon.com back in 2003. According to 
the interview, he's fallen away from the party 
because the last years of the Clinton admin-
istration were very forgiving. Those who 
remember millionaire Marc Rich in 200 I 
should know this. Rich was pardoned for 
"wire fraud, mail fraud, racketeering, racket-
eering conspiracy, criminal forfeiture, 
income tax evasion and trading with Iran in 
violation of trade embargo," according U.S. 
Justice Department's records. 
"I mean, those pardons were j ust embar-
rassing," Woods said. "You never hear peo-
p.le say, ' You know what? That was just plain 
wrong on every level.' They never do." 
But he also hates the right-wing conserva-
tive label. 
"I'm not right-wing, and I'm not left-
wing. !3ut you know, in Hollywood, if you 
don't agree with some kind of a ridiculous 
assertions, people are quick to label," Woods 
said in the interview. 
Without bringing out the old stuff, remem-
ber that this is the man who voiced Hades, 
the Greek god of the underworld, in the kid 
Disney vehicle Hercules. This is also the 
man who as detective John Moss in The 
Hard Way said, "Look, dickwad. I don 't give 
a rat's ass about where you come from. All I 
care about is where you' re going." 
So where am I going with this? This actu-
ally struck a nerve with me. Am I a 
Republ iean? I never thought I was. I mean, I 
like watching old westerns, the ones with 
John Wayne holding a bottle of whiskey, 
which is like, every one. I like big things, 
such. as gas-guzzling cars. And, although 
I' ve never owned a gun, something about 
Ted Nugent shooting his bow and arrow did 
it for me. Plus, I am particularly resistant to 
change, especially when the light bulb 
breaks off at the socket, and I have to use that 
Bob Vila trick, where you take a potato, slice 
it in half and try to get the bulb out without 
electrocuting yourself- yeah, that one. 
Personally, the only reason why he would 
inspire my polit~al stance is because the 
man used to rock my world by brandishing 
guns, fast-talking his way out of anything, 
punching people in the face, spewing out 
on.e-liners, all while dangling a cigarette off 
the comer of his lips-all on film. Plus, only 
Woods can get away with saying, "Look, if 
he comes to me for your ass, I'm going to 
have to give it to him. Then you'll just be a 
1 0 to 14 Percentage of more money that 
drinkers of alcoholic beverages 
earn at their jobs versus non-drinkers, accord-
ing to a study published by the Journal of 
Labor Research and Reason Foundation. 
Social drinking allegedly increases network-
ing and builds lucrative relationships as 
reported on Forbes.com by David M. Ewalt. 
14 lbs, 13 ounces 
Roamin' 
Numerals 
The record-breaking weight of a baby born Sept. 
12 at William W. Backus Hospital in Norwich, 
Conn. The newborn is Marie Michel's fifth child 
and broke an 18-year record for the biggest baby 
born at the hospital. Dr. David Kalla, who deliv-
ered the baby told The Associated Press, "He's 
built like a linebacker." 
hole, with no ass around it," to Clint "Dirty 
Harry" Eastwood in True Crime. 
But even Woods, in the Saloo.com inter-
view, said that he doesn' t like the "slash" 
jobs certain journalists do. Still, I wont Jet his 
political views change my view of him. 
From what I can gather he is a fairly inter-
esting persona in Hollywood. This is the 59-
year-old man who recently broke up with 20-
year-old actress Ashley Madison, who did 
some work on HBO's "Entourage." Now, I 
haven't heard of many celebrity Republicans 
who sleep with younger women, except 
perhaps Bruce Willis, oh and Arnold 
Schwarzenegger with his wife, and Kid 
Rock, but I'm sure they had their reasons. 
And. while Woods is pro-Bush, he's more 
in the !]1iddle of the road, which is interest-
ing since the only bush I'm pro for is not 
involved with the U.S. government. 
Nonetheless, I still will be glued to CBS 
this fall watching Woods play out his bad-
guy-turning-good-guy shtick. Political view-
points divide us and generally make us look 
past important . things, i.e., we're people. 
While it's easy to brand this guy a moron, or 
that guy a whiner, political ideology should 
come into play where it belongs-<>n the 
floor of Congress, with all the other popcorn 
stains who make decisions. 
While I suspected my role model was a bit 
off to the right side of the political spectrum, 
none of that was surprising. He's still the 
anti-hero in my book. He is a rare gem-the 
diamond with a character flaw. 
Which is also why if anyone asks me who 
I'm rooting for in this election, or if I'm a 
liberal or a conservative, I will say the only 
thing there is to say when referring to both: 
I'm a James Woods fan. Oh and by the way, 
"those pardons" were embarrassing, but not 
as embarrassing as admitting to operating 
secret prisons. I smell impunity. 
31 The number of air conditioning units which were emptied in 
Sarasota, Fla., by a man who 
was huffing the Freon out of them. 
Forty-year-old Tunothy Alan Bennett 
was "arrested and charged with mischief 
and inhalation of a harmful chemical · 
substance" according to Tampa Bay's 1 0 
News and the Sarasota SHeriffs Office. 
Pitchfork needs to 'hold steady' on the hype 
Pitchforkmedia .com 
can make or break a 
band. The popular music 
webzine- whose focus 
hardly ever strays from 
the realm of indie-
rock- has been credited 
LULLLll_..J..L..L..I_JJ with granting fame to 
By Mark Byrne 
A&E Ed~or 
several groups simply 
based on a review. 
Though it is debatable, 
many believe that both The Arcade Fire 
and Broken Social Scene owe much of 
their popularity to the high scores they 
received on the website. 
Pitchfork has realized its power and it 
wants more. In the last couple of months, 
it appears it is seeking an even more 
active role in naming "The Next Big 
Thing." Rather than reviewing albums 
. once they come out, Pitchfork has gone 
the way of Hollywood and is playing the 
hype game. The target: The Hold Steady. 
The Brooklyn-based band received rela-
tive ly good reviews from Pitchfork on 
their first and second ful l- length albums-
an 8 .0 and an 8.7, respective ly. Their 2005 
album, Separation Sunday, finished in the 
Top I 0 on the year-end Jist. 
Still, singer Craig Finn's drunken drawl 
and the intentionally unoriginal bar band 
were hard to sell, even to the indie-rock 
crowd. 
So when Pitchfork received an 
advanced copy of Boys and Girls in 
America, The Hold Steady's third album, 
they wasted no time making sure it would 
not fall between th~ cracks. 
On July 17, the website 's news section 
made its first mention of the new CD, 
which will be released on Oct. 3. 
" We' re listening to the album right 
now," it wrote, and offered a review of the 
album three months prior to the release. 
" It 's pretty gfeat." 
Ten days later, The Hold Steady 
announced the ir fall tour, and the 
Pitchfork news article subtitled the story 
"Seriously, their new album is really, real-
ly good." In the body of the article, it 
wrote, " With all . the recent excitement 
coming from the Pitchfork camp over the 
new Hold Steady album, Boys and Girls 
in America, we might have to start to take 
the band's name seriously as a command 
.to calm down a bit. lf.only we could." 
And then, on Aug. 18, still almost two 
months before the release date, the band 
came out with a single track from the 
forthcoming album. The news article 
explained in the first paragraph that it is 
"mulling over more clever ways to say 
' outstanding,' 'surefire year-end Jist 
banger' and ' future classic."' 
With news articles like that, Boys and 
Girls in America doesn ' t stand a chance. 
Pitchfork 's onslaught of preemptive praise 
has built the album to such great propor-
tions that when it is finally released, the 
album has to be nothing Jess than phe-
nomenal. To Jive up to ·the hype it will 
have to smash choirs of angels, and drown 
out the voice of God in a single song. 
Pitchfork has made it impossible for the 
album to be good enough. 
Giving an album truckloads of affection 
in a review is one thing, but to repeatedly 
build and build the praise, to start several 
months before the album's release and 
take every opportunity to add more to it is 
not fa ir. In fact, it's irresponsible when 
you consider how much attention people 
seem to pay to what they write; according 
to a recent Wired · magazine article, 
Pitchfork gets 150,000 hits a day on its 
website: 
Surely Pitchfork knows the scope of its 
readership and the influence it has. Surely 
they know how hype can ruin ·things-
many big movies meet that fate. For 
example, The Life Aquatic, upon theatrical 
release, had to answer to years of cult 
popularity among Wes Anderson fans. As 
a result, some viewers were not as 
impressed as they expected to be. When 
expectations are so high, one cannot 
expect a movie-or band- to measure up. 
Though that happens often with movies, 
it is much less common for albums, and 
that's the way it should be. Pitchfork was 
careless. It should have waited till others 
had a chance to listen to the CD before it 
started circulating its opinion. It became 
too anxious to spread the word, however 
true it might be, and in doing so, it creat-
ed an album that is impossible to live up 
to. Pitchfork can make or break a band; 
we ' ll see what happens to this one. 
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Editorials 
DanceMrica no more 
Here's something that couldn't sell on eBay. Unlike those 
popular "sell IT on eBay" 
ads, Columbia is ready to 
sign off its 15-yea r-long 
celebration of black cu lture, 
DanceAfrica, to a different 
entity due to its history of 
financial trouble . This 
comes at a time when 
Columbia is struggling with 
a steady decline of black 
students, faculty and staff. 
The indication that 
DanceAfrica festered this 
long until its auctioning off 
is disconcerting . For the 
past four years it hasn't 
made money. Steps should 
have been taken to address 
this problem sooner. Four 
years is, for many students, 
their entire college career. 
What was the adminis -
trat ion thinking letting 
DanceA frica continue its 
financial downward spiral? 
While it's laudable that 
the administration invited 
other organizations to take 
on DanceAfrica and didn't 
let the program die or 
downgrade in its entirety, it 
did in some respects treat 
the festival like a foster 
child that couldn 't be cared 
for anymNe. This should 
send shivers down the 
spines of the community. 
DanceAfrica, according to 
Da vid Flatley, executive 
director of the Center for 
Community Arts 
Partnership, cost the center 
approximately $600,000. It 
was the fact that it wasn't 
making enough money that 
threw the program into 
limbo last spring. 
Columbia decided to 
audit its operations by hir-
ing a consultant to he lp with 
it s deci sio n abo ut 
DanceAfrica. 
Now that the audit is 
over, with the conclusion 
that it was a money hog, the 
administration should con-
centrate on replacing or 
increasing programs that 
will cater to not only 
diverse students, but all stu-
dents on campus. 
According to the Office 
for Research, Evaluation 
and Planning, the head 
count for fall 2005 showed 
the following: There were 
nearly 1,500 black non-
Hispanic students, nearly 
940 Hispanic students and 
almost 320 Asian students. 
White students were still the 
majority with more than 
6,600 students. Based on 
the numbers Columbia's 
black student enrollment 
declined from. 16 percent to 
14 percent last year 
While Columbia is grow-
ing massively with nearly 
11 ,500 students enrolled for 
this fa ll, the administration 
has been struggling with 
diversity for some time 
now. Obviously a diverse 
environment is not only 
necessary, but efforts 
should be made to continue 
its growth. 
In theory DanceAfrica 
was a great program. 
However, through financial 
woes the festival ran out of 
resources and outgrew 
Co l umbia 's capacity . 
Kimberly Weatherly, direc-
tor of African-American 
Cultural Affai rs, said that 
Columbia will not fund it 
anymore, that money can be 
better used for outreach pro-
grams and comm'unity pro-
gramming. 
Co lu mbia preside nt 
Warrick L. Carter is report-
edly waiting to sign off on 
the transfer of Dance Africa, 
with the most favorable 
head recipient being the 
Du Sab le Mu se um of 
African American History. 
Carter, according to Flatley, 
is very interested in com-
milling resources to contin-
ue nurturing and supporting 
the black community. 
According to 'its website, 
DuSable Museum is the 
"oldest museum of itS type 
in the country and is the 
only major independent 
institution in Chicago estab-
lished to. preserve and inter-
pret the historical experi-
ences and achievements of 
African-Americans." 
DanceAfrica is scheduled 
to return from its hiatus in 
the fall of2007, pending the 
completion of necessary 
paperwork. However, there 
wi II be some DanceA frica-
sponsored events this year. 
Columbia needs to keep 
up its promise of encourag-
ing diverse programs for all 
students . . Wast ing time, 
money and resources is not 
an option anymore. 
It 's praiseworthy that 
DanceAfrica is in transition 
and the co llege will contin-
ue its connection to it ; how-
ever, it still feels like the 
death of an old friend. 
A throwback to the Wild West 
Comedian Dane Cook yells, "Where is the the van?!" whenever 
he does his .routine about 
how every man wants to be 
part of a heist. If only it 
were that funny, considering 
that robberies and gun vio-
lence rates are up nation-
wide. · 
While we subscribe to the 
philosophy that crime does-
n't pay, apparently when it 
comes to Chicago bank rob-
beri es, there's something 
lucrative and a lluring about 
the age-old caper. 
Chicago alone has seen a 
dramatic rise in bank rob-
beries, with last year 's 
record-breaking 240 rob-
beries. The Sun-Times 
reported in July of this year 
that there were I I 0 rob-
beries and that bank heists 
were up 25 percent this year 
compared to the same time 
in 2005. There were one in 
four take over robberies, 
which are incidents involv-
ing a weapon and taking 
over the bank. Think Dog 
Day Afternoon. 
"That's the highest rate of 
takeover robberies the 
Chicago FBI has seen," 
Chicago FBI spokesman 
Ross Rice told the Sun-
Times in July. 
However, Rice told The 
Chronicle that there were 
160 bank robberies as of last 
week. According to the sta-
ti stics, that's 50 takeovers 
so far since July. Contrary 
to popular belief, thi s isn 't 
the Wild West anymore. 
A I so last week, a down-
town and a Linco ln Park 
bank were robbed within 90 
minutes of each other, 
according to the Sun-Times 
News Group. Granted, they 
were unrelated heists. 
Two weeks ago a 79-year-
old Hyde Park woman tried 
to knock off a Loop bank 
with a toy gun. What's 
next, a one-eyed crook on 
horseback, revolvers in 
hand, with a bandanna 
around the face? 
If there is humor to be 
found in this, websites such 
as About.com which have 
expert guides offer opinions 
oil various subjects and 
actually have safety tips on 
how to survive a bank rob-
bery. Ju.stin Pritchard, an 
independent financial advis-
er with Financial Network 
Investment Corporation, 
writes on the website that 
"agitating a bank robber can 
result in harm ·to yourself 
and/or others." 
They are bank robbers, 
some of them violent ones. 
Apparently, the most pro lif-
ic robber at large is the 
"Wheaton bandit," and just . 
like the Wild West , there is a 
$25,000 reward for hi s 
a rrest. The Wheaton bandir 
hit up about 12 banks since 
2002, primari ly in the west 
suburban areas, Rice sa id. 
Whether it' s due to the 
increased numbers of banks 
and branches or the open 
nature of the business, this 
doesn 't mean crooks shou ld 
walk in and terrorize banks. 
However, we do hope that 
many crooks will find them-
selves in a si tuation where 
they also ye ll "Where's the 
van?!" That 's when the cops 
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Back from the Drawing Boards 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: 
Remember names and not numbers 
"America is under attack!" Even five 
years after a fellow classmate delivered 
those words to me, they hold the same 
confusion that they did on that morning 
in September. 
At the start of my junior year at 
Columbia, the media was beginning to 
talk about the coming anniversary of 
9111. On the fi rst day of class, my teacher 
inserted a film made in the late '80s set in 
New York. I was ready for the bad hair 
and the bad music of the '80s, but some-
thing about the New York I saw in that 
clip was different : the towering image of 
the World Trade Center. I can 't say that I 
remember much more about the film clip 
that we watched that day. 
As I walked down the streets of down-
town last Monday, I couldn 't help but 
notice the solemnity of the city. It seemed 
that the hustle of the city had fallen away 
for a brief time. It was then that I realized 
that the towers in New York were more 
than an image of a pre-global United 
States, but also an image of a simpler 
time. Following that fateful day, America 
united itself in a way that many remem-
ber, but shortly after the crest of the wave 
came a deep trough of political divide; 
with the war in Iraq came a social divi-
sion in America that has not been seen 
since the ' 70s. 
When I saw the World Trade Center 
standing in that film, my mind was reel-
ing through the years that have passed 
since those two pillars fell : the differ-
ences in our world, the differences in our 
country, the differences in our culture and 
finally, the differences within myself. I 
was reminded of a time where everything 
was not political, a time where America 
lived in a bubble of ignorance. The 
events of Sept. I I, 200 I, popped that 
bubble, and we as a country have never 
been the same. With many political 
issues clouding our minds, and a War 
being fought thousands of miles away, I 
think we have forgotten about the people 
immediately surrovnding us. 
My brother once said to me "the worst 
part of war is that it turns everything into 
black and white. There's no gray. There's 
no color ... It's ugly." Amidst the ugli-
ness that has stricken humanity, I would 
like for us as members of the human race 
to begin to understand those words. Have 
we forgotten about the humanity of the 
people we disagree with in our world? In 
our efforts to become more politically 
minded, have we shut our ears? Last 
week Cyryl Jakubowski said it nicely 
when he wrote that as a society we have 
reduced the countless people who die 
innocently into mere "numbers" rather 
than the "empty dinner plates" that they 
are. Unfortunately, today we live in a 
black and white time, where the opinions 
of people precede their humanity. 
When I looked around last Monday 
and saw a country stricken with grief, 
which tried with its best efforts to lay 
aside its political affiliations to have a 
taste of the unity that we say we strive 
for, I saw a country with some color in it. 
For one day, our vision was not black and 
white or right or left. It is to that ideal that 
I wish we could all strive for; to an ideal 
that is~oftier than the social patter:ns, and 
politics of this modem world. 
We are supposed to be a nation of the 
people and for the people. It's time we 
started living up to those words. . 
-Colby Miles Mecher 
Jtmior Film/Video 
Have an opinion about something you read on these pages? Did you 
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story belter or believe strongly 
about an issue that faces a ll of us here at Columbia? 
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bolt om of Page 3 I you' II find a 
set of guide lines on how to do this. Let us hear from you. 
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board 
Letters to the editor must mclude full name. year. maJor 
and phone number. All letters are ed1ted for grammar 
and may be cut due to a lhruted space . 
Letters can be faKed to (312) 344-8430, 
&<nailed to Cl1ronlde0oolum.edu or mailed to 
Tile Columbia Cl1ronlcle, 33 E. Con!O'ess Parl<way 
Suite 224_. Chicago. ll. 6060!>-1996. 
Pmss releases 
Cl1ronlcle0colum.edu 
Adyertlsemeots 
CrichertOcolum.edu 
The Columbia Chronicle 
33 E. Congress Parkway 
SUite 224 
Chicago. IL 60605-1996 
Ma.n hne: (312) 344-8999 
AdvertiSing Fax: (312) 344-8032 
Newsroom Fax: (312) 344-8430 
www.Columb1aChronk:le.com 
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Young, Energetic, Curator (part-time) to develop pho-
tography show in Chicago. Must have knowledge of 
modern art or photography. Must also be willing to cata-
log photography and create three lookbooks. 847-328-
0142 Contact Sonat or Charlotte 
Music Recording Engineer Internship Legendary OJ 
Terry Hunter, the man who has produced and remixed 
music for such artist as, Masters at Work, Michael 
Jackson, Kanye West. He has also produced Hip-Hop!R 
& B artist such as Rhymefest, Syleena Johnson, Mary J. 
Blige, Raheem Oavaughn, and Nick Cannon The leg-
endary OJ is seeking a music recording intern ... The qual- · 
ifications needed: Proficiency is needed in operating a 
digital audio work station, ex; digital performer 5.0, 
Protools, etc. Excellent verbal skills Good musical Ear 
Willingness to work long hours Complete knowledge of 
Macintosh Computer System Patience The intern will be 
responsible for assisting the producer and lead engineer in 
translating the artist vision into recorded reality. The 
intern will maintain all upkeep of studio and perform 
other duties as needed. Interested applicants should con-
tact: Khayyan Wafer Ts Box/Plugg City 773-398-2290 
Wkanan5@aol.com 
got something to sell? 
get classified's. 
Colot!Mo...;do ""n .. dmifiol- .~o~p,......, •lole.,.. 
_.,.., ... ,"".lollolytW-
www.columbiochronicfedo"ifteds.com 
ATTENTION CLASS OF 2007! . 
THE DATE OF COMMENCEMENT 2007 HAS CHANGED! 
Please mark your calendars: the Columbia College Chicago 2007 
commencement exercises for undergraduate and graduate 
students will take place on: 
SATURDAY, MAY 12, 2007 at Navy Pier 
Please bookmark the commencement websites as your check point for: 
• information on Commencement and Manifest 
• details on the graduation ceremonies 
• the undergraduate seniors listserv for informative email updates 
• travel and hotel information 
Visit today and check back often! 
Undergrads MUST visit the site to join the seniors only listservl 
www.colum.edu/ commencement 
Graduate students please check: 
www.colum.edujgraduatejgradcompreppage.html 
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Wanted: 18 new players by start of 2007 season 
A Chronicle 
sports analysis 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
While the White Sox's final two 
weeks will be, at the very least, 
exciting, the Cubs' final few will 
be spent trying to accomplish the 
lofty goal of staying under I 00 
losses. There's no getting around 
it-they suck. 
Oh, and how they suck 
With every area in need of 
improvement, it's hard to pick one 
place to start for the worst team in 
the National Leigue. As of Sept. 
13, the CUbs were 29th in the 
majors in walks, RBis, runs, on-
base percentage and runs per 
game, thus making hitting and 
overall run production an area for 
improvement. This also means 
that the team must begin to take 
pitches, a basic and fundamental 
aspect of the game in which they 
are severely lacking. 
The CUbs are second to last in 
the National League in ERA and 
have allowed the most walks in 
the majors. They have given up 
the second-most runs, earned 
runs, home runs and are tied for 
last in saves in the National 
League. This meaning: They need 
a new pitching staff. Other than 
Carlos Zambrano, only one Cub 
qas pitched I 00 innings, and the 
CUbs are the only team in the 
entire league to not have a com-
plete· game. 
Defensively the Cubs rank II th 
in the National League in fielding 
percentage, but have given up the 
second-most stolen bases in the 
National League and are next to 
last in the majors in turning dou-
ble plays. Despite only playing 
less than two-thirds of the season, 
Ronny Cedeno is fifth in the 
National League in errors with 24. 
Who they need to get 
As the last 12 games of the 
Chicago CUbs' pitiful season wind 
down, they should be thinking 
about one thing: How fast they 
can get 18 new players by March 
2007. Only seven players are 
worth keeping: Aramis Ramirez, 
Derrek Lee, Juan Pierre, Michael 
Barrett, Carlos Zambrano, Scott 
Eyre and Bob Howry; other than 
them, everyone else can be traded 
at once for a new · manager and 
general manager. And as for the 
team's current coach, Dusty 
Baker, and GM, Jim Hendry: they 
should be leaving earlier than 
Sammy Sosa did two years ago on 
the final day of the season. 
Unfortunately, the Cubs are not 
going to get 18 new players by 
next spring, and ihere's even a 
slight possibility the team won't 
even get a new manager, let alone 
GM. 
Oddly enough, the one excep-
tion to the team's miserable sea-
son may be the move many origi-
nally thought was their worst. Not 
only is Juan Pierre the rare and 
lonely bright spot on an awful 
team, but he is also one of two 
players the Cubs absolutely have 
to re-sign in the off season, the 
Tired 
other being Carlos Zambrano. 
Who would have thought that 
Pierre would have more RBis than 
Derrek Lee with two weeks left? 
Pierre is first in the NL in hits and 
has th~! second-most stolen bases 
in the league. If the Cubs don't re-
sign the relatively inexpensive 
and defensively solid Pierre, they 
will fmd themselves without a 
leadoff man. And without many 
speedy outfielders up for free 
agency this year, finding a 
replacement will be as difficult as 
ever. 
The 2006 Cubs season was a 
disaster of usual Cubs propor-
tions, so what the team needs to 
do this year is something they 
don't usually do-sign at least one 
big-name pitcher and a premier 
hitter. 
The Cubs have only $55 million 
committed for salary next year, 
which leaves them with about half 
of this year's $94 million payroll. 
Signing Zambrano and Pierre 
should cost upwards of $17 mil-
lion. What they need to do with 
the remaining $30 million or so is 
buy two .high-profile players, 
either Jason Schmidt, Barry Zito 
or Andy Pettine, to quell the pitch-
ing needs. For hitting, there isn't 
much on the market other than 
Carlos Lee and Alfonso Soriano, 
both of whom will demand a hefty 
raise. 
Assuming the Cubs re-sign 
their key players and acquire one 
or two free agents, they then need 
to get rid of Mark Prior, Kerry 
"I'm a wussy" Wood and Dusty 
"I'm no messiah" Baker. It does-
n't matter who the hell the new 
manager is as long as he is more 
N' 
Cubs' third baseman, Aramis Ramirez, celebrates as he rounds the 
bases on a three-run home run during a game against the Los 
Angeles Dodgers Sept. 14. The Cubs have not had many reasons to 
celebrate this season, being the worst team in the National League. 
passionate than Baker. Having Wrigley Field. Most players 
someone manage to win more whine about having to wake up 
than to appease the players rttight early every morning and get to the 
not be a bad idea. Does anyone stadium by 8 or 9 a.m. Well news 
have Steve Stone's phone num- flash CUbbies- it's a job, and 
.ber? that's why you're getting paid 
What needs to be done 
Lastly, for the CUbs to ever get 
better, for next season and 
beyond, they need to take the 
lights off the roof and return to 
only playing day baseball at 
millions of dollars. 
The Cubs inherently have one 
advantage that they need to use 
more effectively: the best ballpark 
in the major leagues and fans to 
fill it. 
jewert@chroniclemail.com 
of getting 
dirty fingers? 
VIsit us online at www.columblachronlcle.com 
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Return to 'Soxtober' 
hanging by a thread 
A Chronicle sports analysis 
By Dan Kricke 
Contr1butlng Wrtter 
With only two weeks left in the 
regular season. the White Sox a're 
fighting for their playoff lives . 
While last year's team faced 
some adversity, namely holding on 
to their division lead for dear life 
while the Cleveland Indians 
played to a 46-28 second hal f 
record, the 2006 White Sox have 
had to dea l with two teams playing 
unusually well. 
that has put them right in the thick 
o f the division and wild card races. 
All this means for Chicago is 
that the road to repeat is going to 
be a little bumpier than normal, 
and while they trail in both the 
Centra l Division and wi ld card 
races by a few games apiece, here 
are five key factors that could get 
them right back on top by the time 
the calendar flips to October. 
Strength of Schedule 
The Detroit Tigers came out o f Strength of schedule is difficult White Sox catcher Anthony John Pierzynski jumps on home plate after hitting a two-run, game-winning 
nowhere following a 65-win sea- to forecast, given the ability o f home run during the ninth inning of a game against the Cleveland Indians Sept. 8. With two series left 
son last year to post that many vic- seemingly bad teams like the against the Minnesota Twins and Detroit Tigers, the White Sox control their own fate for a playoff spot 
tories by July 21. If that wasn't Kansas City Royals to play spoiler Essentially that means the White Power Hour southwest suburban Oak Lawn 
enough trouble for the South down the stretch. One thing that is Sox control their own destiny. native Rob Mackowiak some time 
Siders, the Minnesota Twins, led helpful to look at schedule-wise is While they trail both teams by a The 3-4-5-6 hitters, Jim Thome, in centerfield. 
by Cy Young candidate Johan_ head-to-head match-ups, and the game or two, a sweep of either one Paul· Konerko, Jermaine Dye and But as Anderson's offense 
Santana and rookie sensation White Sox are lucky enough to would propel them right into first Joe Crede, have combined to hit improved in the second half, 
Francisco Liriano, are having a play both the Twins and the Tigers place in either the division or the 141 home runs to go along with including a .313 average for the 
_sc_o_r_ch_in_g=--h_o_t _se_c_o_nd_ h_al_f....:(3_6-_1_;9) __ ~_o_r _o_n_e_m_o_re __ se_n_·e_s __ ea_c_h_. _w_ild_c_ar_d_. --- - -----, 403 RB!s. Outstanding numbers month of July and a .296 average 
any way you look at it. The entire over August, it made less sense to 
team has also combined to score put the corner outfielder 
789 runs, which is good for second Mackowiak into a position he 
in the American League. rarely played in previous years. 
Detroit and Minnesota simply Now that the pennant crunch is 
can't match up to that kind of ftre- here, it's essential that Guillen 
power and at a time of the year fields his best defensive lineup, 
when pitchers are getting more and that means Anderson must be 
and more tired as the 162 game in centerfield. 
marathon drags on, it always helps 
to have a few guys who can drive Chemistry Set 
the ball out of the park. 
Pitch, Pitching, Pitched 
With the Tigers leading all of 
baseball in ERA at 3. 71 and 
Minnesota fourth at 4 .07, the Sox 
have had a hard time keeping pace 
with their Central Division foes. 
They rank 17th in the majors with 
a 4.55 mark, and that is going to 
have to improve for the team to 
have any shot at catching either the 
Twins or the Tigers. 
Centerfield Flip-Flops 
When rookie centerfielder Brian 
Anderson hit under .200 for the 
ftrst three months of the season, it 
was understandable that manager 
Ozzie Guillen would try to find the 
best match-ups for Anderson, 
meanwhile giving utility man and 
While Chicago has had a rela-
tively harmonious clubhouse this · 
year, by all accounts, the Tigers 
have had some trouble keeping the 
clubhouse together as of late. The 
last straw came a little more than a 
week ago when the ligers surpris-
ingly cut their number three hitter, 
Dmitri Young, just weeks after he 
had come back from a rehabilita-
tion stint for abuse of an unknown 
substance. 
Few on the team are saying 
much about the shocking cut, but 
if Detroit's record since July 30 
( 16-25) is any indication, the 
music might be out of tune in 
Motown, which would go a long 
way towards guaranteeing another 
festive Soxtober here in Chicago. 
Now, who wants a ticket to 
jump on the bandwagon? 
aJJ APPLY TO BE THE NEXT PUSSYCAT DOll 
. - . ···t-. 
A nationwide search is on for the next Pussycat Dolll 
Do you have what it takes? 
Under the guidance of PussyCllt DoUs creator and founder Robin Antln, 
young hopefuls will live togeltler and have ttlelr singing ability, dance mcwes 1 
sheer self-<Onfldence put to the ~t. as they vfe for the opportunity to become 
member of the chart-topping singing sensatiOn, The PUsSycat Dolls. 
At Its core, this show goes beyond just flndlng a new PUsSycat Doll; It'S about 
female empowerment, self-discovery and personal tTansformetlon. 
One lucky young woman will get her big breek to join one of 
today's most popular mUSical Q!OUPS, The PussvCat Dolls. 
In every woman there's a Pussycat Doll 
If you are 18 vee~ of age or older and think you hiNe whet It 11'- to make Itt 
the high stress, high stakes wortd of mustc. then go to www.cwty.an to 
apply and for more ~nfonnatlon or email us at ..,.._,,...,..,C!!I!II. 
CHICAGO OPEN CALL AUDMONS 
Saturday, September 23rd 
4pm - Spm 0 Wyndham Chicago 
633 North St. Clair Street, ChlatgO, JL eot11 
*caetlng Director Will It In Attlndlftc:.l* 
;~·· ·. 
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Fatalities: 
ER info may help 
track bike injuries 
Continu~dfrum Back Page 
strategy officer for the 
Chicagoland Bicycle Federation. 
Injuries, for example, often go 
unreported to police if they are 
not serious or if a motor ve hic le 
was not involved. Researching 
hospital emergency room data 
for patients trected after bicycle 
crashes is one way to get the 
most accurate stat istics of 
injuries and fatalities. 
35 
'EI Grito' 
That's something the c ity took 
into consideration when drafting 
its Bike 20 IS Plan, according to 
Ben Gomberg, coordinator oft he 
Bicycle Program for the Chicago 
Department of Transportation. 
One of the plan's chapters 
focuses strictly on crash analysis 
within the police department, 
and more specifically, the intent 
to "cons ider examining ambu-
lance, emergency room, hospital 
discharge, and mortality data in 
addi tion to police department 
data." 
Maria Aquino, center, waits patiently as parade rs pass by during 'EI Grito,' o r 'the c ry for Independence ,' a Mexican 
Independence Day parade held Sept. 10. Mexican Independence Day was Sept. 16. 
"We have actually hired a con-
sultant very recently to do the 
invest igations recommended in 
this particular strategy [of the 
Bike 201S Plan]," Gomberg said. 
" It's a study to determine why 
the accidents are happening, 
where and what should be done 
about them." 
Though hospital data is bene-
fi cial to tracking unreported 
inju ries, it isn't always helpful in 
fixing the problems that may 
cause these acciden ts and crash-
es in the first place, Neufeld 
said. 
"The problem with the hospi-
tal data is it doesn't do a good 
j ob on locating the crashes," he 
said. 
The data can total inc idents 
involv ing bicycles, but won 't 
necessarily cite where they hap-
pened, Neufeld said. However, 
th is information st ill wi ll be 
he lpful to gather previous ly to John Boyle, the advocacy coer-
unknown totals for injuries or dinator for the Bicyc le Coalition 
fatalities when a motor vehicle is of Greater Philadelphia. 
not involved- and neither are "We tend to copy what the 
police.. Chicagoland Bicycle Federation 
"The fatal and the serious does just because [its] resources 
crashes tend to be car-bike are vast ly greater than ours;· 
crashes," Gomberg said. " [But] Boyle said. 
there are some single bike crash- The Bike 20 IS Plan has many 
es that are pretty serious if peo- objecti ves to improve the report-
pie hit their heads." ing of bicycle crash data, citing 
Other cities wi ll likely follow that many police reports are left 
suit w ith such hospital research. incomplete. 
Philadelphia is interested in ana- Fatal bicycle c rashes. for 
lyzing hospital data to increase example, might on ly contain 
accuracy in statistics, according information provided by one 
~:::~~-=--=-:~~~~--~~iiiiijjpijijiiiijii.iiiiiiiiii~Piiij"'jiijiii~iiiih person-the survivor- which 
Altercati.Ons· can lead to skewed po lice reports • and invalid data, Neufeld sa id. 
Sh · th ad " We feel there should be a anng e ro thorough investigation of every 
· 1-~-d fata l and serious bicycle crash in 
IS as l.ldl' as ever the c ity with appropriate follow-
Continuedfrum Back Page 
pulled him to the side of the street 
throwing down his bike and 
pulling out a sheet of violations to . 
see what he could be charged with. 
" I eventually was ticketed for 
failing to ride single tile, which is 
a ridiculous ticket because I wasn' t 
even riding," Jimmie said. " I was 
actually off the bike and there was 
absolute ly no way for him to see 
me failing to ride single file." 
Jimmie's incident is a paradigm 
example of two major problems 
cyclists are facing as biking popu-
larity grows and more rights arc 
demanded on the road: motorist 
hostility and bicycle regulations. 
Martin Hazard, a fonncf bike 
courier and avid biker who has 
also been ticketed for cycl ing vio-
lations and been hit so many times 
he has lost count, said he and 
many of his cycling friends 
believe altercations with motorists 
are becoming more common. 
Less than a year ago Hazard 
said he was hit by a car while rid-
ing near his home in Logan 
Square. He suffered a dislocated 
shoulder and concussion, but said 
he didn't fi le a po lice report 
because the driver fled and he had 
no infonnation on the vehicle. 
" I don 't know if I've ever both-
ered tiling a report," Hazard said. 
" Most of the time I get hit it's not 
noteworthy unless I get inju red, so 
I don 't even remember how many 
times I've been hit. Usually the 
driver leaves and if you don 't have 
any infonnation what would be the 
point?" 
Andy C larke, executive director 
of the League of American 
Bicyclists, a bike advocacy group 
based out of Washiugton D.C., 
said he hasn' t seen anything point-
ing to a significant rise in alterca-
tions between cyclists and 
motorists. Clarke said although 
drivers are becoming aware of 
cyclists while driving, there are 
probably more distractions for 
drivers than 
Je nnifer Crider/ The Chronicle 
the one you are in," Clarke said. 
" In a lot of cases the (drivers] 
immediately realize they've done 
something wrong, they were dis-
tracted by something, and it does-
n't become an altercation. It usual-
ly ends. in with a wave and them 
saying sony." 
ever before, a 
"People expect the laws to Clarke sa id in 
factor that 
many times be obeyed when they 're out 
leads to verba l there Oil the road and the 
or physical laws are in place to keep 
his own experi-
ences with a lter-
cations it seems 
to be a very vis-
ceral reaction on 
the part of 
motorists. some-
thing he said 
stems from a 
basic misundcr-
altercations. 
Whether ii 's 
because of ceil 
everyone safe. " 
phones, neon - IJeth Mosher, spokeswoman 
signs or in- fo r the Amer ican Automobile 
vehicle naviga-
tion devices, 
Associa tion 
Clarke said, there arc distractions 
everywhere. Clarke, who has 
biked for more than 20 years in 
many U.S. and European cities, 
said most problems occur when 
drivers aren 't paying attention. 
"They don 't realize how fast 
you' re going; they don 't see that 
you' re there and they rum across 
in ti·ont of you or change lanes into 
standing of the 
mutori' t that bicycles arc emitkd 
to and required to fol low the same 
rules of the roatl. 
According to Beth Mosher, 
spokeswomaa for the American 
Automobile Association, cyclists 
disobeying traflic laws puts both 
drivers and themselves in danger 
because the laws are meant to pro-
tect everyone. 
up:· Neufeld said. ''We're not 
ta lking about stopping every-
thing else and doing ljust] that. 
but wc"re talking about people 
losi:1g their lives." 
This is admitted ly ea,ier said 
than dune, Neufeld added. One 
major d ifficulty in deciding fault 
is the i;;ability to rleterminc how 
t~1st n vehic le was moving at the 
point of impact, he sa id. A bicy-
clist who misjudges whether or 
not he has enough of a gap in 
traffic to cross a street could 
Mosher said hostility arises 
when anyone breaks the law and 
that altercations between/ 
motorists and cycl ists shouldn 't be 
viewed as one versus the other. 
"People expect the laws to be 
obeyed when they're out there on 
the road and the laws are in place 
to keep everyone safe," Mosher 
said. 
Clarke sa id he makes it a point 
to fo llow traflic laws, but added 
that there are numerous gray areas 
in which obeying them might not 
be the safest thing to do. lie sa id 
that lack of clarity is n challenge to 
bicycl ists who try to stny "ithin 
the law. 
"There arc definite ly some 
unique characteristics with bicy-
clists that argue there should be 
some ditlCrentiatiun in tht.: ''''Y 
that we arc trc\ttcd," Clarki.· said. 
"Dut.!'s that lllL'iln that ~.:ydists 
should go around running red 
lights? No. but I think there ar<' 
some arl!as where we nL·cJ to take 
a closer look at the way cyclists 
arc rcgt!latcd anJ acknowledge 
that they are diOcr<:nt veh icles." 
Clarke cited examples in 
Europe where many streets arc 
designated two-way for bicycles 
and one-way for automobiles as 
encounter a deadly impact with a 
speeding car. 
·' It's very difficult for [police] 
to j udge speed, particularly the 
subtle differences in speed that. 
in urban env ironments, make the 
difference between life and 
death ." Neufeld said. " When 
you"re hit at 20 [miles per hour] , 
there's a S percent chance of the 
pedestrian dying. When a pedes-
trian is hit at 40 [miles per hour]. 
there's an 8S percent chance.'' 
A new opt ion for document-
ing and tracking this informa-
tion might be coming equipped 
in most cars. According to 
Neufeld. data recorders are 
located in most new cars for air 
bag technology. 
··You could- just like in an 
airplane when you reconstruct a 
crash tkterm ine the speed at 
the time of the crash." Neufeld 
said. 
Accortlin~ to the Bike 2015 
Plan. dctail~d crash analysis and 
eft~ctivc.• Ia\\ enforcement proce-
dures arc essential to increase 
bicyck safety. The city hopes for 
a 50 percent reduction in serious 
bicyck crashes b) 2015 through 
the various objectives outlinetl in 
the plan. 
arig,j!.io d' chroniclemail.com 
well as Virginia. where cyclists. 
because of the inherent thinness of 
bicycles. are allowed to ride 
through and betw~en traffic. 
Some cyclists. however. like 
Jimmie and Hazard believe traflic 
laws should be changed entirely to 
bener accommodate cyclists on 
the road. Both said that although it 
rarely occurs. if law cnforcct~ent 
were to begin actively applying 
motorist ntlcs to cyc lists. it wou ld 
put riders at a disadvantage. 
Jimmk said always stopping at 
rL·d li ghts and stop signs is a major 
obstacle: ''hen rid in!.! in Chica~o 
bL'CIUSC C\ cJin~ j~ all abO .. llt 
momentum. I k -said side st rel·ts 
arc ilk<~llllr rid in~. and h:n in~ tn. 
b~ 1:1\1, stop at <'~ er;. bloc~ ll1r .t 
stop sign greatly slo'' s him d(l\\ n. 
·· 1r1tin~ tlt,·rc should lw a dilli:r-
c.:nt ~1tt itmk tuwanl C~'c lis ts on the 
road lk'l':HI"l' th.: laws that Hl'l' 
'' ri t!l'll li.lr trallic l'O•ltrol \\'l'rt.' 
"rittcn to control ~000-pound 
Vl'hicks that arc nut human pl)\\-
cn:d. whl'fl' all ~ nu ha\ l' to do is 
hit the bra~e and hit the gas:· 
Jimmie said. 
jeu·,•rt(a\·hronidemail.com 
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College dormitories go from basic to . posh 
Price increases as 
new ammenities are 
available to students 
Somewhere along the way, col-
lege life has gotten a whole lot 
more posh. 
On a number of campuses, stu-
dents are able to hire personal 
maids to clean and do their laun-
dry. They pay moving crews to 
pack and transport their stuff-
plasma TV s and other high-end 
electronics included. They're liv-
ing large in hous ing that looks 
like anything but a dorm. 
"You know it's good when 
your parents walk in the room 
and say 'Can I live here?"' said 
Niki Pochopien, a 21-year-old 
senior who just moved into 
swanky new liv-
rooms shared by no more than 
two people. 
" It dovetails with their vision 
of what it is to be a grown-up," 
said Robert Bronstein, a student 
housing consultant and president 
of the Scion Group, which man-
ages the building and university-
affiliated residences in other 
states. 
Upscale housing and other 
perks also fit with some parents' 
expectations, especially those 
whose children attend the priciest 
private schools. 
" It makes the $40,000 tuition 
worth it," said Brian Altomare, 
the 25-year-old president and 
founder of Madpackers, a 
Manhattan-based moving compa-
ny for students. 
This fa ll,. his company added 
one-o ff limousine rides so stu-
dent customers can arrive at 
ing quarters for "Going to school today 
school "like a 
rock star." The 
company also 
plans to offer 
grocery deliv-
ery and clean-
ing and laun-
dry services-
s omething 
other compa-
nies, such as 
Valet Today 
and DormAid, 
already do. 
students at DePau
1
.nl and living as a young 
University 
Chicago. adult in this world is com-
Known as Loft- pletely different than 
Right, the mod- when [older alumni] grew 
looking structure 
has all the ameni-
ties: expansive 
city views, granite 
countertops in the 
kitchen and bath-
rooms, modern 
up." 
-Josh Hoffman, sophom!)re 
jazz performance major at 
New York University 
designer furniture and satellite 
TV hookups. The lobby lounge-
like something out of a hip 
hotel- has a pool table and fire- · 
place, and will soon· have a 
Starbucks and tanning and hair 
salons next door. · 
At East Coast schools, 
DormAid charges $60 for a two-
hour room clean and about $40 to 
wash and fold three bags of laun-
dry. Mad packers' rates start at 
$289 for an in-state move, with 
extra charges for packing servic-
es and supplies and the limo trips. 
Courtesy MCT 
North Hall on the campus of Drexel University features modern architecture designs. College dorms are 
expanding f rom the basic bed and desk of the past to include kitchens, cable television and .high-speed 
Internet access. · -Living at a place like this isn' t 
cheap. 
Students at Loft-Right each 
pay more than $1 ,000 a month 
for a private bedroom in a two- or 
four-bedroom unit, with bath-
Students who take advantage 
of . the perks tend to shrug off 
comments from college alumni 
who scoff at the pampering they 
never had. 
"Going to school today and liv-
ing as a young adult in this world 
is completely different than when 
they grew ·up. What could be 
looked at as spoiled for them, is 
not necessarily spoiled for us," school in Huntingdon, Pa. "In 
said Josh Hoffman, a 19-year-old this environment, it's pretty hard 
sophomore in New York to avoid getting to know your fel-
University 's jazz performance low students and how to live in a /: 
program .. He took a Madpackers community." .... If 
-liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil limousine to school this semes- Some students agree. ' ~ ter. " It's a crash cours  in conflict · 
" I just fee l like we have so resolution," said Renita Young, a ' 
much, with technology and 20-year-old senior at DePaul who 
computers," he said. "We have started off in a cramped dorm and 
everything at our· hands, it's just only recently moved to Loft-
MASTER DEGREE PROGRAMS AT HPU: 
• MBA 
• Communication 
• Diplomacy and Military Studies 
• Global Leadership 
• Human Resource Management 
• Information Systems 
• Nursing 
• Organizational Change 
• Secondary Edu cation 
• Social Work 
• Teaching English as a Second 
Language 
Visit the HPU re resentative: 
Friday, September 29, 2006 
Holiday Inn Chicago Mart Plaza 
Hotel Lobby 
2 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
Inquire about our online and distance education programs. 
Attractive scholarship and assistantship opponunities are available. 
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS 
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 911 • Honolulu, HI 96813 
808-544-1135 • Toll-free: 1-866-GRAO-HPU • E-mail: graduate@hpu.edu 
a matter of choosing." Right. She feels she 's earned the 
Many students say housing perk. 
amenities, in particular, play a That said, many residents in 
big role when deciding which her b1,1ilding are freshmen and 
school to attend. sophomores, which Bronstein, 
That worries some education the developer, takes as a sign of 
watchdogs, who "Students and school i n c r e a s i n g 
believe the focus demand. Now 
. on living the employees are living in he's ready to 
good life is driv- increasing luxury while move on to his 
ing up the taxpayers are getting next project: a 
already burden- "Club Med for 
some cost of col- soaked." students" at 
lege-and caus- Illinois State 
ing some stu- - Neal McCluskey, policy University that 
dents to ask for analyst for ·the Center for will have out-
more grants and Educational Freedom door volley-
rack up more ball and hot 
debt than they normally would. tubs, as well as plasma . TVs in 
"Students and school every unit. 
employees are living in increas- "The eat's out of the bag," he 
ing luxury while taxpayers are said. "Nobody's going to build a 
getting soaked," sa id Neal new building with community 
McCluskey, a policy analyst for bathrooms. It just won't happen." 
the Center for Educational Sarah English, director of 
Freedom at the Cato Institute, a housing and residential life at 
libertarian think tank. Marist College in Poughkeepsie, 
Still others th ink there 's N.Y., also believes universities 
something to be said for basic have no choice but to upgrade 
communal living, especially for housing. Her school recently 
underclassmen. added upscale townhouses for 
"The traditional college dor- students . 
mitory, with two students to a But even she drew the line 
room and a bathroom and com- when she heard officials at some 
mon room down the hall, is a colleges were replacing standard· 
pretty good way of gett ing stu- issue twin mattresses, long a rite 
dents out of their rooms and of passage in dorm life, with full-
away from their computers," sized beds. 
said Tom Kepple, pres ident of Her thought on that: "Are you 
Juniata College, a liberal arts kidding me?" 
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Mohawk goes mainstream 
Unique hairstyle 
finds place in 
urban cui ture 
MCT 
Twist your neck to stea l a 
peek, walk up c lose for a better 
look, then try to figure out the 
meaning behind Yvonne Green's 
salt-and-pepper mohawk. 
Yes. that kind of mohawk. 
" It's hard to pull off." the 57-
yea r-old said . " When I first 
started wearing it. people would 
laug h. They though t it was 
strange now I get positive 
energy from it." 
Green. a self-employed holis-
tic health consultant, s tarted 
wearing the mohawk I 0 years 
ago because it made her look 
edgy and defiant. 
The mohawk. a solitary strip 
of upright hair down the middle 
of the scalp. has long been asso-
ciated with punk rockers and 
other counterculture types. 
But recently the hairstyle has 
popped up on men and women 
both young and old in the black 
community. New incarnations 
vary as widely as thei r fans: The 
mohawk can be shaped with gel. 
shaved into a tidy patch or 
braided and pinned in place. 
" It 's a trend, and it's for peo-
ple that want that urban per-
sona," said Michael Wilson, 
director of admissions at Cain 's 
Barber College, 365 E. 5 1st St. 
" It 's a statemen t: 'I'm not hip-
hop. I' m not punk rock. I'm not 
rock ' n' roll. I' m just urban , and 
I have a fashionable haircut ."' 
LeShundra Orsborn, a restau-
ran t hostess, sported the look as 
s he hung out with friends in 
downtown Joliet. 
. Her hair was caref4!ly braided 
up the side of her head, while 
the loose ends were teased and 
sculpted into a mohawk with 
blond highlights. She said her 
edgy hairstyle sets her apart. 
" It 's something different," s he 
said "You can wear it wi th any-
thing and it still looks good. 
People say, 'That 's cute.' Then 
they want it too." 
The new take on the mohawk, 
which originated in American 
Indian culture, shows how urban 
culture can absorb an old style 
or borrow from another one and 
MCT 
Ramel Collins goes under the razor to perfect he r mohawk at 
Robert's Hair Kingdom in Chicago. 
infuse it wi th new meaning, 
Wilson said. 
The name came from the 
Mohawk tribe in the Northeast 
and the single patch of hair which 
distinguished Mohawks from 
other groups, said Lanita Jacobs-
Huey, an anthropologist and 
adjunct professor at the University 
of Southern California. 
. "What's interesting is, here's 
a style playing· out in all the 
ways black hair can be worn," 
said Jacobs-Huey, author o f 
From the Kitchen to the Parlor, 
a study of black attitudes about 
hair. 
"There are mohawks with 
braids, dreadlocks, chemically 
treated hair, dyed hair, natural 
hair," Jacobs-Huey said. " It's not 
the mohawk we're accustomed 
to--it's a different interpretation." 
Political meaning is o ften 
applied to black hairsty les , she 
said . But sometimes the trends 
are just about looking sharp. 
No one knows just how the 
style hit the streets. But Chicago 
hairstylists believe it came from 
hair shows where beauticians 
displayed the mohawk to show 
off their creativity. 
At the shows, mohawks were 
modified with braids, locks and 
twists. The fin in the middle was 
often dyed playful shades of 
blond, brown and red, and 
curled, flipped and meticulously 
shaped with gel. 
Then the look popped up on 
models, music icons and 
celebrities who wouldn 't nor-
mally be affiliated with the 
style. Some time back, music 
mogul Sean "Diddy" Combs 
briefly sported a short, well-
groomed mohawk. 
On Tyra Banks' reality show 
"America's Next Top Model," 
she routinely assigned the sty le 
to one of her aspiring models. 
Her most famous protege, Eva 
Pigford, still sports the look. 
First the women started wear-
ing it, Wilson said. Then men 
started doing it too. 
At Anointed Styles II in the 
Become stronger, smarter and more prepared to 
face any challenge. With over 150 careers to 
. choose from. the Army is your ch~nce to make a 
drfference rn you' life and in the future of your 
country. frnd out how you can become An Army Of 
One at GOARMY.COM or call 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
Visit or call an Army' 
recruiter today to 
find out about 
Tuition Assistance 
and Reimbursement 
Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave. Suite 226 ChicaRo, IL 
When: Call or visit your Army recruiter today 
Who: Sit. 1st Class JorRe Villalobos {312) 202-0430 
Ramel Collins jokes with Yvonne B. Green after styling her 
mohawk Aug. 29 at Robert's Hair Kingdom in Chicago. 
Chicago area, stylist Jeanette 
Rodgers said people started ask-
ing for the look. 
"We try to keep up with the 
latest, and the mohawk is what's 
hot right now," she said. 
When Lance Tate walks down 
the street, women take notice, 
he said. They can ' t help but 
check out his precise cut. His 
curly black hair is trimmed 
close on the sides and thickens 
in the middle of his head into a 
two-inch-wide mohawk. 
" It tells people I don' t care 
what they think," he said. "I'm a 
man who does what he wants." 
The 29-year-old doesn't even 
mind paying twice as much to 
keep up the style, he said. It 
plays into his persona. 
"When I got it, I liked it," 
are 
Green said. "But at that time, it 
was weird." 
The longer she wore it, the 
more she learned about its ori-
gins, she said. People would 
stop her on the street and tell her 
what the style : 111e~t for 
American Indians. Others would 
show her pictures of Kenyan 
and South African women wear-
ing a similar· style. , 
"People of color all over the 
world wear this style," she said. 
"Sometimes we do t6ings 
unconsciously, but it's rooted in 
who we are." · .. .,. ' 
This summer Green said sire 
looked around and saw others 
sporting her look. ' 
" I smile to myself," she·Sirid. 
"I've waited long enough to'be 
in style." ' 
mbia's art store, 
open seven days 
a week 
50% on A.A. canm 
40%on 
IDiden ACI'VIICIIRII 
uaanex Actvllcs ... 
WIN lllerll & 
Wlntln 111111. 
20%111 ... •••••• 
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Scoop in the Loop 
Sometime in elementary school 
we were all taught how to share. 
The basic principles of sharing are 
present in the crazy idea adults call 
"compromise." Give and take, win 
and lose; "I'll scratch your back, 
you scratch mine"-this is what 
we've learned to do throughout 
life. It's funny, though, how some 
· of the most important people in our 
city don't quite understand the 
whole compromise thing yet. 
For the first time in his 17 years 
in office, Mayor Richard M. Daley 
used his veto power to successful-
ly -shut out an ordinance passed by 
city aldermen. The big-box ordi-
nance, initially passed by a 35-14 
vote in July, was recently vetoed 
by Daley and unsuccessfully 
revived by a 31-18 vote to override 
the veto. 
While this is ~ textbook example 
of how and why the executive 
branch of government works, it's 
also a great example of compro-
Bionic Arm: 
Swgery risks 
ip.clude infection, 
nerve damage 
Continued from Back Page 
24. ~tours depending on the use. 
The experimental one only lasts 
~vera! hours a day. 
.<jhli,t<;hell was not the first person 
to receive this reinnervation sirr-
gery. Dr. Gregory Dumanian, an 
associate professor of surgery at 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital, 
firSt performed the nerve-to-mus-
cle graft on 54-year-old Jesse 
Sullivan in 2002. Sullivan, who 
received severe electrical burns in 
200 I, had both arms amputated. It 
was after this surgery that the RIC · 
doctors discovered that Sullivan 
started to regain hand sensations 
when they touched his upper chest. 
Dumanian said the doctors fig-
ured out that by removing the fat 
between the muscle and skin, the 
skin graft became more sensitive. 
This increased sensitivity mim-
icked sensory feedback in the form 
of touch. Thus, both Sullivan and 
Mitchell experience hot and cold 
feelings too. 
mise failing among mature adults. 
Elected mature adults, that is. 
If the big-box ordinance had 
passed, any retailer in Chicago that 
is larger than 90,000 square feet 
and earns more than $1 billion in 
annual sales would have been 
required to pay its employees $10 
an hour plus benefits by 20 I 0. 
Supporters of the big-box ordi-
nance argued that it encouraged a 
higher "living wage"-the hourly 
pay calculated as more realistic for 
survival than federal or state mini-
mum wages. While this may be 
true, supporters seem to be blind to 
the obvious double standard that 
emerges toward retailers--or per-
haps they' re just using it to their 
advantage. 
It could be argued that the living 
wage issue was a mask for a 
greater desire to keep giant chain 
retailers out of Chicago. Whatever 
reasons big-box supporters may 
have for wanting retailers like 
Target and Wal-Mart out of the city 
are their own business. Those 
arguments aren't really going to 
solve anything at this point. 
Though the possibility of the 
big-box ordinance passing seems 
to have put plans for a new 
Chicago Target on hold, chances 
are it wouldn't have made a differ-
ence in the long run, anyway. Big-
box invasion of a financial gold-
mine like Chicago is as inevitable 
Although it's still in the experi-
mental stage, Kuiken said that the 
RIC is trying to coordinate these 
hand and finger sensations with the 
bionic arm. If they are successful, 
Mitchell and other reinnervation 
patients could feel temperature and 
pressure through their bionic arms 
and fingers. Kuiken stressed that 
this hand sensation is still in its 
early stages and the bionic arm 
doesn't transmit actual touch. 
Along with Mitchell, five other 
arm amputees have had the rein-
nervation surgery; however, one 
had complications due to previous 
nerve damage discovered during 
the graft operation. 
Although the bionic arm pro-
vides needed benefits for 
amputees, Kuiken noted that cer-
tain risks come along with the pro-
cedure. Blood Joss, infections and 
a non-painful nerve turning into a 
painful one are some of the dan-
ger:s of the surgery. 
Currently, the RIC has received 
over $9 million in federal grants 
and private donations. Dr. William 
Rymer, the director of research at 
the Rehabilitation Institute, said 
this bionic arm could help out peo-
ple both in the United States and 
internationally. 
'.Technology developed now 
could be potentially used for many 
Off the Blotter 
harrassment 
as a Starbucks sprouting up on 
every comer. 
According to Daley and his sup-
porters, the big-boxes aren't even 
that evil. They create jobs and 
opportunities for advancement in 
neighborhoods in desperate need 
of improvement. 
Daley argued that no one 
protested big-box developments in 
other areas of the city, like Target 
stores located in the South Loop 
and McKinley Park, so this ordi-
nance clearly would have just kept 
larger stores out of some poor 
minority neighborhoods. It's 
strange, however, that most of the 
ordinance supporters actually live 
in those very same low-income 
neighborhoods. · 
He said, she said. One side has 
an opinion, the other side dis-
agrees. That's what's great about 
this country: We can have whatev-
er opinions we want. But why 
can't there be a little compromise 
in the mix? 
One issue recognized by both 
sides of the big-box ordeal was the 
living wage. The big-box ordi-
nance would have raised hourly 
pay to $1 0 for some retailers, but 
Daley argues that selectively rais-
ing rates is the wrong way to initi-
ate such change. 
So there {t is. That's where our 
old friend compromise should 
inherently begin. Why not work 
together to lobby state and federal 
lawmakers to increase minimum 
wages? Why fight for or against 
such narrow legislation that's 
bound to leave one side unhappy? 
There is a larger goal present that 
both parties share, though; they 
either don't know it or choose to 
ignore it. 
The most recent increase in the 
federal minimum wage was nearly 
I 0 years ago. Set at the unimagin-
able rate of $5.15 an hour, a full-
time worker making the federal 
minimum wage earns roughly 
$1 0, 700 annually before taxes are 
deducted. 
Jllinois established a higher min-
imum wage than the federal gov-
ernment, requiring workers be paid 
at least $6.50 an hour. Full-time 
minimum wage workers in Jllinois 
reach the $13,500 range for yearly 
ipcome prior to taxes. 
Though many people might not 
know what it's like to live off of 
minimum wage, countless citizens 
experience it every single day. As 
constituents of city, state and fed-
eral lawmakers, we have an obli-
gation to make sure elected repre-
. sentatives serve our needs. They 
need to know their constituents, 
pick the right battles and under-
stand when to compromise. 
But then again, maybe it's not 
their fault if they're too headstrong 
to compromise. Perhaps they never 
learned to share as elementary 
school students. But !Rere's one 
lesson we can bet every youngster 
learned, understood, and lived by: 
If you can't play nice, then maybe 
you just shouldn't be playing at all. 
Claudia Mitchell demonstrates the new, experimental six-motor 
bionic arm to a group of reporters on Sept. 12 at the Rehabilitation 
Institute of Chicago, 345 E. Superior St. 
amputees around the world, espe-
cially for U.S. servicemen and 
women who are coming back from 
overseas with limb loss injuries," 
said Rymer. 
Still, for Mitchell, it's not only 
the technological advances helping 
her but others as well that are 
thrilling. 
"Little everyday things that you 
really don't think about are made 
so much more difficult for an 
amputee," Mitchell said. "The 
thought of having these types of 
motors available to mass popula-
tions is very exciting." 
ekasang@chroniclemail.com 
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Ride-and-ditch Drive-by purse snatching 
On Sept. 14, a 48-year-old taxi driver picked up an 
unknown man and woman at Liberty Auto City, 
1000 E. Park, in Libertyville, Ill. The man asked to 
be dropped off at 8 1 st Street and Halsted Street in 
Chicago. The man then told the cabbie to drop them 
off at 1200 S. Wabash Ave. Once the cab arrived at 
the Wabash address, the couple skipped out of pay-
ing the bill. The cab driver lost an $86 fare. Police 
obtained the man's information from the auto dealer-
ship. 
Knife-wielding assailant 
A person flagged down two police officers on 
patrol Sept. 7, complaining about a 47-year-old man 
harassing people at the BP Amoco, 50 W. Congress 
Parkway. The person pointed to a man who was 
crouching behind a vehicle. As the officers 
approached the man, he jumped out from behind the 
vehicle brandishing a three-inch knife. The police 
disarmed the man and took him into custody. 
On Sept. 5, a 57-year-old woman leaving Jewei-
Osco, 1225 S. Wabash Ave., was walking home 
when a red sport utility vehicle with four unknown 
men pulled up next to her at 53 E. 13th St. One of the 
men grabbed the woman's purse by breaki ng the 
strap. The men fled south on Wabash Avenue. The 
woman declined medical attention. She lost $300, 
various credit cards and a Samsung phone. 
Daytime robbery 
An unknown man between the ages of 35- and 45-
years-old robbed 7-Eicven, 535 S. State St., on Sept. 
9. The man entered the 7-Eieven around I :45 p.m .. 
approached the 22-year-old clerk and asked for an 
application. When the clerk went to call the owner. 
the man stated: "I have a gun. Now open the regis-
ter." The clerk refused and the man demanded the 
money again. The clerk said no and the man reached 
into the drawer, stole $200 and ran south on State 
Street. The 7-Eieven saved the surveillance tape for 
the police. 
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Clash of the bicyclists 
Pm of Th• Chronlcle~ ongoing s•rles on Chicago bicycling 
Jennlrer Crider /The Chronicle 
Fatally flawed 
Motorists, bike riders 
vie for street space 
while following laws 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
As Chicago's bicycling scene 
grows, so does the dichotomy 
between cyclists and motorists, 
and many cyclists believe it is as 
divisive as ever. 
The Chicago Police Department 
does not keep statistics on any type 
of bicycle-related altercations or 
bicycling-related citations. 
Chicago's bike oriented laws, 
however, are broken routinely by 
cyclists, often putting drivers in a 
tough situation. 
Jimmie the Saint, who requested 
his real name not be printed, said 
altercations between him and 
motorists are becoming a regular 
occurrence in Chicago, especially 
the downtown area. Jimmie, who 
has been cycl ing for a decade, said 
most motorist~ are usually antago-
nistic toward him and other 
cyclist~ he knows. 
"Just about every day someone 
says something to me or cuts me 
off or is openly hostile," Jimmie 
said. "I've been yelled at, given 
dirty looks out the window; I've 
been spit on; I' ve seen people go 
ahsolutcly ape-shit with their kids 
in the car." 
Last month, during the Aug. 25 
Critical Mass, the monthly ride 
where cyclists join together to 
overtake city streets and show off 
Chicago's cycling presence, 
Jimmie said he had an altercation 
with a motorist that left him with a 
cycling citation. 
About halfway through the.ride, 
Jimmie said a car pulled out from 
a side street into the flow of the 
mass and almost hit a few cyclists. 
Seeing this, Jimmie positioned his 
bike in front of the car, a maneuver 
Critical Mass riders call corking, 
effectively stopping cars from 
traveling through the group. 
"I was standing there and the 
driver started yelling out the win-
dow at me," Jimmie said. " I tend 
to ignore drivers that are angry 
when I'm corking, but then I heard 
the car door open behind me." 
Jimmie called over a few friends 
to help cork the car and they told 
the driver to get back in the car and 
that the ride was almost over. 
While doing so, Jimmie noticed a 
police car moving through the 
mass. 
"i\t that point I knew things 
weren 't going to work out too well 
for me because if the cop car was 
driving in the path of the cyclists, 
they probably weren't too hip to 
our cause," Jimmie said. 
What happened then, according 
See Altercations, Page 35 
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Statistics reflect under-
reported bike deaths 
By All ison Riggio 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
Chicago, a city that prides itself 
on being bicycle-friendly, migpt 
actually be one of the safest cities 
to bike in. 
The city has five bicycle 'f'ata!f~; 
ties on average each year, based on 
1996-2003 data provided by the. 
Chicago Police Department. 
Proportionate to population, this 
average makes Chicago lowest in 
fatalities among Philadelphia, 
New York City and Washington, 
D.C. 
Chicago's bicycle statisti~ 
and other cities' alike-however, 
may not. be indicating the most 
accurate information possible. 
There are several inherent flaws 
when it comes to documenting 
bike fatalities and injuries-flaws 
that have been recognized in the 
city's Bike 2015 Plan: , 
There is much room for error 
when trying to appropriately doc-
ument bicycle accidents, accord-
ing to Randy Neufeld, the· chief 
See FatalltMlS, P~ge 35 
Bionic mind control· 
Or, 'bid A..~ 1WW. ~the methlrlits ~CIM.dll 
Mltf:Mh bionic arm lit a newsc:ontlnnct • the ........... 
IMtl\M of~ 345 E.. S\lpllklf St. Gl\ SIP. 12.. 
Rehab center unveils 
advanced thought-
controlled ann 
By Eric Kasang 
City Beat Editor 
When Claudia Mitchell lost her 
lefl ann in a 2004 motorcycle acci-
dent in Arkansas, her lirst artilicial 
limb proved cumbersome. The 
prosthesis only had two functions 
and operated hy muscle- contrac-
tions. 
" I had In llex my pectoral nnts-
cle In open, my hand," Mitchell 
said. " I am not a hndy builder. This 
doesn' t t;ornc naturally to me." 
I In wever, i r II new expcriml'lltal 
prnlntypc , which was unveiled 
Sept. 12 at the Rehabilitation 
Institute of Chicago (RIC), 345 E. 
Superior St., proves fruitful, 26-
year-old Mitchell could soon 
experience more arm movement. 
She could possibly even regain the 
sensation of touch from the proto-
type. 
Today, Mitchell's three-motor 
thought-controlled arm is far more 
advanced than its predecessor. 
" I can flex my elbow and extend 
my elbow and open and close my 
hand with the mere thought of 
doing it," Mitchell said. 
One of Mitchell's doctors, Dr. 
' li>dd A. Kuiken, explained how 
Mitchell's current three-motor 
thnul!ht-conlrollcd arm workl·d. 
I lc also had Mitchell present the 
. ,.,., .. 
experimental six -motor" ium that 
surpassed the previous moliel. 
Kuiken, who is the director of 
the Neural Engineering Center for 
Artificial Linabs at the 
Rehabilitation Institute, said · 
Mitchell's left shoulder still has 
active nerves that once extended 
down her arm. Through surgery, 
the nerves are connected to 
Mitchell's left pectori~ muscle just 
above her left breast in a procedure 
called muscle reinnervation. 
Metallic electrodes, or antennas, 
the size of pellets are attached to 
Miichell's skin. These antennas 
transfer nerve impulses to her 
bionic arm and the prosthesis 
moves as if the brain really 
thought it was Mitchell's original 
arm. 
"Claudia's brain doesn't really 
know her nerves are connected to 
different skin and muscle," 
Kuiken said. 
However, unlike Mitchell's cur-
rent thought-controlled arm, the 
experimental, six-motor version 
unveiled at the RIC has more 
movement capabilities. While 
Mitchell can open and close her 
hand and bend her current pros-
thetic's elbow, the experimental 
model has more wrist and ann 
movements. Unlike her current 
three-motor model, the six-motor, 
arm moves up and down at tht· ' 
shoulder. 
While Mitchell's current pros-
thesis costs from $60,000 to 
$75,000, the experimental Olll' is 
"priceless." said Kuiken. Also. tlw 
current three-motor bionic arm 
hud u buttery source that could last 
see Bionic Arm, Pagt' .w 
